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INTRODUCTION 

a 	 aThis is a transcription of taped interview, one of 

series conducted 	by Robert G. Porter and Fred L. Lofsvold, 

retired employees 	of the U. S. Food and Drug Administration. 

The interviews were held with retired F.D.A. employees 

whose recollections may serve to enrich the written record. 

It is hoped that these narratives of things past will serve 

as source material for present and future researchers; that 

the stories of important accomplishments, interesting events, 

aand distinguished leaders will find place in training and 

orientation of new employees, and ~ar be useful to enhance 
. .. 

the morale of the organization; and finally, that they will 

be of value to Dr. James Harvey Young in the writing of the 

.' 	 history of the Food and D~ug Administration. 

The tapes and transcriptions will become a part of the 

collection of the National Library of Medicine and copies of 

the transcriptions will be placed in the Library of Emory 

University. 
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PHARMACOLOGY MEETING 

aMr. Porter: This is recording being made at Rockville, 

Maryland on June 20, 1980. Those present are Dr. James Harvey 

Young, Dr. Bert J. Vos, Dr. O. Garth Fitzhugh, Dr. Edwin P. 

Laug, Dr. Geoffrey Woodard, Fred L. Lofsvold and Robert G. 

Porter. All except Dr. Young are retired employees of the 

Food and Drug Administration. Drs. Vos, Laug, Fitzhugh and 

Woodard all had many years of service in the Division of 

Pharmacology. The purpose of the meeting is to discuss events 

\~ewhich took place during their service in FDA. would like 

to begin by asking each of our guests to make a brief state-

ment as to his educational background and his years of servjce 

in FDA. And, with that, I would like to start with, Dr. 

Woodard, wou1d you volunteer to start? 

Dr. Woodard: I'm closest I guess. r came to work for the 

Division of Pharmacology in 1936 as a minor laboratory 

apprentice, which is, I think, about as low as you could get 

GS I Iwith the Service. And after came here continued my 

schooling at George Washington University and after a number 

of years ultimately got a PhD in Pharmacology. 

Dr. Young: When was that? 

1 
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Dr. Woodward: In 1951. And during the years that I was here 

- I left in 157 during the years that I was here, which were 

about 21 years, I was largely involved with toxicology, mean 

with acute toxicity, and with pharmacal dynamics. At the end 

Iof that period was primarily involved with bioassay in the 

157 I hadpharmacal dynamics branch of the division. Since my 

Iown laboratory up until the time that have suspended work, 

awhich was couple of years ago. 

Mr. Porter: How about you, Dr. Fitzhugh? 

Dr. Fitzhugh: I have a doctorls degree in Pharmacology and 

IPhysiology from the University of Virginia in 1936. taught 

Pharmacology and Physiology at the University of Vermont for 
ayears and then went to Vanderbilt University, stayed as 

2 IResearch Associcate for years. came to the Division of 

I a aPharmacology, suppose as Junior Pharmacologist, as P2, 

and started very low in the scale of salaries as they are now. 

I was in charge of the chronic toxicity from that time on. 

- -11m trying to think of the years 1938 I think I came Fall 

of 1938, and stayed with the Food and Drug Administration 

until 1970. And then I worked for the EPA for slightly over a 

year. Going through that with many various positions from a 

Junior Pharmacologist to Chief of the Branch of Chronic 

Toxicity; and I was Associate Director of the Division, that 

IBert was heading. almost forget the name of it now, Bert. 

2 
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Or. Vos: Division of Toxicological Evaluation. 

Dr. Fitzhugh: Toxicological Evaluation. And then after that 

was dissolved, we came into the various offices or bureaus. I 

don't know what positions I held now, until I go back and 

Ilooked at the various positions. Anyway, all that time was 

Iin charge of the chronic toxicity. was in charge of the 

pesticide and food additive petitions untll the time I re-

tired. Much of that was administrative work in the latter 
Iyears rather than the first part of it, because then was 

directly working in charge of the laboratory. In later years 

it was more administrative. Briefly, that's it. 

Mr. Porter: Okay. That's fine. This just sets the scene for 

anybody that listens to the and it also helps thetape, 

typist identify voices later as we all talk. Or. Laug? 

Or. Laug: I sent something that's in the records of an 

earlier meeting in December 1979 and it's even more concise 

than what I'm going to say now. 00 you want me to repeat it 
then, essentially? 

Or. Young: Yes. 

IOr. Laug: Well, then, briefly, came to the Food and Drug 

Admnistration as a P2 Pharmacologist in 1935. I am by train-
a PhDing in Biochemistry from the University of Pennsylvania. 

3 
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In 1935 the Division of Pharmacology was being reorganized. 

The idea, among other things, was once and for all to settle 

the problem of the lead and arsenic pesticides that were in 

those days being used on apples. At the organization of the 

new Division of Pharmacology in 1935, I was appointed Assis-

tant Pharmacologist to do research on the toxicology of lead. 

Such studies to give scientific support for setting tolerances 

for lead (and also arsenic) in fruits sprayed with lead 

arsenate. 

IAt time of retirement in 1965, was Chief Special Investiga-

tions Branch, Division of Pharmacology. I published 64 papers 

in technical Journals on methodology and basic research to 

give support for the setting of tolerances for toxic substan-

ces in foods and drugs. Broadly, these studies concentrated 

on three general areas of toxicology. 

( 1 ) The heavy metals, such as lead, mercury, arsenic, 

etc. 

(2 ) The organic insecticides, such as DDT, Lindane, 

Aldrine, Dieldrin, etc. 

(3 ) Impact of radioactive contamination on foods, 

following the atmospheric release of radioactive substances in 

connection with the testing of atomic bombs. 
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Mr. Porter: Thank you. Or. Vas? 

Vos: I had a PhD in Physiological Chemistry and Pharmaco-Dr. 


logy from the University of Chicago in 1934, an M.D. in 1937. 


aI was interested in the Food and Drug Administration as 

of a tour that Or. Calvery made around theresult recruiting 

He spoke at Chicago and induced severalvarious universities. 
Iof us to apply for Civil Service ratings. Subsequently got 

a GS3 So I a telegram saying, "would you accept position?" 

wired back, "I accept" and resigned my position in Chicago. 

promptly wired me back and said, "Don't resignDr. Calvery 

yet". This was a standard procedure. They had 3 people at 

the top of the list and ~hey sent each one of them a telegram 

"Will you accept?"; they weren't offering the position, they 

a were just trying to see who was available. So for period of 
. 

a few weeks there, I was a little uncertain as to what my 

future was. But I then started on October 15, 1939, as a P-3 

Pharmacologist at $3,200 a year. I qualified for a P-4 with my 

atraining, but they didn't offer me that. Times then were 

little rough and you took what you could get. As an inter-

esting picture of what personnel practices were then, I got my 

first increase in salary after I'd worked for 23 months. I 

a I a $100 adidn't get promotion, but got year increase. 


After 23 months my salary was raised from $3,200 to $3,300. 


I think that gives an interesting look back as to what things 

were like. Not only were salaries low, but promotion was 

slow. You had to wait until somebody resigned or died; 
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I you could then move up to an advanced position. came in to 

work on the bio assay of ergot. which is a drug that was used 

in post partum hemorrhage. that is to prevent bleeding of 

women after childbirth. And, prior to when I came there there 

had been a tremendous investigation at the Food and Drug 

was myAdministration in their handling of ergot. This before 

hadtime, but as I recall, or heard it, some people cornered 

the ergot market and were trying to prevent the import of 

ergot, which would then drive prices down. And they were 

accusing the Food and Drug Administration of letting in sub-

astandard, moldy ergot. And there was then Congressional 

investigation to see if that were true. The biggest part of 

ait was the moldy ergot. Well, of course, ergot is fungus 

be athat grows on rye and so for it to moldy is little 
atricky. There is such thing as moldy ergot. but ergot 

itself is a fungus, isn't it? The Food and Drug Administra-

Ition was finally cleared of any malfeasance. guess. whatever 

ayou want to call it. But they still felt little sensitive 

on their assay of ergot. At that time ergot was assayed by 

how much combsinjecting it into roosters and seeing their 

aturned blue. It caused contraction of the blood vessels in 

the comb and the comb turned b1ue. So you injected it and 

looked at the rooster's comb and decided that the front part 

1 + was nor mal and the mid d 1 e part was a b 0 uta and the rea r 

half, rear third, was 3+. so that was an 013 grade for that 

rooster. 
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Mr. Port e r : It was a colorometric method? 

aDr. Vos: Yes, and this was rather unsatisfactory, subjective 

thing. That is, there were no precise criteria someone else 

might read the combs differently. And my job was to come up 

with a new bio assay for ergot. Well, I hadn't the remotest 

idea how to start that and I spent the first month stalling. 
I II said I was doing library literature review, which ~id. 

shared an office with Dr. Fitzhugh and I guess I impressed him 

as the person who had been around the longest without doing 

anything in his brief experience at Food and Drug. Eventually 

we did come up with a bio assay on for the principal alka-it, 
aloid, ergonovine. And at the same time chemical method was 

Ideveloped which supplanted the bio assay ultimately. worked 

Iin bio assay for many years. Later worked more in adminis-

t rat i ve work. I was at one time Director of the Division of 

Toxicological Evaluation and for a brief time was the Acting 
. 

Director of the Division of Pathology, when it was organized. 

I had very little experience in pathology, but this was a 

stop-gap appointment just before my retirement in 1970. Since 

then I've been doing consulting work at various places. I 

worked briefly for Dr. Woodard in his organization, I started 

there immediately after I retired. That's about all. 

Mr. Porter: Thank you. 
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Dr. Young: Let's begin with the institutional side before we 

get to some of the key problems that were encountered. The 

size of things. the environmental feel of it. how close you 

afelt to the Commissioner. And how homey place was it in 

comparison with how it later seemed to become? The key 

figures and other things of that nature. Dr. Woodard? 

Dr. Woodard: Well, I would like to trace a little bit of what 

I know of the history of the Division, how it was set up and 

why it was set up, because I think that actually it's not 

appreciated generally, but the Division of Pharmacology pro-

bably was the pioneer group that worked in toxicology and 

actually brought toxicology from one animal, one dose. to 

somewhere near the stage that the field of toxicology is 

today. The original Division of Pharmacology was a branch of 

the Division of Medicine, I believe. I do not recall who was 

the head of that division. The Commissioner, who was the 

first Commissioner of FDA. was a very astute individual and he 

apparently realized that there needed to be an organized 

attack on toxicology generally. and specifically on lead and 

arsenic. 

Dr. Young: This was Walter Campbell? 

Dr. Woodard: Walter Campbell, yes. They first got Erwin 

Nelson on sabbatical leave from the University of Michigan. 

You have to realize that the University of Michigan is the 
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grandfather of pharmacology. I think the first ~hair of 

pharmacology was at the University of Michigan and John Jacob 

Ahwell was the first pharmacologist in this country and was 

located at Michign before he went to Hopkins. Erwin Nelson 

came to the Division for two years, I believe. 

Dr. Young: Would this be in the late 120s? 

Dr. Woodard: No, it was 1934 or 1935. It was his mission to 

gather together people to set up his new division, take it out 

aof the Division of Medicine and set up new Division of Phar-

macology. In order to do that he, and 11m not sure who helped 

him, canvassed many of the universities and brought together 

the group of people, some of whom you see here. They carried 

over from the old branch four people that I Haroldrecall. 

Morris, who ultimately went to NIH and then became big can-a 

cer specialist. There was a Herman Morris who was no refa-

tion, but he eventually went out to the Western Regional 

Laboratory in the USDA. Howard Lightbody, who was a bio-

chemist and whose specialty was in enzyme work. And W. T. 

McCloskey, who had done the ergot work which Bert talked about 

before. McCloskey had done the work. The only other person 

that I can remember was a gentleman by the name of Scottie, 
who you will probably hear about later. Scottie was my first 

introduction to the Division of Pharmacology. He was an 

animal caretaker. It was 3 weeks before I could figure out 

the language that he was using. I wasn't used to the Southern 

9 
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dialect in this area. At any rate, the people that were 

appointed were Ed Laug, and he was selected, particularly as 

understand because of the expertise that he had gottenit, 
with A. N. Richards at the University of Pennsylvania. There 

was Lloyd C. Miller, who had trained under Balure at Rochester 

and was a lipid biochemist. Ilm not sure what he was supposed 

to do, but he eventually went on to become head of the Pharma-

copeia Division until he retired. He h ad yea rs and years in 

that job. Then there was Herbert Braun, who is deceased. He 

had trained under Tatum at the University of Wisconsin and he 

was a pure pharmacologist. 

Dr. Laug: And the only one. 

IDr. Woodard: think that's right. 

Dr. Laug: Itls very interesting that when the.Division was 

formed in 135. the preponderance of people who were there, 

except E. E. Nelson, and he was only there 2 years. were all 

biochemists. Larry Grant, Chester Tolle. 

Dr. Woodard' Who was the fellow who was killed? 

Dr. Laug: Edward Wallace. 

Dr. Woodard: Ed Wallace, now he was a pharmacologist. I 

worked for him very briefly. 

10 
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. Dr. Laug: There was a preponderance of biochemists who then 

changed sails and became pharmacologists. 

Was theDr. Young: this because field of professionally 


trained pharmacologists was so scanty in number? 


Dr. Woodard: No, these people were picked because of spe-

cial expertise that they had. This was the original idea to 

bring together people of many diverse interests to focus on 

the problem of lead and arsenic toxicity. Then he brought in 

HeCalvery from the University of Michigan. was designated as 

the person to take over the division when Nelson went back. 

Calvery was supposed to become the head of the division, 

which, because of vagaries in the Civil Service, was a pro-

He ablem. was Acting Chief for couple of years at least, 
maybe more, because he didn't have an M.D. Somebody thought 

that the head of that division should be an M.D. Then, before 

the Cancer Institute was formed, but was in the initial 
stages, Harold Morris moved to the Cancer Institute and Dr. 

Fitzhugh was selected as the person to take his place in the 

chronic toxicology area. Buttn this group, which originially 
started with the focus on lead and arsenic, you had people 

doing analytical work, you had people doing work in enzymo-

logy, you had people doing various kinds of animal work. And 

athen, there was a pathologist. The original pathologist was 

lady. 

11 
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Dr. Laugh: Lucille Fenner? 

Dr. Woodard: Yes, Dr. Fenner. She was ill most of the time, 

and for the first year she only worked maybe a couple of 

months. 

Dr. Laug: Nelson didn't come until 139. 

Dr. Woodard: Yes. and then they got Arthur Nelson, who ~as 

no relation, from the Cancer Institute. He had trained with 

a pathologist who is now retired and who was head of pathology 

at NC I. The name escapes me. 

Dr. Young: What school was he? Do yo~ remember that? 

Dr. Woodard: He came from the University of Minnesota. He 

had gotten his training under Bell at the University of 

Minnesota. 

Dr. Young: Oh, but the man you mentioned later on. 

Dr. Woodard: No. that's Nelson. Arthur Nelson got his M.D. 

and then he did his pathology training under Bell at the 

University of Minnesota who was one of the better known path-

ol~gists in the ocuntry. So all the people in the original 

Division of Pharmacology were from very highly qualified 

12 
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backgrounds and from good schools and had good training and 

rthink made the field of Toxicology what it is today. can 

remember in subsequent years that the people who set up the 

Dow Toxicology Group came here and spent weeks learning about 

how to do these things from the people in the Division before 

they set up their lab. Henry Smyth. who. set up the group at 

Union Carbide or at Carnegie spent weeks and weeks here before 

he set up that Institute, which was one of the better known 

groups in toxicology in the country. Another, of course, 

Oser, who was head of the Food and Drug Research laboratories 

spent many, as a matter of fact, he practically lived in the 

Division for about two years. 

Dr. Young: What were the characteristics of the Division that 

gave it this distinction that others later came to see in 

order to imitate? 

Dr. Woodard: Well, I think it was a lot of original thought 

in toxicology and m~thodology. There were no methods in toxi-

cology, there wasn't even an lDSO. As a matter of fact, the 

first lDSO that was ever published was published by Ed laug on 

the glycols. 

Dr. laug: That was the outgrowth of the Elixin Sulfanilamide 

matter. The publication was: 

NThe Toxicology of some Glycols and Derivatives" 
Edward P. laug, Herbert O. Calvery, Herman J. Morris 
and Geoffrey Woodard 

and 21:173-201 1939.J. Indus. Hyg. Toxicol., 

13 
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This publication formed the basis of much other related work. 

So don'tDr. Young: We want to talk about that. let's forget 

that. Right. 

Woodard: And then John Draize was brought in from Edge-Dr. 


wood do dermal of things that applied to the skin
to toxicity, 
He a

because of his background and work there. was pharmaco-

a Wyominglogist from Wisconsin originally. He spent year in 

I before he went to Edgewood. believe didn'tbelieve, 
I he 

Edgewood too much. Almost his entire pro-really care about 

Andwas in the Division of Pharmacology. I'fessional career 

guess Draize probably has got his name on more tests than 

anybody else in the country. It's still the Draize Eye Test 

that you use that you use for irritating substances and the 

Skin Many of these tests were developed, how-Draize Test. 

with Ed or Bert or some with myself. Draize was 
ever, either 


the major and got the credit for it. 


Dr. Laug: In connection with the Draize Test. I would con-


a omission if Draize's fundamental skin and
sider it serious 

now basic for evaluating cosmetics in industry wereeye work, 

not given more than passing mention. Recently there occurred 

a "flap" in the news media over the use of rabbit eyes for 

evaluating a variety of facial and eye cosmetics. The "Draize 

Test" was mentioned. 
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Dr. Young: What formed you into a closely integrated cooper-

ating team? The problem you worked on, this lead and arsenic 

residue problem, was that it? 

Dr. Woodard: Oh no. I think it was just a gung-ho outfit. 

Dr. Fitzhugh: It was cooperation between the groups because 

we were almost all of us working as independent individuals to 

a certain extent. 

Dr. Woodard: I think we were just a really excited group of 

people working in exciting new areas. 

Dr. Young: Exciting, new areas. Now defi.ne that. 

Dr. Woodard: There was no such thing as toxicology before we 

started doing this kind of work. 

Dr. Young: Therefore, as one looks at the map of this new 

area, what does one see? There was nothing. What did you 

create? 

Dr. Woodard: Well, to do the work on the lead and arsenic, 

the procedure was introduced to feed repeated doses over the 

lifetime of the animal. That had never been done. It may 

have been done by somebody before, but not on a massive scale 
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alike was planned here. Also, Morris had started study on 

rats is just couple years. 

sulfur dioxide also on the same basis, of giving this dose 

every day for the lifetime of the animal which in the case of 

a of In the case of dogs perhaps 

we had early experiments that ran as much as seven years. The 

other areas were, and Lightbody I think pioneered in this 

was the effect of compounds on enzyme systems in thearea, 
I did abody, as a way of measuring toxicity. Ed, think, lot 

asof pioneer work in metabolism and storage and excretion 

of And, of you know, we as Garthmeasures this. course, all, 

said, worked very closely together. And while we were working 

independently, each one had a little bit of interest in the 

major problem. 

Dr. Young: So that it was each of these things being a new 

experimental approach and al so that they were all i nterrel ated 

ais what blew it up into a mammoth contribution to developing 

field? 

Dr. Woodard: I think so. 

-

Dr. Young: Well, thatls what I'm trying to how about 

letting others elaborate or add to what you've said so far? 

Dr. Laug: lid like to, expanded a little bit on this Elixir 

Sulfanilamide matter because really that was the thing that 

I I need go intogot it started. don't know whether to that, 

but you know the company. 
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Young: Iid like you to go into that. I know the case, inDr. 

afact 11m just about to write chapter on Elixir of SQ1fan-

11amide Revisited for a book in honor of Dr. Aaron Eide, whols 

So that your own, not only your own expression ofretiring. 
the human of this asthe scientific aspects, but interest side 

11mfar as your involvement is concerned, is something also 

interested in. 

Dr. Laug: Well, we were presented with the problem when this 

I 100 A atthing broke. think over people died. chemist 

Massingill had decided that diethylene glycol was a good sol-

of nowvent for sulfanilamide and without the kind work which 

goes behind any drug preparation, and immediately we had to 

get started. W~ll we knew that the diethylene glycol did it, 
hadbut how toxic was it really? And, in those days, if you 

two rats and you killed one and didnlt kill the other one, 

then that was called an LD 50. What we did is described in 

this which has been published, called the "Toxicityarticle, 
of Some Glycols and Derivatives". It was by myself, Calvery, 

Morris and Woodard. 

Dr. Young: That is the publication you referred to 

previously? 

Dr. Laug: Yes. I think the most significant thing that we 

did, and I think that John will certainly agree that in those 
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days there was not much precision when determining toxicity. 

And what we did was by the use of statistics, we made it 

possible that when you treated animals with something toxic, 

a ayou could create curve, slope, and the significance of 

that was that you could then compare it to something else and 

that was the point, LDSO. In other words, if you gave gradu-

ated doses to animals, and you did that with another compound, 

in a similar manner, you could then compare the two points 

awhere it killed half the animals and that's statistical 
Andapproach and had really never been done. that's the part 

where we led these fellows around by the hand later, the 

came around and did I think was aindustry people it. That, 

very fundamental piece of work. And I really think that needs 

to be properly evaluated. It has absolutely nothing to do 

with' ourselves who were on this, because it was then worked up 

in the Division, and they all used it. Dr. Fitzhugh spent his 

professional life on that same approach. Usually either acute 

toxicity or chronic toxicity. But, that point where you can 

say this is the toxicity of Compound A which I have compared 

to Compound B. If you don't know that point, you've got 

nothing. 

Dr. Young: Do you remember how you decided to undertake that 

particular kind of an experiment, in view of the circum-

stances? 
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Dr. Laug: Simply because the review of the literature re-

vealed that there was no mechanism. You couldn't look at 

diethylene glycol or arsenic or anything else and say, well 

this is twice as toxic as that and so on and so forth. And 

a athis is method, statistical method which has been suc-

nowcessfully refined over the years, so it's really an 

accepted tool. 

Dr. Young: Did you have group meetings when the deaths began 

to be reported, at which you said, "Now what is our task going 

ato be, in order to solve this?" Was this task put upon you 

so goby the regulatory agents--"give us evidence we can into 

court?" 

Dr. Laug: No, I don't think it had reached that stage, do you 

think, Geoff? 

Dr. Woodard: No, I wouldn't say that. This was a lot of 

these things were the vision originally of Dr. Calvery who 

died very prematurely. He had, I think to me at least, he had 

a lot of visionary ideas of what needed to go into this new 

science. These ideas--well he brought in Chester Bliss whoI. 
had just gotten back from Russia, I believe. And he brought 

him a as a And hefor couple of summers part-time consultant. 

Was here at about the time that this thing happened. Now they 

had worked out something of this sort for kill in order to 

acompare insecticides. They had worked out some sort of 
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statistical method so that you knew which insecticide was 

Ibetter than the other. The old Pete Grady Chamber, as 

recall. And so we all recognized that this was a problem. 

We have all these animals, now how do you go about determining 

an accurate figure that you can use as a benchmark. So he 

worked with all the people in the Division. 

Dr. Young: What was Bliss's skill? 

aDr. Woodard: He was statistician. Bliss was actually an 

entomologist and he went to England or somewhere and spent a 

Icouple of years on that, guess three years, and worked with 

Fisher. 

Dr. Young: Fisher was the fellow who was the pioneer. 

Dr. Woodard: He was sort of Fisher's protegee. 

Dr. Young: So he's sort of the conduit by which the 

statistical pioneers come to your agency. 

Dr. Woodard: And then Bert was very much interested in this. 

Dr. Vos: Well I came along much 1 ater. 

aDr." Woodard: But also he's done lot of work in statistics. 
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Dr. Fitzhugh: You know the first experiments in setting up 

toxicity experiments go back a little while and both Geoff 

and Ed have mentioned the early '50s. Really nobody had done 

this except Dr. Sollmann at Western Reserve. who's really the 

father of Toxicity I suppose. When he used two animals and 

decided when one animal died that established the LD 50. 

Dr. Young: Roughly, when did he do this? 

Dr. Fitzhugh: Well it was before this division, I can't... 
he'd been at Western Reserve a long time. 

Dr. Laug: I think it must have been about in the late '20s. 

Dr. Fitzhugh: Probably in the '20s. Then when we began the 

chronic toxicity. in the setting up of experiments. we had to 

have some method of establishing how many animals. We would 

talk in terms of lifetime studies on these animals and we had 

to use some statistical idea of how many animals we should 

have, how many doses to administer. That was the basis which 

we used. 

aDr. Young: This was going from sample of two to a big 

enough sample to be significant. 

Dr. Fitzhugh: Yes, at that time you had to plan not only for 

the ácute toxicity, but for the chronic toxicity, for which we 
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going a time of two in the So we had towere over years rats. 


have the greater numbers. That has grown over the years from 


a few doses to many more. But we were the ones who first 

started to use this method of statistical evaluation in order 

to set up and start experiments what methods to use. 

aDr. Young: And so Bliss was there to help. Do you have 

feeling th~t Dr. Calvery had the vision of expanding it 
numerically or did you all have input into that? 

Dr. Laug: I think it's like Topsy, it just growed initially. 
Then when they saw what this was going to be, Bliss waslater, 

there. After all, Calvery was a biochemist. He ha d not been 

in this area at all, but I do agree that he had some thoughts 

about where this could lead. 

Dr. Fitzhugh: He certainly had enough thoughts on it to seek 

Bliss's information because, when I first came here when 

Bliss was -- part of the time he was here -- but anyway we 

consulted w~th him and got methods by which to start on at 

least. 

Dr. Young: Where was his main base after he got back? 

Dr. Fitzhugh: Connecticut. University of Connecticut. 
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aDr. Vas: No, he didn't even have job when he first got 

back. He was unemployed. I have letters from him still from 

when he was a consultant down in Mexico after he had been 

here. But he eventually ended up in Connecticut Agriculture 

Experiment Station as their chief statistician. Bliss is the 

well known father of bio-statistics in this country, I would 

believe. 

Dr. Young: Well, you see what I am getting at, you are all 

acknowledging this as a new frontier. And Ilm trying to 

define what IS important about it and you're doing well with 

that and also assign credit. Ilm getting the sense from what 

you say that, as, I guess must be usual in many ventures of 

this kind, credit is a multiple thing. This was a team. And 

athere was lot of input that each of you had and that these 

others had. There might have been a little bit of this in 

connection with the insecticide residues earlier, but the big 

experiment was that which was forced upon you by this terrible 
circumstance. 

Dr. Woodard: Well, the insecticide problem was the original 

basis for having set up a division. Now as Ed said, it was a 

political football and I remember we worked through 137 or 138 

until New Years Eve--right up until midnight on New Years. 

Because Congress cut off our funds and said there was to be no 

more work on lead and arsenic. 
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Dr. Young: What was the gossip about why this happened--why 

this termination? 

Dr. Laug: There was pressure from the growers. Also, in 

Ithose days. should say, probably no good feelings between 

the Food and Drug Administration and the National Institutes 

of Health. 

Dr. Young: The National Institute of Health was set up in 

193 O. 

Dr. Laug: Well, I know. But what was it--Toxicology Divi-

sion, wasn't it? 

Dr. Woodard: Yes, Paul Neil was head of a group, and I don't 

know just what they called them. They didn't exactly think 

that this stuff was as toxic as we said it was. 

Dr. Laug: That's right, and Congress took the whole thing out 

of our hands and put it into their lap. 

Dr Vos: It started out, didn't it with the seizure of apples 

and the farmer or the orchardist whose apples were seized be-

cause of excessive residues complained to his Congressman and 

the Congressman then put into the appropriation act of the 

Food and Drug Administration that none of these funds shall be 

used for the study of toxicity of lead and arsenic. 
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Dr. Young: Right, I knew that and you are also saying that 

there was a sort of intramural tussle based on point of view 

within the Federal establishment. 

Dr. laug: Very much so. Very much so. 

Dr. Woodard: Well, the NIH has always had much political 

sense, the Food and Drug Administration never had any poli-

tical sense at all. That was really part of the problem. 

Mr. lofsvold: At about this time were we revising the 

tolerance? 

Dr. laug: That was the intention, you know. 

Dr. Woodard: They had a hearing actually for fluoride. They 

finally got a tolerance for fluoride which was unconstitu-

tional or something. 

Mr. lofsvold: This was at the time--this was under the new 

1938 act. 

Dr. laug: Yes. 

Dr. Young: Fred, in our conversation, you indicated that it 
onwas your recollection that, though this taboo the continua-

tion of the lead and arsenic research did come down, that with 

the war, or at any rate perhaps the defense period before the 
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war, the Food and Drug resumed research on these things under 

a military contract. 

Mr. Lofsvold: That was the story that I heard either from Ed 

Laug or Bert Vos. 

Dr. Young: Let's get that 

Dr. Laug: The prohibition was specific, however, on lead and 

Iarsenic, as recall. But, of course, there are lots of other 

heavy metals. 

Mr. Lofsvold: I thought you said pesticide residues? 

Dr. Laug: Well, in those days, that's what it would have been 

alead and arsenic, of course. &ut there was great problem on 

mercury. It's even more toxic than lead and even more insidi-

ous. We got back into the action so to speak, but it was a 

far cry from the original setting of tolerances for lead. 

Dr. Young: Now that was what? The contract with the military 

was mercury? 

Dr. Laug: Yes, that's right. 
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aMr. Lofsvold: And also didn't we have some effort little 
later on DOT? 

Dr. Laug: You mean a contract? I think you're right. yes. 

that's right. We couldn't do it on our own until somewhat 

later. is that right? 

Dr. Vos: Well. as I say. my recollection w~s that our work on 

DOT was done on Army funds for fear that if we did it on our 

own funds that we would be considered in violation of the 

spirit of our appropriation. 

DOT
Dr. Fitzhugh: Well the first material we got on was the 

crude material seized from the Germans. The first material 

had to start on. I know yes. that was the first material. 

Dr. Laug: There's a very interesting little story about that. 

I b~ handed meguess it can repeated r;ght now. Dr. Calvery 

some materia1--it must have been during the war. maybe 1943. 

And it was called Gesserol. It was invented actually in 

aSwitzerland. And the Germans didn't know that by sprinkling 

of this stuff down the shirt of these people werelittle who 

infested with lice. that it would kill the lice. They used it 

against potato bugs first. The Germans at that time were 

raising nothing but potatoes to keep themselves go;ng. Then 

it was discovered that it had all these other uses. And he 

gave me some of that stuff and he said now we want to start 
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working on this, but unfortunately I can't tell you the for-

mula. And I remember laughing, about two months later the 

formula or what it actually was, appeared in the Saturday 

Evening Post. But that is par for some of these. 

Did he tell you where he had gotten it?Dr.Young: 

Dr. Laug: I don't recall that. They got about 60 1 bs, I 

believe and distributed it among various laboratories. Some 

of the methods which Geoff worked on were then qui.teearlier 
his hands and by thecrude. But then they were refined in 


time we finished with that problem why it was very useful. 


Young: Now could we go back to the ethylene glycol.Dr. 

Diethylen~ glycol and ethylene glycol are two words for the 

same thing, is that right? 

Dr. Fitzhugh: Oh no. 

asDr. Woodard: It's about the same toxicity ethylene glycol. 

They are closely related chèmical compounds, one is a monomer 

and the other is a dimer, that's what it amounts to. 

I
Dr. Young: Two different things. Well, now think that the 

solvent that this chemist used at the Massingill Plant it 

was.diethylene glycol. Now besides the things that have been 

said so far, is there any other innovative quality about the 
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research in this project that should be mentioned? Pioneering 

aquality of the research? It was bigger animal population, it 
was more... 

IDr. Woodard: Well, would say regarding the concept of the 

use of multiple species; up until that time usually you did 

one kind of animal which depended largely on what you happened 

to have available. So the concept of using multiple species 

to get these LD-50 figures in different species of animals, 

think, was developed about that time. The concept of repeated 

I adosing had started with the lead. know Garth did lot of 

these glycols for two year experiments and he got a lot of 

wild pathology, stones, and everything else. 

Dr. Fitzhugh: We 
. 

did work on, really, the question of cancer. 

aDr~ Young: Say that little more elaborately, will you? 

Dr. Fitzhugh: I said when we got those stones and when we 

were getting cancer from them, we were getting materials that 

produced so-called cancer. 

Dr. Young: Now, as you gave the glycol to two different 

animal populations--

andDr. Fitzhug~: Particularly rats, you got the stones then 

you got the tumors from cancer. 
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Dr. Young: Right, and this was research .that was stimulated 

by the Elixir Sulfanilamide? 

Dr. Fitzhugh: That was the beginning of it, yes--you have the 

paper on glycols--I don't have mine. 

Dr. Young: So this isn't by any means the only paper that 

eventuated from the research that was triggered? 

Dr. Laug: Oh. no. That happened to be the original paper. 

After that there were lots of them, particularly Dr. Fitzhugh, 

because he examined the area where it isn't just a single dose 

that tells you whether the animal is dead or alive, but how is 

it going to work if you take it for years. which is the pro-

blem that faces us at all times. 

Dr. Young: And this long dosage with a potentially toxic sub-

astance to see it proves to be toxic by small doses over long 

period this research with the glycol is the beginning of 

Are there any more comments you want to makethat research. 
Iabout the innovative quality of the long-term studies? 

wanted to ask you, generally speaking, what journal these 

studies were published in if I wanted to go back to that per-

iod and try to check them out? 

Dr. Fitzhugh: Most of them were in the Journal of Pharamaco-

logy and Experimental Theraputics. 
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Young: And, will it have glycols in the title?Dr. 

The andDr. Fitzhugh: Yes. first ones would, 

diethyleneglycol. 

Young: And these came out in the late '30s and earlyDr. 

'40s1 

Dr. Fitzhugh: Yes, early '405, papers were usually delayed 

because of 'writing difficulties. 

Young: I also wanted to ask if the innovative quality ofDr. 

which all was broadlythis research, you share, more recog-

nized and taken account of in any way, so that it was noted in 

soany review articles of the field that you can think of or 

that it brought to your division or to any of yóu as indivi-

duals any kind of recognition, any awards or prizes that are 

sort of benchmarks of its importance? (Several: No.) You are 

muchin effect saying that perhaps the record hasn't given 

credit to the group for this innovation. 

Dr. Laugh: I would agree to that, yes. 

Dr. Woodard: Because actually the people who've gotten the 


who
Prizes and the awards are people like Henry Smith, didn't 

know the first thing about toxicology before he visited this 
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And 	 and whodivision. the same thing is true of V. 	 K. Rowe 

who bewas his boss? Not Spencer, it was Fassett, used to in 

athe Division. In fact he worked directly with number of us, 

he set up the Eastman Kodak toxicology group. 

Dr. Young: The greatest flattery you got then was imitation. 

Dr. Woodard: Well, it was really the people wh~ were trained 

here or who came here for some kind of help in getting their 
Iown organization set-up. If you talk with them, think most 

of them will make that point. That what they really learned 

was what they learned here in the Division, or was the begin-

ning of it. Hazleton is another one. He used to study the 

toxicity of somethtng or other for industry and he'd call one 

of us up on the phone and say how about helping me set up this 

experiment? 

Dr. Young: Well, this betokens another thing. That is to say 

that you were doing this, it was in the public interest, you 

were finding these things out partly for regulatory purposes, 

but it was all open knowledge, you published it as soon as you 

could get it in print. And not only that, you felt that part 

of your mission was to give counsel and advice to others who 

wanted to set these things up, particularly in industry. This 

FDA 	 on andwas done in order to save work later to save the 

public from hazards because they would have done better 
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background research before they tried to get these things on 

So athe market. this seemed perfectly natural part of your 

task, to give advice to these various groups? 

Dr. Woodard: Yes, well in addition to the industry groups, 

think it's only fair to point out that there were people like 

Harold Hodge at the University of Rochester who was at one 

time head of the Atomic Energy Group there. When that support 

folded, they had to look for other work for his people. So he 

started doing industrial work and also started teaching toxi-

cology which he had not done before. He used to spend a lot 

of time here. Arnold Lehman who took the job as Calvery's 

successor, was another one. 

Dr. Young: Where was he, then? 

Dr. Woodard: He was in North Carolina. 

Dr. Laug: Wasn't Spencer from the Dow Chemical Co. also one 

athat learned great deal from us? 

Dr. Woodard: That's right. 

Dr. Fitzhugh: I think it should be known that in the early 

days, and I think of the early days almost up until 1950 and 

even afterwards, when the food additive amendment came in, 

almost all of these people, (particularly industry), if 
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11mthey had to set up an experiment to prove toxicity think-

those people would come ining primarily of chronic toxicity. 
a 3 or 4 of us would decide on what ex-here. In conference, 

periments to perform. Many times, when those experiments were 

running, they'd come in and show us the preliminary data. They 

sowere very anxious for us to guide them all the way through 

we were acting as guides all the way along. Not only with 

industry, but with universities too. At that time, any of them 

that were doing toxicity work, particularly chronic toxicity 

work. were under contract to the industry, so they would come 

in and discuss the preliminaries of what to do, before they 

brought in the final work. We were guiding them all along all 

athe way through before we got the regulatory data. as final 

"thing. 

Dr. Young: Was part of this consultation consequent to the 

new drug provision in the 1938 law? Was it concerned with the 

safety of drugs? 

I
Dr. Vos: Not too much of that on drugs. mean there was 


some of I would say most of what remember related
that. I 

to new pesticides that were coming in. the new food additives. 

Before these Acts were passed requiring their safety to be 

would come indemonstrated. the more responsible industries 

and say we have a new thing that we think would be wonderful 

we in milk or in bread what do you think we oughtif put it --
to do. We know that we donlt have to do anything unless itls 
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anything unless it's poisonous or deleterious, but we feel 

that we ought to. We would then advise them what sort of 

studies to do, even though we had no authority to set any 

tolerances. 

Dr. Young: Well, the Elixir of Sulfanilamide disaster was 

what really produced the new drug clause. 

wasDr. 	 Vos: That was drugs, but that not... 

I 	 aDr. 	 Young: wanted to ask you you are answering it in 

way, but let me just ask you again. In the early days follow-
Iing the passage of the 1938 law, which guess went into 

effect as far as the new drug clause was conc~rned immedi-

did that lead to group of pharmaceutical researchersaately, 
acoming to your door saying we're about to put out new drug 

and we have to prove that it's going to be safe. Will you 

help us devise the kind of tests that can later bring backwe 

to the agency to show that the drug is safe under the law? 

What about that new drug clause in the first 5 or 6 years? 

IDr. 	 Vos: Well, would say that in the early days you refer 

that was handled by what was then the Drug Division.to, And 

at the beginning there was very very little consultation with 

the Division of Pharmacology. There was some, but the people 

that were making those decisions were the medical officers 
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of what later became the Bureau of Medicine which was then the 

Medical Branch of the Drug Division. Animal tests were done, 

but at the beginning there was not too much emphasis put on 

them in the sense that they were coming in for advice on how 

to do Also, these were pharamaceutical houses who wereit. 
a 

a more knowledgeable in these areas than were foodlittle 
or a person who wanted to put some chemical intomanufacturer 

food. 

Dr. Young: Did you say who were a little more knowledgeable? 

Dr. Vos: Yes. They knew more. Some certainly came in for 

advice, but that was not as spectacular as when the pesticides 

and the food additives developed. 

Dr. Young: Well, now the tests required are very elaborate. 

doDid the prug manufacturers in these early days the kind of 

toxicity studies with regard to their new drugs that you were 

doing, testing these various ingredients? 

IDr. Laug: No, don't think so. For one difference in philo-

sophy and that is, of course, when it's in food the indi-
avidual has no choice. If he takes it as medicine, there is 

the possibility of measuring the risk against curing the dis-

aease. And so the philosophy is little different. 
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Dr. Young: I see that, but the risk of chronic toxicity, or 

even of immediate toxicity is... 

Laug: But isn't as cogent as it is when you it toDr. it add 

food. 

Dr. Young: Yes, I see that. 

Dr. Woodard: Well, the explosion in new drug development 

didn't occur right at that time, anyway. The antibiotic deve-

lopment was the biggest thing that happened. And the antibi-

otics were being approved with little animal toxicity studies, 

almost an embarrassingly small amount of toxicity. We didn't 

have a whole lot to do with that. 

Dr. Young: That wasn't a question that-the drug bureau raised 

with you as experts in toxicity when they were looking at 

these new drug applications or at the antibiotic certifica-

tion. 

Dr. Woodard: They didn't really look at don't thinkit. I 

do ait's fair to say that we didn't quite lot, I mean like 

Carl Beyer from Merck who eventually became vice president of 

research for Merck Sharp & Oohme, and he used to spend a lot 

of time in here in consultation. The people at Boston Univer-

asity used to be in. As matter of fact, the whole area 

adevelopment of the rauwolfia alkaloids, those people spent 
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lot of. time heret in consultation. The antibioticst : would 

say primarily we were not exactly we11 that was cons~dered 

to be Henry Welsh's area and he didn't really care about hav-

ing pharmacology monkey with his territory. Others in the 


antibiotics--I would say that we were brought into But
it. 
then by that time the real explosion in other kinds of drugs 

developed. The whole field of toxicology then had become much 

more sophisticated. I don't think there was the need for 
consultation that there was earliler. The other thingt of 


courset is that there is a different philosophy in the toxi-

acity of food additive or a pesticide which you don't know 

ayou're getting and you have no medical supervision and lot 
of ather thingst than toxicity of a drug where you presumably 

are under the care of a physician. 

Dr. Young: And you recognized that there may well have to be 

Some atheret it's more matter of balance. 

Woodard: And soDr. in the case of the food additives and 

pesticides, we were looking for what you might say moreare 

subtle kinds of toxicity than you would in drug. Becausea 

with a drug you are taking a toxic dose to begin with, whereas 

with a food additive you are taking presumably something that 
is a Sonot toxic dose. to find the effect of these very 

small quantities over a long period of time, you have diff-
erent kinds of criteria. 
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Dr. Vos: In the case of the drugs, when a manufacturer is 

aready to put a new drug on the market, he will be submitting 

new drug application, he will have done work in patients so 

that you have the actual experience in human beings. He will 

have done animal work prior to that, but you look with greater 

care at the results in the human beings who have had this 

drug, and put somewhat less emphasis on the animal. Whereas 

in a food additive or a pesticide, you ordinarily have no 

human experience at You have to make the whole relianceall. 
on the picture in animals. 

Dr. Young: You talked about pesticides and moved then into 

food additives which are a kind of different thing. This was 

a period of tremendous expansion in food additives as far as 

Did do on food.industry was 'concerned. you begin to research 

additives that weren't pesticide residues were you in any 

sense in your division blowing a whistle on food additives 

that helped lead to the 1950 hearings? Did any of this come 

from you, or where did the worry about food additives as a 

part of pesticide residues come that caused Congress in 1950 

to have the hearings that were later to lead to the extension 

of the new drug principle into the area of additives and 

pesticide residues, colors, etc? 

Woodard: I would say that actually the emphasis onDr. Well, 
Ifood additives preceded the pesticides, and would think that 

perhaps the earliest ones were the ones that Garth got 
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Where heinvolved in--the aritificial sweeteners. 


demonstrated cancer in long term feeding experiments which was 


far ahead of anybody else ever having really shown this. 


IDr. Young: Well, would you speak to that, please. did an 

article on the early regulatory history of saccharin and wrote 

a bout it. 

Dr. Woodard: Well, Garth worked on every sweetener there ever 

was, including saccharin. 

Dr. Fitzhugh: Probably one of the first ones we worked on was 

selenium as a food additive. We determined there that it 

caused tumors. 

Dr. Young: And this was roughly, if you could find the refer-

ence, I'd--what caused you to undertake this research? 

Dr. Fitzhugh: Well, we were interested in anything that was 

in food, certainly. So we were beginning--selenium was prob-

ably one of the first ones. In regard to tumors, Bert men-

tioned the ergot which was one of the first ones. We were 

very much interested at that time in anything that might cause 

tumors. The ergot was probably one of the first ones and the 

peculiarity in that was that the tumors when we were feeding 

Andergot the tumors were formed on the top of the ear. 

from selenium we found tumors; that, of course, was carcino-

genic in any large amount. 
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Dr. Young: Methodologically. these were the same long-range 

studies that were triggered by the diethylene glycol experi-

ments? 

Fitzhugh: Well I would say so. yes. Because they were inDr. 
infood. What we were interested in was materials that were 

food. 

Laug: You could even add lead and arsenic as a foodDr. --
aadditive. in way. 

Woodard: And coal tar colors. too.Dr. 

Dr. Fitzhugh: Well we were interested in coal tar's colors. 

distinctly remember the first experiment that I started was 

I thought we were not going to mentionwith coal tar colors.. 

colors right now. 

Dr. Young: I guess I am trying to get the pattern of what 

triggered what and when it came even if we don't go into the 

details of it right now. 

Fitzhugh: We were interested in the long term studies ofDr. 

food additives and actually before we really got into pesti-

cides. We didn't get into pesticides, other than lead and 

arsenic, until the beginning of the 1405. with the second 

World War. 
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Dr. Young: But these food experiments you actually got into--

Dr. Fitzhugh: Immediately after I came in 1939, I began 

working on these food additives. We fed the su1fites. Remem-

ber, the su1fites were studied way back in the early days of 

Wethe Food and Drug Act after 1906. studied the long-term 

effects of su1fites. That was one of the first experiments 

got into. It didn't cause tumors, but it did cause dietary 

effects. 

Dr. Young: So you had been almost a decade involved in long 

term food additive studies before the Congressional hearing. 

Dr. Fitzhugh: Yes. 

Dr. Young: Were you called to testify on your research at the 

had found?hearings, eventually, as to what you 

Dr. Woodard: I don't believe anybody iD that Division--

Dr. Fitzhugh: I can't recall. 

Dr. Vos: Was Lehman there in 1950? 

Dr. Laug: He came in '47, I think...'46. 

Dr. Vos: Would he have been testifing? 
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Dr. Woodard: If anybody did, it would have been Ben White. He 

was probably the spokesman for the Food Division and he was 

quite impressed with the work that this division was doing at 

every opportunity he was one of the better spokesmen actually 

for the Division of Pharmacology. 

Dr. Laug: Don't you think it was quite possible that the 

Commissioner may have...we may have furnished him with the 

background material. I think that is the most likely, but 

don't remember any of our people... 

IWoodard: No am sureDr. ..... 


Young: What hearing was that?Dr. 

Laug: Delany heùrings?Dr. 

Dr. Fitzhugh: Lehman testified in that hearing. 

D. Laug: Yes. 

Young: How aware was the Commissioner of what you wereDr. 

doing and the importance of it and how adequately did you feel 

within the budget that FDA had, you were furnished withthat, 
what needed to do.resources for doing you 
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Dr. Laug: Well, I can speak for myself at least in the ear.ly 

Idays the Commissioner had his ear right there. remember the 

first day I reported to the Food and Drug in '35 that E. E. 

INelson took me down to meet the Commissioner. wouldn't 

So athink it would be that way today. there was really very 

close, well we were all in the same building and we very fre-

quently visited..... 

Dr. Young: The different Commissioners asked you about what 

you were doing? 

Dr. Laug: Oh, I think so. If he didn't directly he got it 
athrough our Division Chief, but it was very close business. 

Dr. Fitzhugh: I always remember Crawford because he was 

a reminded me as a young man of a r~al judge. guess-- I 

Cr a wf 0 r d c a mea f t e r the S e con d Co mm i s s ion e was nit t hat 
.r, 

right? 

Dr. Young: Crawford succeeded Dunbar. 

Dr. Fitzhugh: Dunbar was the same way. I think Dunbar was 

probably closer to us than Crawford, but Crawford would call 

you into the meetings when you had industry there. He 
I d 

always sit in kind of like a corner place, and he would let 

the industry talk and then he would ask us what we thought 

about it and whether this material was safe or not or 
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he would turn to the industry tell them,toxic.....and and 

-The toxicologist has spoken...that's all." 

Young: He backed you up? 	 You had the feeling that he wasDr. 

backing ..... 

Dr. Fitzhugh: He was completely behind you. Always 100~. 

Dr. Fitzhugh: I think all of the other Commissioners, more or 

did the same thing. As far as safety, the Division wasless, 


the whole thing. They were very close to the Office of the 


Commissioner. 


Dr. Young: Thatts a vivid anecdote. Can you think of any 


other anecdotes that reveal the leadership, the characterists 


of the Commissioners under 	 whom you served. 

Food
Dr. Vos: Well,~s a reflection of the growth of the and 

Drug Administration I can give an opposite example from Ed 
\ 

heLaug. He was brought down 	 to be i~troduced when started. 

The 	 I saw Campbell, the Commissioner, was when hefirst time 

me down theannounced his retirement. 	 Calvery told to come to 


something exciting was going to
Commissioner's office that 


happen. I went down, I was standing in the back row when 


Campbell announced his retirement. 
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Dr.. Laug: That was only a brief 10 years, or something wasn1t 

So shows how things have snowballed.it? it 

Woodard: I think it is true that when there were reallyDr. 

quite important decisions, there were members of this divhion 

always there to participate in the conference 1n the 

Commissioner's office. 

Laug: No layers between, so to speak.Dr. 

were no between the
Dr. Fitzhugh: At that time there layers 


Commissioner.
Division and the office of the 

Woodard: I remember one day--matter of fact I was drawing
Dr. 


those graphs which are in that paper, what is it..."Safe-


that the one.
guarding"...is 

Dr. Fitzhugh: Yes. 

Dr. Woodard: I drew those graphs. I was drawing one of 

these when Dunbar came by and I was drawing the original 

Dunbar came by and he looked at
for that (pointing to graph). 


that, looked at the lettering and turned to Calvery and he 


said "Does this young man work here?", and he said "yes". 
. 


Then he said "well you had better keep that young man around, 

he draws good graphs.. 
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Dr. Young: These are graphs that are in Herbert Calvery's 

article that is called Safeguarding Foods and Drugs in War 

Time from the American Scientist in the spring issue of 1944. 

Dr. Woodard: Then Dunbar went on to rel ate that the thing 

that he was most famous for was a method that he developed, 

believe, in analytical chemi st ry, known as the Dunbar method. 

I remember he told me I don't know what the method was.that. 

aMr. Janssen: Would you like Calvery ancedote? 

Dr. Young: Surely. 

aMr. Janssen: This is story that was used in some speeches. 

One day there was a frantic phone call in Washington from 

Denver, and, at the other end of the wire was a woman whose 

baby had just swallowed a hair preparation, the whole bottle 

aof this hair preparation. There was dash to files to see if 
we could find out anything about what was in that stuff.-

Well, they found, first of all, that the original formula of 

this product contained a very toxic ingredient, but that Dr. 

Calvery had- had a conference with the company and persuaded 

them to take out this ingredient and substitute something else 

that was satisfactory, which they did. So they were able to 

assure the mother that the child would not be harmed. Maybe 

temporarily a little queasy, but not really harmed. And,this 

happened six yea~s after Dr. Calvery had passed ~ay. In 
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other words. the conscientiousness of this man protected this 

child six years after his death. 

I think we should let the record show that theMr. Porter: 


last speaker was Wallace Janssen. We didn't get you fntro-


duced at the beginning of the meeting. 


Dr. Young: I kept worrying it was an old bottle. 

IMr. Janssen: Calvery had a great. think. reputation of 

a mybeing very conscientious individual. That was impression 

h fabout m. 

Dr. Young: Back to the original question. growth of staff and 

meantespecially staff contributions. Have we covered what is 

by the word protocol, when we were talking about the quanti-

fied approaches toward toxicity that you used? Are there 

byother things here in connection with innovation the Divi-

sion in the realm of planning, devising and experiment? 

Dr. laug: I might give,You one that annoyed a lot of people 

while I was there. It was called my flyo-assay. Using the 

same methods that we used for the glycol, it was in the days 

when Geoff was still working on the chemical method. It 
Iwasn't quite still up to snuff. discovered that you could 

use a bio-assay method for analyzing for DOT in the tissues of 

ani~als that had been poi~ned. And you--did it by making an 
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aextract of the fat, usually it was in the fat, putting it in 

flas~ and allowing or counting into the flask a hundred house 

They would walk around on the substance and transferflies. 

it to themselves by that process. Then, after a specific 

time, you counted the number of flies that were living and 

died. Then you drew a curve and you determined the point at 

which half of them had died. And that could be related to the 

quantity of the material that was in the tissues. The humor-

ous part of it was that these were raised in the hoods of the 

but waslaboratories. I'm no entomologist, of course there 

quite a number of them that escaped, and it was always very 

That was known as theamusing because they went allover. 

flyo-assay. It was superceded by chemical methods that were 

very much more refined. But, at one time, we were able to 

determine quantities as small as a few micrograms, since the 

insects were so sensitive to the chemical. 

Well, that's an example of how you can still use this 

method for evaluating something and quantifying. This appli-

LD 50 acation of the dose is direct "dividend" of the earlier 
awork on the glycols, relating toxicity to specified dose. 

Mr. Lofsvold: In addition to the things that have been des-

cribed, Harvey, the Division, I believe, also made an effort 

to put before the industry and any other interested parties in 

an organized way, how to test substances for toxicity. Would 

one of you speak to that? I'm thinking of the publication in 
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the Journal of the Association of Food and Drug Officials. 

I
Dr. Woodward: Well, think that this was probably Dr. 

but majora
Lehman's main contribution, well maybe not main, 

by Lehman. He recognized that there were allcontribution Dr. 

forthese various industrial groups coming in and asking con-

and getting advice but, depending on who happened tosultation 

be in the office or who happened to be at the conference, the 

advice wasn't always very uniform. And he realized that there 

ought to be a book or a source that would have all these 

things spelled So he was instrumental in getting all ofout. 


us to what was known as the "Bible" in the industry.
write 


of methods which you
This was this collection to speak. 

Young: Now, it was called the "Bible", what was itsDr. 


name?
official 

Woodward: Well, I think in the journal of the AssociationDr. 

the Was that the oneof Food and Drug Officials of u.s. first 


or the second one? 


I jump in I would say that theDr. Vos: Well, if can here, 


very beginning of this was an article by Woodard and Calvery 


called "Acute and Chronic Toxicity". Here's a copy of it. 

And that was the first sketching of what were appropriate 


studies, appropriate protocols. 
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Dr. Young: Published in Industrial Medicine for January, 

1943. That was the first appearance?-.--
Dr. Vos: I would say so, yes. That is addressed simply to 

methodology. Prior to that, results using these methods had 

been published, but nothing addressing the reasons for or the 

. . That was followed then by a series of articles inactual. 

which the members of the Division contributed their expertise. 


It went through, I guess, three editions, I think, three 


revisions. Here is one called "Procedures for the Appraisal 


of Toxicity of Chemicals in Foods, Drugs, and Cosmetics", 


which was published in the Food, Drug and Cosmetic Law 


Journal, Oct. 1955. 

Dr. Young: That was the first pulling together. 

IDr. Woodard: This was the first paper ever gave. by the 

way. I presented it at a meeting in Atlantic City. 

Dr. Young: At the American Public Health Association in 

1941. And it isn't purely technical, because it does include 

a rationale, set within the broad context of society, for the 

importance of paying heed to these things. 

Dr. Vos: Apparently there was an article that followed that 

one called, "Procedures for Appraisal of Toxicity of Chemicals 
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in Food" that was by Lehman, Fitzhugh and others, which 

appeared in the September, 1949 issue of the Food, Dru~ 

Cosmetic Law Quarterly. 

Dr. Woodard: There's one in the Journal of Nutrition, too. 

Dr. Young: That you shared in writing? 

Dr. Woodard: I think. Do you have one there that was in the 

Journal of Nutrition? 

Mr. Lofsvo1d: I don't haye listed that particular one. 

remember very well the one though that was in the Association 

of Food and Drug Officials because the rights for the reprints 

were assigned to the Association. They sold copies of andit, 
it supported that Association for several years, because it 

awas very popular publication. 

Dr. Woodard: think they sell that.I still 

Dr. Vos: That was a very interesting phenomenon. The people 

would come in, and Dr. Lehman would tell them you'd better 

subscribe to this journal because all the stuff is published 

athere. It seems little odd that these scientists would be 

publishing in this obscure Journal of the Food and Drug 

Officia'ls which had almost no circulation at all, but very 

quickly the circulatioin zoomed. Some years later, Dr. Lehman 
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areceived a blank check for the purchase of 5 horsepower gar-

den tractor. He displayed it proudly on his wall for a while. 

This was from the Association of Food and Drug Officials in 

thanks for his great services in promoting their journal. 

Dr. Young: What is the title of the largest volume you have 

there? 

Dr. Vos: Well, if I can go back just a bit, the second one, 

the first one which appeared in the Food, Drug, Cosmetic Law 

Journal that was facetiously referred to as "the rogue's 

agallery article", because there was picture of each author 

benext to the article. And these pictures, I guess, had to 

obtained--some of them were on vacation--they broke into some-

a abody's house, I think to get co~y of a picture. As result 

of that, many of the pictures .100ked very youthful. When the 

thing appeared, no one could recognize some of these peop)e 

becaus~ ~hey didn't look that way anymore. The final form was 

the AssociatioIT of Food and Drug Officials of the United 

States Appraisal of the Safety of .Chemica1s in Foods, Drugs 

and Cosmetics. That doesn't seem to have much of a date on 

Well, published in 1959, that's the last one. That's theit. 
one that was referred to, facetiously, as the "Bible". 

Dr. Young: Moving from Dr. Woodard's address at the Public 

Health Association 2 months before Pearl Harbor to this final 

volume 18 years later, you have a span of documents. What was 

the audience and what was the purpose of this whole venture? 
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Vos: Well I would say the purpose was two-fold. One wasDr. 

I could out a publica-public relations. mean here people get 

they didn't have to do any more work, it was simplytion, 


writing up the methods. But the main object of it, people 


awould come in from industry and say we want to put out new 

something in bread, a bread softener--what do we need to do. 

Well, it got very tiresome telling them I mean it was all 

new to them. But for us to go through all that routine of you 

need so many animals and half of these people wouldn't even 

have their--they hadn't decided yet where they were going to 

have the work done, and these were chemists. You were telling 

them about a"nimal experiments. They would interrupt you every 

30 seconds and say, what kind of an animal was that, so that 

this became you would tell them to go buy this book and 

this tells all about it. 

Dr. Young: So that it was a reducing of methods to print, in 

order that those who really needed to do this in connection 

what was would as you thewith testing out safe, have, say, 

-Bible" right at hand and wouldn't have to go to the prophets 

all the time and ask questions. 

Dr. Fitzhugh: I think there's another thing. We think of the 

development of the hundred-fold margin of safety, which was 

very much controversial as far as the industry was concerned. 

we developed Now that's given in thisOver the years, that. 
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same journal. That was developed in -Hundred-fold Margin of 

Safety," which was by Dr. Lehman and myself. That's in the 

Quarterly Bulletin of the Association of Food and Drug Offi-

cials. A lot of these occurred in this journal and kept the 

Journal going fine. It kept the industry in touch with what 

we were doing--this development, along with this whole thing. 

Dr. Young: Now, it seemed to me as if you were indicating 

another benchmark of the art, the hundred-fold. Would you 

explain that to me? 

Dr. Fitzhugh: We were considering how you could evaluate, you 

might say, in the use of all of these methods which we were 

discussing. Translating how much material should be allowed 

in the food and how much would be safe. So we were asking for 

hundred-fold margin of safety. Between what it showed no 

effect in the animal and what was going to be used in the 

food. 

Dr. Young: How did you pick the number 100? 

Dr. Fitzhugh: Well, we went back and compared what had been 

safe in many materials, anything that we knew of that had been 

used in food or had been used sometimes in drugs, and what 

caused toxicity in the human and what was safe in the animal. 
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Dr. Young: Did you have a meeting and talk about whether it 

ought to be 80 or 100, or 500. 

Well I guess this just developed over theDr. Fitzhugh: 

We allowed so much for the difference in the food in-years. 


take of the animal, we had a mathematical idea there. It's 


kind of dull in my mi nd, ri ght at th'e moment. 

Dr. Vas: I think it started out that 100 seemed so extra va-

gant that you couldn't be wrong by worse than that. You 

bejudged by an animal, 1/100th of that certainly ought to 

safe for humans just by common sense. 

Dr. Fitzhugh: That was certainly part of it. 

Young: And you talked over among yourselves before youDr. it 

got into print? 


Oh IDr. Fitzhugh: yes, suppose we did that many times. 

was soDr. Young: How can- you exemplify that fact that it 


controversi al with industry? 


Fitzhugh: The very thing that Bert has said. Because weDr. 

a in the thatare requiring such large factor of safety food, 


many times seemed to be unreasonable. 
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Dr. Young: Well, did industry show thi~ by coming in and 

pounding on your desks) or did they write articles in the 

trade journals saying these crazy guys over at FDA, or what 

Do are examples of industry reaction of opposition? you 

remember conversations at meetings? 

Dr. Fitzhugh: They raised questions about it, of course, at 

meetings of all kinds. 

Dr. Woodard: I think we maybe got the figure first) then 

justified it secondly, didn't we? 

Dr. Fitzhugh: Well that probably was part of it. 

aDr. Woodard: I think that Bob Smith I still have list of 

300 chemicals that he looked at before he got LD 50s in 

animals and some sort of figure in man. By and large he came 

up with an average of about 10 fold difference. The average 

difference between man and animals was something on the order 

aof 10 times from the figures. In order to have safety fac-

you multiply by nice round number of 10, that gives youtor, a 

100. So that's really about how it worked out. 

Dr. Fitzhugh: That's part of it, certainly. 

Dr. Woodard: But I think it's currently gospel in toxicology. 

That that 100 figure is just like reading straight out of the 

scriptures. 
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I YouDr. Fitzhugh: That's part of the prestige. think. men-

tioned that before. How did industry recompense us for our 

awork and how we were justified in it. They rewarded you. in 

I i n mywe - -sense of the word. In 9 e n era 1. we rever y t h ink, 

own instance I think we were certainly recognized in what 

we had done, and they recognized that we were scientists, and 

And us 1n athey followed us pretty good. rewarded way. 

meCertainly this side of toxicology gave the award of the 

We haven't mentioned that in the World Health Organi-year. 
I azation, in the food additives and pesticides section, was 

representative for more than 10 years on each. I was the 

I wasUnited States representative and felt that this an honor 

an~ a reward. in a way. The recognition is what I'm trying to 

aget at, of our work as toxicologist. 

Dr. Young: It certainly was. And this is the kind of thing 

that I'd like to be concrete about. to be able to say. in 

trying to make the point. The r e. i s n 't any do u b tin my m i n d 

that live heard things today that. when I write the chapter on 

anElixer Sulfanilamide Reconsidered, I've got just utterly 

new viewpoint compared to the much simpler one I had before. 

Dr. Laug: I have no specifics in this area that Garth has 

just mentioned. But my general feeling. my personal one and 

all of us who worked, I never got the impression that any of 

us felt that somebody had picked up the ball and run with it 
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and that we were left standing, we didn't have that feeling. 

think you would all agree with this. Is that right, Geoff?I 

Dr. Woodard: It's only much more recently that... 

In other words, the industry people didn't go
Dr. Laug: Yes. 


out copied our notes and go out and say well, this
after they 

No, we never had that
is all our stuff and forget the others. 

feeling. 

Young: Were there any examples in which you felt vastly
Dr. 


aggrieved by something that happened in your interchange with 


industry? Maybe not. 

a weill think of something.
Dr. Vos: Give us little time, 

I 
Dr. Woodard: I think it's the other way around. think that 

this was a group that was very highly respected. There is 

which we have not talked on welve been talkinganother area --

but I think there is also an area in bio-
about toxicology, 


And, as Bert told you

assay that is equally important too. 


the Eli Lilly is the

about the original thing with ergot, 


company that was involved in this particular thing. We 


brought suit against them and they went to court, and unfor-

tunately I guess we lost the court case. This was done prior 

This all happened prior to 
to the formation of the Division. 

that. As soon as the new division was formed and people like 
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Bert and Herbie Braun begin getting someLloyd Miller and 	 Vas 

of their pUblications and presentations at meetings, and Jack 

Curtis, in the estrogenic area, these are all people who are 

highly respected and they were publishing very competent work 

and the industry began paying some attention to it. My most 

arecent remembrance was when we were doing posterior pitui-

we fouund a badtary bio-assay and, amongst other things, 

sample of Park-Davis, in '55 or whatever it was that this 

happened. Park-Davis was a big pharmaceutical company. At 

were going to they 	 said well you people don'tfirst, they --
know how to do that, and they quoted the back history. But we 

stayed with and they eventually settled out of court, andit, 
they fired all the people in their bio-assay group and re-

aorganized the entire operation in that company, as result of 
. 

the seizure action we 	 had taken on one of their products. We 

So I wasstuck with our guns. would say that, if anything, it 

the other way around. We made our weight felt very strongly 

in the industry, and I think we had a lot of respect from the 

We also had a lot of peole who had-been hereindustry. who 

what wehad gone out into industry and they knew that we knew 

were talking about. 

Dr. Young: There has 	 been a lot of talk about the revolving 

door situation through history. 

Dr. Wo04ard: Well, I don't think you would call that a re-


The we had they spent anywhere
volving door. people here, 
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from three to 20 or 30 years with the government and, for one 

reason or another, needed to advance further. If there were 

no opportunities here, you don't have any other choice. So 

Idon't think it's a revolving door. would object to that. 

to the American 

Dr. Young: It was a wrong phrase and I withdraw it. Begin-

ning with Bigelow, who was Wiley's aide in Food and who went 

Canners Association. sortThis of thing has 

happened. People trained, who then went out into industry, 

and I was really going to ask the question about your impres-

Isions of this. Do take it that your impression was, from 

athe implication of your statement, that this really gave 

Thehigher tone to industry science. fact that individuals 

trained in the Food and Drug went out to different plices in 

industry with the kind of science and the point of view that 

you had had in the group? 

Dr. Woodard: Yes, I would say very definitely and I can give 

Ted who in the Bureauyou some concrete examples. Clump, was 

We on Elixir Sulfanilamideof Medicine. worked together that 

thing when he was here. Ted Clump ultimately became president 

of Winthrop Sterling and also, I guess, was president of the 

aPharmaceutical Manufacturers Association for number of 

He was a very strong and outspoken spokesman for theyears. 

industry. He felt very strongly about the impact of the Food 

and Drug on the industry. As a matter of fact, when he went 

t 0 S t e r 1 i n 9 Win t h r 0 he 0 r g ani zed the Me d i c a 1 R e" sea r c h Gr 0 u pp, 
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that they still have there today. And they hired Lloyd 

Miller from here. They started one of the first big research 

organizations in the pharmaceutical industry. 

Dr. Young: Yes, Merck had had one that started about 134 or 

135, I guess the modern campus sophisticated approach. But 

there was this outflow. 

Janssen: There was Dr. Frederick J. Cullen too. He went to theMr. 

Proprietary Association. Year after year he ding-donged at 

them about beefing up their research and tidying up their 

He did more goodclaims and all that sort of thing. probably 

heafter he got out into the Proprietary Association than was 

able to accomplish while he was in the Food and Drug. 

Dr. Young: Were you saying, Bo~, that welre winding down? 

Welre near the end of the tape and itls lunchMr. Porter: 


time, I was just wondering if we could have a break here? 


Mr. Janssen: When was the Division of Pharmacology 

established? 

Dr. Laug: 1935. 


(Lunch break.) 
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aDr. Young: Dr. Laug. would you tell us just little more 

about the sudden curtailment in 1937 of the pesticide residue 

research, about what you could do with what was already done, 

and the way it was used in the testimony in the California 

Apple Chop Case. 

Dr. Laug: The time of that can be judged by the dates of some 

of the pUblications that were made after that time. The stop-

page of the laboratory work occurred on the 30th of June 1937. 

All of our long-term experiments on lead. and our two year 

experiments on rats, they were all terminated. 

Dr. Young: They were only half way through? 

Dr. Laug: Essentially, yes. Of course there had been other 

quicker work like acute toxicity and so on, done to comple-

tion, b~t the long term experiments were only partly com-

pleted. But never-the-less we did salvage en~ugh of the data 

-to be able to publish it later. There were some I'll just 

mention. We developed a cage in which the animals were housed 

- it was a glass cage because the animals were ordinarily kept 

in galvanized cages and the zinc contains lead you see, so 

running balance experiments we had to use glass cages. That 

was one small publication just about the time we stopped in 

1937. 

Dr. Young: In what journal? 
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Dr. Laug: 	 That was in the Journal of Labaoratory and Clinical 
IMedicine. don't regard that as a particularly important 

thing. Then there was the methodology that we worked on. 

That was in '38. Then another one which is more pertinent to 

us is the effect of lead on rats containing lead arsenic 

and lead acetate. That was in 1938 also. 

Dr. Young: Was that in the same journal? 

Dr. Laug: No, that was in Pharmacology and Experimental 

lherapeutics. Then, in 1938 again Growth and Reproduction of 

Rats Containing Lead", those were long term exper~ments and we 

salvaged what we could out of them. Then there was one again 

in that was on'38, feeding to dogs, various concentrations. 

Again, '38, calcium and phosphorus, the influence of these 

elements on the storage of lead. That's about where it ended, 

but after that, we had gotten enough expertise that we could 

be called upon to testify in favor of the Apple Chop case 

which occurred about 1944, during the war, in Fresno, 

California. That's the first time that I really got to know 

Ajax Carlson a little bit more and I have to say he was 

quite a character. A real Swede from way back and a fine 

gentleman, although he he had a Herough exterior. didn't 

Imince any words if he didn't like something. Well, heard 

him on the witness stand and he always made a good witness. 
He didn't take much guff from any of the smart lawyers within 
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Ithe limits of courtroom procedure. respected him greatly. 
Of course if somebody else like Calvery were here, held have a 

whole book of anecdotes about Ajax. But my knowledge about 

him was that he was a fine scientist. rough in his exterior. 
He was highly respected. We saw him quite often. He used to 

come in to see us. And I believe at one time he was on so 

many Food and Drug cases during the time that I was around and 

amaybe before that industry seemed to think that he was 

special hireling of the Food and Drug Administration. That's 

Iabout all can tell you. 

.D'r You n g : In that particular case when he was on the witness 

stand. do you remember any special episode? 

.Dr. Laug: ~ò. I can't remember an1 particular episode. 

The industry drew upon local talent some of whose expertise 

think was rather dubious. and Ajax Carlson more or.less intim-

idated them. Of course. he had a national reputation in the 

subject so that helped our side greatly. But even all of that 

didn't make lost the case.it--we 

Dr. Young: Thank you. 

Dr. Woodard: Yes. the lawyers really loved him because he 

never equivocated. That was his main... And then. of course. 

he never really spoke English all that well. There is one 

story about him that I've only heard, but you must get the 
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exact details of it. There was something about his graduate 

students. He liked his schnapps. They had these big graduate 

student parties with the old man and so they thought one time 

they were going to get him with too much to drink. So what 

they did was to substitute for seltzer water--they put gin or 

vodka in the seltzer water. So they gave him a big drink and 

he put a little bit of seltzer water in it, drank some of it 
and it was a little too strong, so he keeps going back and 

putting some more and finally after a couple of drinks, he 

was getting to feel it a little bit. And this is the punch 

line, .Yumping Yiminy, that is sure some strong Yuniper 

Yuice." I'm not good at retelling these, but I know that is 

Iprobably the most comical story that know his own graduate 

students told about him. I don't know where you would go to 

find one oT these. Brewer, I guess is still around. His big 

thing was animal laboratory medicine. And he actually estab-

1 i shed what is now known as the ani mal. care panel or what do 

they call it? The American Association of Animal Laboratory 

Science. He established that as an outgr9wth of his being in 

Carlson's laboratory. You ought to get him pretty soon, 

because he's getting along in years. 

Dr. Young: I have never even tried to get in touch with his 

I had a Ifamily. paper to give in Sweden once, and intro-

duced it with some commendation of Carlson, because of what he 

had done. And it was very favorably received. 
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Dr. Vos: There wa~ an article in one of the University of 

Chicago alumni journals or something on Carlson. He started 

out he was a minister. Whatever the Swedish church is 

Lutheran. He proposed to demonstrate proof of God by dividing 

sick people into groups. One group he would pray for and one 

he wouldn't. I mean he was sincere about th1S. He was either 

a a Andminister or at seminary or something. this struck 

them as being so sacreligious that you would put God to a 

test, that he was thrown out of the seminary. From there he 

went on and ended up in Chicago. I don't know what 

he...eventually getting into the University. 

Dr. Young: That clue is worth following up to the Alumni 

Magazine. 

Dr. Vos: I wouldn't be able to give you what year it is. 

Another anecdote about him which is probably apocryphal is his 

lecturing to a class of freshman medical students. He's 

talking about diabetes -- that you don't need any fancy tests 

to test urine to see if the patient is diabetic. You just put 

your finger in and lick you finger. He passes the urine 

around for them all to do. So they look at each other and 

everybody does it. He says well now what you really should 

learn from this is observation. If you had watched me closely 

you would have seen that I put my index finger in the urine 

and licked my middle finger. 
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Mr. Porter: I had Dr. Gustavson as a teacher in chemistry 

who came from Chicago and I heard him tell that story. 

Dr. Vos: I guarantee it never happened. It just fits him so 

.well. . 

a aDr. Young: Well, this is relating man to specific circum-

stance that dealt with the pesticides. Is there more about 

that category that we ought to say? Some of that was involved 

in our morning discussion. 

Dr. L au g : I would like to say that I think 	 Dr. Fitzhugh has 

Isome publications on lead and arsenic. See have only the 

publications that related to my particular work, but they did 

work on lead long-term experiments, didn't you Geoff? I think 

maybe the publication dates of that will show you that it 
'occurred after that was stopped. Isn't that right, Garth? 

Dr. Fitzhugh: I didn't work on lead. 

IDr. Laug: Well, .I'm not sure, but thought maybe you had. 

Dr. Fitzhugh: No, I had no papers on lead at all. I had 

mercury. I think I started out with mercury, we studied 

anything -- metal studies. 
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Woodard: You know the Food and Drug Administration isDr. 

ondoing all that work over now lead. 

Dr. Laug: Oh yes, of course. That's one of the things that 

turns me off. 

IFDA asDr. Fitzhugh: isn't doing anything as far can tell. 

Dr. Woodard: They are putting it out on contract now. I bid 

on it. 

Dr. Laug: That's unbelievable. 

I sa i d ~. 
Dr. Woodard: I called up the contract office. 

I"There's no point in doing this experiment." said that they 

should look back at what you had done. Furthermore the rat 

awas the wrong animal anyway. They said, "Well", it was 

woman who was arranging this and she had worked for some pro-

fessor some where and he said different, the rat was the right 

animal to use. 

Dr. Laug: The whole original study is now 80 years old. The 

British had a commission on lead in 1900 the Imperial 

Commission on Lead. People were drinking cider and stuff out 

aof pewter mugs and there was considerable amount of toxic-

was because tendedity. particularly when the product acid. it 

to dissolve lead out of the alloy. 
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Dr. Young: That's what really rang the bell of warning in 

aconnection with lead as pesticide. 

AndDr. Laug: now they're investigating kids that lick the 

drops off a porch railing. That's been known more than 50 

years now. That's one of the first things that we were asked 

to do. 

Dr. Young: The dangers of arsenic were known even earlier. 

Dr. Laug: Well, yes, the arsenic eaters and so on, right. 

Dr. Fitzhugh: You have to have something for your graduate 

students to do so you put them to ~orki~g over some of the 

things. 

a IDr. Laug: It's painful waste really, it's not that have 

any special reason to be offended just because I worked on 

lead. but you know there is long history in the work anda 

just to shove it all under the carpet and forget it is really 

disgraceful. 

Dr. Woodard: Well, part of the problem is the rules they lay 

down. They don't look in literature now more than 20 years 

back. And you know all that was published more than 20 years 

ago! 
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Dr. Young' Well, how about turning to mercury? What was 

important, what was innovative about the research that was 

done on mercury? Dr. Fitzhugh, were yo~ here? 

Dr. Fitzhugh: Well, Ed and I both did that~ I remember now 

one we were doing involved both inorganic and organic mate-

rials, if I remember correctly. 

Dr. Laug: We were associated in a mercury paper in which you 

furnished all the data for the management of the animals and 

the pathology and all of that. And we then analyzed the 

tissues that were involved. (Hands copy of publication to Dr. 

Young.) 

Dr. Young: This was published in the Archives of Industrial 

Hygiene and Occupational Medicine, Vol. 2, 1950. What got you 

on Wasstarted this research? it speculative concern about 

or was someit, it actual incident of poisoning? 

Dr. Laug: No, it's actually an outgrowth of our war work. 

That got us into the mercury first of all because it was 

aproposed as type of venereal prophylactic and there was the 

problem of whether or not it penetrated the skin and what kind 

of compounding with excipients and so on would either enhance 

or retard penetration of mercury. We did a lot of work on 

skin. And then, of course, the determination on just how 
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atoxic it is and what happens over long period of time. 

IThere's an interesting story about that with mercury. think 

I heard Geoff talking about it at lunch time. There are two 

kinds of lead compounds--the compounds like lead acetate, etc. 
aThen there are certain organic lead compounds which are 

hundred 

benzene. 

story. 

involved 

Iwhere 

times more toxic because 

The story is the one in 

I think I heard you talk 

A company wasmercury. 

abelieve this was waste 

of association usually with 

Japan, it's an interesting 

about that? Anyway, it 
manufacturing some product 

product or something and they 

dumped The name of the bay was Minemata andit into this bay. 

they called it Minemata disease. The way they discovered it 
used to be a lot of cats that would eat the pieceswas, there 

. of fish that were dumped on the wharf. And these cats died 

And whoand also the birds died who ate the fish. the people 

alived around there who ate the fish died. It's cerebral 


And that was known as Minemata disease. It
deterioration. 

was becaùse they dumped the mercury, accumulated in the 

onsludge, in the bay. Commercial fishing in the bay brought 


but
the investigation. It wasn't just mercury, it's associ-

ation with an organic moiety, methyl. 

1950?Dr. Young: And that was after this, though, after 

Dr. Laug: Yes. 
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Dr. Woodard: That whole story on Minèmata disease is, as you 

probably know. an extremely interesting one because they guy 

who first recorded that--they put him in jail. It was really 

bad. It was like the Mafia were after him. 

Dr. Young: I just vaguely read about it. That's why, with 

that background, when mercury was later found in swordfish and 

so on, it proved to be of such a major interest. Was this 

when you were in the Agency still? When the mercury was found 

in the swordfish. 

Dr. Laug: We had no connection with it, I don't think. That 

came later. 

Dr.Lofsvol.d: That, I think, came in the late '60s. 

Dr. Woodard: I think of one interesting thing a~out mercury. 

We were talking about statistics a while ago, they had a cute 

device one time. Whenever a question came in from the indus-

from a consumer, would be passed around to all oftry or it 
the scientists in the division and we would all put little 
comments on it and it would go back to either the head of the 

division or whoever his assistant was. He would put this 

in a response to the person who asked thetogether written 

question. Somebody found that one of these organic mercury 

compounds was a fair spermaticidal agent. And so they wanted 

to propose it for use as a spermaticide in birth control. 
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They passed this proposal around and different people com-

mented on the amount and the dose and whether we may assume it 
was all absorbed. When they got all through, a couple of us 

tabulated the results. We each used different frequencies of 

ause of the material as basis for our comments. It turned 

out that that frequently was inversely proportional to the age 

of the person who responded. I think some of the older people 

asaid, well, it wasn't problem at all if they only used it 
aonce week. For the younger ones the dose went up. 

Dr. Laug: That was funny then, is it still funny to you? 

Well, I can say just from direct personal contact, it wasn't 

in that connection, but I used to make myself up a hair prep-
I Andaration because suffer from dandruff. it contained 

. phenylmercuric acetate, just a small amount. But, when I 

learned what I had in the laboratory, I gave that one up soon. 

I used to make this stuff up suspended in alcohol. And, inci-
adentally, we even published paper on the subject. Where we 

stuffed the vaginas of rats and analyzed the absorption of the 

mercury by analyzing the rat's kidneys. 

Dr. Young: That is to say that this thing thàt circulated 

around produced a research project. I wouldn't mind having 

the reference for that. 

Dr. Laug: It's here, HThe Absorption of Phenylmercuric 
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Acetate From The Vaginal Tract Of The Rat." And that was 

published in the Journal of Pharmacology and Experimental 

Therapeutics in 1949. 

Dr. Young: Thank you. 

IDr. Woodard: think, in all seriousness, again there is an 

impact here. We knew that DDT was accumulated in the fat, but 

this was possible the first time we had really appreciated 

Edthat metals were accumulated in certain organs. A nd s 0 

first did this with the mercury and, at least in those days I 

can remember pointing out that he called it a biological mag-

nifier. Because it magnified the amount of mercury that was 

absorbed high enough so, with the analytical methods which 

were available at that time, we could measure it.' Today, you 

don't have th~t problem. There are sensitive instruments you 

could use, but things weren't all that easy analytically 30 

years ago. 

Dr. Yaung Well, at that paint, didn't science recognize that 

lead accumulated in the system? 

Dr. Laug: Oh, yes. The other shock tissue happened to be the 

bane. 

Dr. Yaung: But the point is that nobody did realize that 

mercury accumulated in the system. 
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Dr. Laug: Except for one isolated publication that I came 

aupon, I forgot, but it was by German or somebody who sus-

pected that mercury accumulates in the kidneys. And what he 

did was, he analyzed, I don't know how many consecutive cases 

of people who were presumably in good health, who were sud-

denly killed. He analyzed their kidneys. You know what he 

afound. There was direct correlation with the storage of 

mercury in the kidney depending on how many silver fillings 
you have in your mouth. So we're all walking around right now 

awith measure of exposure right inside of us. Apparently, 

from what I've been able to gather, it is not medically sig-

nificant, but then the question arises what about when you're 

losing some of your kidney tubules above the age of 70, let's 

say. In that case it could be a problem. They're still using 

silver amalgrams. After I found that out, I wouldn't even let 
~he dentist get close to me. But I still have some amalgams. 

No, I went on the gold standard! 

Dr. Young: Is that adequate about mercury? 

Dr. Laug: Except I'd like to add one more thing. Remember 

when we started, that we were supposed to determine for the 

government what was to most efficacious way of applying the 

mercury. Well then it was necessary to examine a whole bunch 

of pharmaceuticals which were used as carriers for the mercury 

to be rubbed in. And it turned out that there were very sig-
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nificant differences depending on what you suspend the mercury 

in. 

Dr. Young: In absorbabil ilty? 

Dr. Laug: Yes. Also it makes a very big difference what com-

pound of mercury is used. And so in all the experiments we 

had been using the kidney as a biological magnifier, applyin~ 

ait to the animal in test and then analyzing that. And then 

awe were able to determine quite lot of different things that 

either enhanced or prevented the penetration of mercury. Then 

we worked back to the story of the Minemata disease which is 

caused by a phenyl mercurial, in other words the mercury is 

combined with the benzene nucleus and then it is terribly 
atoxic. It is so toxic that, for example, if we took drop of 

a aphenylmercurial and placed it on the shaved belly of rat, 
he's had it within a few hours. And it is also the basis of 

the experiments that were done later when they first came on 

to tetraethyl lead. You know that the industry had tremendous 

trouble with these industrial workers who were involved in the 

manufacture of lead tetraethyl as an anti-knock compound. It 
turns out that tetra-ethyl lead sizzles through the skin just 

like mercury and kills the animal like that. These poor 

fellows not only got it on their skin, but they inhaled it. 
They found that out very belatedly. 
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Dr~ Young: Did you ever get any feedback from the military to 

know what kind of advice they gave the soldiers who used mer-

cury ointments? 

Dr. Laug: No, no we didn't. 

Dr. Woodard: Well, we did a little of that but... 

Dr. Laug: There may have been. I don't recall. We simply 

ground this stuff out as we did and then turned it overit. 
to them. They made their decisions. Some recommendations were 

made! If you used certain combinations they were more effec-

tive than others. Of course. that's what they wanted to know. 

Dr. Young: What puzzled me a little bit is that I had really 

never heard of this form of contraception. 

Dr. Woodard: It's prophylaxis. 

Dr. Vos: To prevent disease. you rub the ointment on your 

penis after intercourse. as opposed to killing the bugs after 
they get into the body. 

Mr. Lofsvold: Was it a calomel ointment? 

Dr. Vos: Yes. that was only one formula. 
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Or. Young: And so that had been the kind of age old method. 

When World War II came, the military wanted to check it for 

safety. 

Or. Vos: To see if it could be improved. And they were going 

to add other sulfa drugs in with it to prevent gonorrhea. 

Dr. Young: I see, I confess my lack of knowledge. 

Or. Woodard: We had a conference with the military group 

while we were in the middle of this project and I'll never 

forget that conference. It was held down here in the National 

Research Council on Constitution Avenue in a huge room. The 

people who were working on it were sitting around the table 

about three times as long as this.. Sitting around the peri-

phery they had a bunch of people from the Army and the Navy 

and the Air Force a~d there were som~ academic people. There 

was a big study going on because they were losing more people 

from venereal disease then they were losing from being shot 

at. And so, we were talking about all this scientific stuff 
aand there were two people who were from university. They 

said they didn't really understand this, "Why don't you just 

simply make it make it against the rules for these men to go 

out and get with these women. You wouldn't have any trouble 

at hat way. 
n And couple of the people spoke up and said 

something along the same line~. There was an old Colonel 

sitting back there, he's got ribbons from here to here, you 
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He heknow. finally got up and said, "Gentlemen, let me.tell 

you something, we're talking about people out there fighting 

in the field and shooting at each other. There is something 

want you to know, if they can't fuck, they won't fight." 

Dr. Young: Well, can I tell a story too? This is from World 

War I. Our troops got to France and there were no controls 

over pur troops. Whereas the French had official prostitutes 

with the Army. And our troops were infecting all the villages 

that they went to. And so the French came to the Americans 

and said that instead of letting our troops just go anywhere, 

they wanted to furnish inspected prostitutes for our army. 

And this word came back to the United States, and the top 

people in health talked it over and wondered if they ought to 

make this recommendation to President Wilson. You remember 

President Wilson's religious and moral. background. Somebody 

"Wesaid, don't dare, if you make that recommendation to 

Wilson, he'll call off the war. II So this kind of thing has 

been a problem in more wars than one. 

Mr. Lofsvold: In this work that you did on mercury, was that 

then the basis for our actions against ammoniated mercury 

bleach creams and similar cosmetics? 

Dr. Laug: Some of it was, yes. Because we peripherally 

analyzed some things that either would enhance or retard 

mercury penetration, aside from the mercury ointment that was 

used for prophylaxis. 
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Dr. Woodard: When I closed up the Lab, we had an AEC license 

for handling radioisotopes. It took an act of Congress and 

three visits from AEC people. I wrote all kinds of affidavits 

and we had to have somebody come out there and do swab tests 

on everything to be sure that I wasn't leaving any radio-

activity there at all. I said. "11m not getting any income. 

so this is costing me money. I don't understand why I have to 

go through all of this and youlve got people out here in 

Oklahoma running around in the desert with enough plutonium in 

them to kill them." That didn't get me a whole lot. So 

that's the kind of dichotomy we have in the government. 

Dr. Young: You had these experiments that dealt with irradi-
a ted food.. At the time, t~ey seemed to be a more important 

Howsoc}al problem than in retrospect they have come. did it 
get the gun? 

Dr. Laug: Two or three years after the end of the war when it 

became apparent that Russia had our capabilities for atomic 

bombs with the potential for use against civilian populations. 

the FDA became alerted to the implications of possible 

Icontamination of our food supplies. In 1949, was sent to 

Oak Ridge for an intensive course on the basics of radio-

activity. With the help of this course, part of which was 

FDA 1951also oriented toward civil defense, the set up in 

several training teams that visited all the field districts. 
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I was 1951 aone of the instructors. After came succession of 

byU.S.A. tests in the Pacific and also the Russians in 


Siberia. Our attention then became focused on two possible 


impacts on FDA's responsibility for guarding food and drugs: 


(1) What would happen to foods and drugs stored in depots 

close to Uground zero.? If they escaped physical damage, what 

about their potential radioactivity due to induction by neu-

trons, how about possible chemical changes? (2) To what 

extent would fallout contamination be significant? What 

methods would be practicable for decontamination of field 

crops, packaged food, wrappers, closures, etc.? 

FDA addressed these questions by participating in three 


tests .at the Nevada Test Site in 1953, 1955 and 1957. In 


.these, I wa~ designated to plan and direct thi experiments. 

In the 1953 tests, a variety of drugs submitted by the 


drug industry were exposed. To mimic a surviving warehouse 


near "ground zero", the products we~e exposed by burying the 


products in trenches, sufficiently deep to prevent physical 


destruction, yet close enough and unshielded enough from the 


neutron flux to produce induced radioactivity. 


The 1955 tests were done on foods, packaged in a variety 

of ways, mostly cans of metal or glass (even beer). Exposures 

were made roughly at about the same distances and conditions 

as the 1953 tests on drugs. It was a large cooperative effort 
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involving the National Canners Association, Glass Packaging 

packaging all of whom furnished samplesInstitute, industry, 

and personnel to be at the test sites. 

The 1957 tests were far removed from 8Ground Zero. and 

were designed to expose foods, packaged food, raw farm pro-

ducts to the fallout cloud that followed the explosion. 

At that time security regulations were so tight that all 

was meour results were classified. However, it possible for 

to prepare, with proper adjustments of certain classified 

data, and to duplicate reports that could be published in the 

literature without loss of essential scientific value. (Note, 

in my bibliography are listed various reports on radio-

activity: No. 54, 56, 57, 59, 62, 64, 65, 67, 70, and 73). 

FDAIn retrospect, the effort of in getting involved in 

these civil defense exercises, with particular emphasis on its 

responsibilities here, was very much worthwhile. In broad 

review: fallout contamination under emergency situations of 

packaged foods and drugs could be coped with to make most of 

them immediately available for consumption. Long term use 

might pose special problems. So, also, unprotected or unhar-

vested farm products. Clean up operations over long term 

would here apply. With respect to induced radiation caused by 

close proximity exposure, the degree to which a situation 

would be desperate (essential drug, necessary food) would 
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determine the use of such a contaminated product.. Judgement 

should lean toward use, rather than withholding. 

One of the first things that we had to determine was what 

was the baseline. You can go out and determine the radio-

activity in anything and you will find But what does
it. it 
mean, where is your baseline? So, as an interesting little 

-sidelight do you know what they did? They went up to one 

of those caches - I don't know if it was Perry... 

Mr. Janssen: Shackleton, at the South Pole. 

Dr. Laug: Yes, and they brought us down a whole lot of 

products. 

Mr. Janssen: I still have a can of pemmican. 

Dr. Laug: We analyzed those to determine what the activity of 

wasthat in the days when nobody had even thought of atomic 

bombs. Any radioactivity there would have been from a 

natural source. We then were able to use that as a benchmark. 
I think our biggest contribution was the system that was 

finally installed for collecting food samples by the dis-

tricts. The "Marketbasket". That was an attempt to see what 

the Igeneral exposure of population is. am reminded, perhaps 

somewhat of theruefully, early excitement due to radioactive 
fallout in our environment. When the first baleful prognos-
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no who was intications first emanated, one, including myself, 

a position to know better, ever thought of the potential 

damage done to all of us slowly and gradually in the daily 

routine of our lives, by the pollution of our biosphere by 

industrial contaminants and automobile exhausts. Except for 

immediate atomic attack emergencies, it is now clear that the 

fears of potential fallout from atomic tests conducted any-

where in the world, present a hazard that is not even in the 

same ballpark when compared to the hazard we have to endure at 

all times~ due to the relentless defilement of the biosphere 

by our own immediate doing. 

Dr. Young: Did you do with this as you did with some other 

things do animal experiments of a massive kind in" order to 

determine how much radiation it took? 

Dr. Laug: No, we were never involved in that side of it. 

Dr.'Young: That would have been other agencies? 

Dr. Laug: Right. 

Mr. Janssen: I was wondering to what extent the FDA's activi-

ties contributed to the action to stop the open testing of 

atomic weapons? 
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Or. Laug: I wouldn't know. 

Dr. Woodward: I would guess that the marketbasket survey had 

a lot to do with it because there was a lot of flack from all 

that strontium. 

Mr. Janssen: Yes, we had many press releases that we put out 

about the findings. And then the Public Health Service took 

on 90that over and began to issue regular reports strontium 

and other metals that were found on a regular basis. They 

sort of took over the reporting to the public aspect of it. 
That did not include the marketbasket. 

Dr. Laug: No. The marketbasket was an outgrowth of our first 

attempt. Then it was expanded since the technique of collect-
-ing these and the different things that went into them they 

were then used by the Food and Drug Administration to evaluate 

other things. That is still going on out there. 

Dr. Young: The nutritional side. 

Dr. Laug: Nutrition and pesticides, that's the main cue. 

Dr. Janssen: The public first became actually aware of the 

radiation threat, whatever it was, from the widespread publi-

cation of pictures showing the FDA inspectors monitoring 

tunafish with Geiger counters. Those pictures were widely 
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used in newspapers. And there were pictures also of inspec-

tors in grocery stores monitoring things. 

Dr. Young: Whatever the many uses of the marketbasket 

approach, it was to test the radioactivity of the food that 

caused that project to launched. That was your baby?be 

Dr. Laug: Yes. We started that part. 

Dr. Young: Do you know a main publication in connection with 

the very early marketbasket research? Could we pinpoint that? 

Dr. Laug: I don't know whether I was involved anymore. 

Dr. Young: That would up as aturn topic i.n the annual 


reports, wouldn't it? 


aDr. Laug: Yes, well there was report in the Journal of the 

Association of Official Agrircultural Chemists in 1955 that is 

entitled "Report on Radioactive Contamination of Foods". 

That was .the report that emanated from our studies in Nevada. 

Mr. Janssen: I've got a box of papers and pictures 

Dr. Laug: Yes. There is another one here published in 

.Military Medicine, -Radioactive Contamination of Food and 

aAnimals". It's sort of review. 
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Dr. Young-: That's good. What was the date? 

Dr. Laug: That is Military Medicine. 1958, Volume 123. 

Dr. Young: Thank you. I can see certain innovative aspects to 

this. But should we move on? Is there anything else? 

Mr. Lofsvold: We could just sum it up by saying that the 

marketbasket started with radiation, pesticides were then 

added, then some heavy metals, and now they've added other 

industrial contaminants like PCB's that are now being analyzed 

for; using that same approach to determine what the food 

supply is carrying. 

Dr. Laug: There are two .publ ications more. here that are per-

tinent. One was "A Survey of Radioactive Residues in Foods 

Before and After 1945." That's the story about getting the 

food from Antarctica or wherever it was. That was also pub-

lished in the Journal of the Association of Agricultural 

Chemists. And then finally, one which bears on what has just 

been said about the marketbasket. We did a total diet study. 

90 137Here we did strontium and Cesium content in the diet of 

a 19 year old boy in the metropolitan Washington area. And 

that appeared also in the Journal of Official Agricultural 

Chemists. 1963. 
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Young: Fine, that links up some articles that...Dr. 

Dr. Laug: I know, well there are some more. 

Janssen: I don't know how it happened, but I was the oneMr. 

to deal with the Navy, Captain Black. He had us to lunch at 

He wasthe Army-Navy Club to talk about this. going to 

which he and then be brought back these 
.. 

-Antarctica did, 

samples. 

Navy Yard and weMr. Lofsvold: They came into the Brooklyn 

sent a New York inspector to pick them up. 

a
Dr. Young: I don't know whether you have unique copy of 

your publication list here or not. 

Dr. Laug: I do. 

Dr. Young: I was wondering if it might be possible, you're 

going to be around next week, would you trust leaving them 

with Bob Porter to get photoduplicated and then mailed back to 

you. 

Mr. Porter: If I could borrow them now, I could go do it 


right this minute, so to sp~ak, and then bring them back. 
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Dr. Young: That might be better. Then you wouldn't be 

detached. 

Dr. Laug: Yes. thatls the only copy I have. 

aDr. Young: This. obviously. could save lot of hunting. 

Dr. Laug: I guess this is the copy. 

meDr. Young: Might we turn to color then. and let just start 

off specifically with a question. I was asked this comes 

from a Mr. Hockheiser, who is a graduate student at the 

University of Wisconsin doing a dissertation, under Aaron Ide, 

th~ historian of chemistry. about colors in the United States. 

IHe says the question would like you to ask the pharmacolo-

gists for me is this. oMIt is obvious to me from the records, 

that sQmetime between 1950 and 1953, the FDA cha~ged its 

position from expecting relative freedom from toxicity. to 

absolute freedom from toxicity for the certifiable colors. 

What I would like to know is. what factors led to this change 

and, more importantly. why it occurred. 

Dr. Vos: Well, lid be delighted to address that for starters. 
aYou will find in the file somewhere, if you can find it, 

memorandum that I wrote on that for Dr. Lehman's signature. 

which was about 10 or 12 pages. I guess. The law requiredo us 

Andto certify food colors as harmless. and suitable for use. 
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we had done that for years and gradually we began to well 

there was an outbreak of toxicity with some children eating 

some candy--Haloween candy called Trick or Treat in Kansas 

City, which had a tremendous amount of Orange I in it. The 

kids got sick and vomited. First it was thought that it 

couldn't possibly be due to the Orange We did some ex-I. 
periments of our own. We ate the candy and yes, we vomited. 

We tried capsules with the amount of Orange I that was in the 

candy and that made us vomit and have diarrhea. So it was 

clear that these colors were not harmless in the absolute 

sense. They were harmless in the amount ordinarily used. But 

the law did not say harmless in the amounts ordinarily used, 

the law said harmless. So we began to have second thoughts on 

this. Really Food and Drug was in an impossible position of 

saying that any compound was harmless. I mean, you can't talk 

about harmless in the abstract way, you have to take it in the 

context of how it is used. And since the thing was certified 

for use as a coal tar color, there was no limit on it. You 

could make up a candy that was half coal tar color. That 

wouldn't violate the law. So we then realized that we were 

going to have to look over these colors. And we moved, I 

guess against those ones which looked the worst and decerti-

fied them as no longer being harmless. And there were hear-

;ngs held ;n which we presented data that we had that showed 

that these colors could not be regarded as harmless. I guess 

we took off Orange Orange 2, and Red 32.I, 
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Dr. Woodard: There isn't much left. 

Dr. Vos: Well. that's where it started. I'd say. with those. 

And eventually we had the law changed so that you were going 

to set levels at which the colors could be used. 

Dr. Young: You changed policy first. Acting policy without 

changing the rules exactly. the formal rules. 

Dr. Woodard: It was really interpretation of the wording of 

the law itself was what was changed. They didn't change any 

policy. It was a change in the interpretation of what that 

language meant. And because we didn't all agree what the law 

meant the way it was interpreted after '53 or '54. 

Dr. Young: Are you suggesting there was internal dissention? 

Dr. Woodard: No, disagreement. 

Dr. Young: Without getting into personalities, what were the 

two? 

Dr. Woodard: Well, I think you've got it right there--it's a 

matter of what does the phrase -harmless and suitable for use" 

a mean. Is it the meaning of each word individually or mean-

ing of the phrase, harmless and suitable for use. 
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Dr. Young: And how was the debate conducted? Within the 

as a or was it debate that wentaDivision, scientific thing, 

Food and Drug Administration?on to broader reaches within the 

Dr. Woodard: I think it was more -- somebody in another Divi-

sion to say whether it was g01ng to go. 

Mr. Janssen: It took quite a while for this issue to get 

didn't absolutely unequivocallysharpened up. It really get 

clear, I think until Arthur Fleming got involved in it. Be-

They had a wholefore the Color Additive law was passed. 

We had the argument withsuccession of things that happened. 

aCongressthe Florida orange growers, for example. passed 

law to allow coloring that we thought was not... 

Dr. Y~ung: He detected a practical ~hange in policy from the 

1950 andrecords he's been reading rather thoroughly between 


you this does mean, an
1953. If found out first, that after 

episode such as your experiments with this candy, that you 

began to discuss whether policy ought to be tightened up and 

should some agreed shouldn'tsome agreed that you and that you 

within the Division? Is that what you are suggesting, that it 

was a kind of natural disagreement between people who inter-

things?preted the scientific evidence as meaning different 


do not quite understand, I guess, your reference to 


disagreement. 
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I ask a question since I was in this. 
mayLaug: Well,Dr. 

now which came
the food additives --Wasn't it true that 

wantedof the law that if you 
was the requirementfirst? It 

the about 
to put X into bread you have to have all stuff 

is inhow much different it 
and all that, right? Well,safety 

it? If thatthe bread and coloring
putting in orange-red into 

was no to exclude a dye, anymore than 
reasoncame later there 

thatadditive to food, isn't so? 
is to exclude ~ny otþerit 

was a separateunless therewould be logical to say that,It 

law. 


onuseconditions of 
Mr. Janssen: Th~ycouldn't specify 


when the color additive law was 

colors until after 1960, 

passed. 

Then that explains it in. 
Dr. Laug: Well, then all right. 

that sense. Yes. 

Fitzhugh: Color additives was later.Dr. 

1958, color additives,
Mr. Lofsvold: Food additives was 


I that the additive amendments

in 1960. believethink, 


specifically exempted color. 


think back, 
Dr. Laug: It is actually very 	 logical when you 

a dye or something else. Geoff,if it iswhats the difference 
some

address the question of disagreement or 
do you want to 

on the thing?
of my memory of it is completely silent 

part it, 
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Dr. Woodard: Oh, no, I just happened to be the person who was 

supposed to be responsible for the testing of color in the 

first place. These people were saying they are not all suit-

able use. I know in the original the way Calvery andfor --
at the time the act was passedthe lawyers interpreted it, in 

'38, was that that phrase includes in it the implication of 

I did not think and they did not think at thatquantity. 

time that it was necessary to go any further than that. 

use" would mean that the amount of color which.Suitable for 


was would be like the....good manufacturing practice.
excess 

You know the way that most of the food additives used to be 

be in terms of goodstated that it could used, etc., etc., 

manufacturing practice. Well, .suitable for use" in the 

asphrase that relates to the coal tar color, we interpretted 

be to goodhaving a kind of connotation that .would similar 

It is not good manufacturing to putmanufacturing practice. 

~ dye in a candy, which is what these idiots did.33-1/3 The 

people in the Division of Cosmetics along with some people in 

know who they were in Pharamacologythe di~ision--I don't 

wanted to get some new legislation on the book and have it 

unequivocally spelled out. I felt that the law was adequate 

to handle it. 
(interruption due to tape change) 
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Dr. Woodard Who was the head of the Division of Color? G. 

Albert Clark, along with some people in our division, plus 

in the General Counsels Office who wantedsome individuals a 

more specific interpretation of the law. In order to precip-

1tate that, it was necessary to create....to get a law through 

do by you have toCongress. You don't just it asking for it, 
precipitate some sort of an emergency, or make the point that 

we can't possible regulate this. It was a "lot of nonsense, we 

had been regulating it since 1938. 

Dr. Young: And they did that by testimony before the Delaney 

Committee? 

Dr. Woodard: Yes, before some body in Congress. What ever 

the Congress was. 

Dr. Fitzhugh: We continued to do research on the toxicity of 

I did Chronic toxicity of these dyes onecolors. it my s elf. 

after another. We got almost through all of them, all the 

food dyes and many of the non-rood dyes. They showed some 

toxicity of those. Now the difficulty was that Mr. Goodrich, 

the General Counsel wanted to get a new law through and he 

wanted to spell out what the safety was and how to handle it. 
By petition methods or not. So we just went ahead and, from 

the toxicity standpoint, we simply said that each one was 

toxic if you use enough of it. And Goodrich was always 

the I used to call him Mr.wanting to find toxicity. 
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Toxicologist, becau~e of this dye question. He always was 

pushing for that new law that he wanted to get through. He 

wanted industry to back him. He didn't want to say they were 

safe for use. So it was almost entirely Goodrich's fault. 

Dr. Young: When had you begun to test these dyes? 

IDr. Fitzhugh: Well started testing dyes in 1939. So 

tested them all through 30 odd years that I was in the Food 

and Drug Administration. 

Dr. Woodard: You probably inherited the experiments that 
Herman Morris had started before you even came. 

Dr. Fitzhugh: That's right. I inherited those experiments. 
And I never stopped testing dyes for 30 years. 

Dr. Young: Is it within your memory, not your own memory of 

being there, but of hearing things from those who were there 

when you came, about when and why the testing had gotten 

started. Had there been other episodes earlier that are 

similar to the later candy episode that has been mentioned; 

that caused the origin of this testing? 

Dr. Fitzhugh: The candy situation certainly accelerated it, 
no doubt about that. But the general feeling of the coal tar 
dyes going back to Calvery's own background, he felt that 

those dyes, in general, were not safe. 
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Dr. Young: Right. In fact very early after the law there 

I mean even under the 1960were well, law... 

Dr. Woodard: The original reason is because they are spelled 

out specifically in the law which was passed in '37 or '38, 

which the others are not. 

Dr. Yo~ng: But they had been worried about them from right at 

athe very beginning and this is just continuation of that 

earlier concern. 

Dr. Woodard: You should see the toxicology that was on some 

of the old dyes that were on the market at the time that that 

law was passed. They used to have the old archives up in the 

attic of that South Buildi~g. Back in the '20s sometime, they 

did a lot of work on the coal tar colors where -they gave one 

dose to one animal. That kind of thing. And I got into those 

old records and looked at them and they were atrocious. And 

also in all that mess of stuff, was the history of how come 

this country never used butter yellow as a dye in butter as it 
was originally intended. Dupont had originally developed 

a As abutter yellow which is carcinogenic. matter of fact, 

the first compound shown to be carcinogenic by feeding to 

animals was butter yellow. And butter yellow was developed by 

the Dupont Company to put in butter so that it always would be 

the same color year-round. You know in the winter, butter 

gets white. Dupont had done all this work and had done 
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and 	 was not some of these acute toxicity studies the stuff 

a Theytoxic at all, and it made beautiful yellow color. 

started producing it, and the people in the Dupont plant all 

came down with eczema and it scared the people at Dupont. And 

they did not put it on the market and never used it to color 

Because all of the people in the plant manufacturingbutter. 
And

it got 	 eczemas dermatitis where they made the darn stuff. 

how this got having mass consumptionthat's close country to a 

aof carcinogenic color. 

Dr. Young: It was later found out to be carcinogenic? 

Dr. Woodard: Yes, it was later found out to be carcinogenic. 

Dr. Young: But not DY your research. 

wasDr. Woodard: Not by our research. It first done by the 


Japanese, as a matter of fact. And we corroborated it. 


Dr. Young: Can you put a date to the story? When did Dupont 

fi nd out? 

Dr. Woodard: Oh, it was in the '20s sometime. 

Dr. Young: Had they discovered it, did they develop the 


formula? 
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I goes back longer than 
expect,the dye,Woodard: Well,Dr. it duringand the use of on

But they were working it 
that. 

the '20s. 

aas certifiable color, 
Dr. Wasn't it actually listed

Vos: 

withdrawn?And thenbriefly? 

0 rig i n allY". The only 
e wasWoodard:Dr. See the r nor e all a w 

use in a so-called stain, 
thing they certified it for was for 

old Biologic Stain Act. 
was under theItbiologic stain. 

of by fiat certified colors. 
But Wiley sortYoung:Dr. 

Dr~ Woodard: It was an unofficially official list. And it 
a short period of 

at one time, for 
was included in that list 

time, actually. 

than the name you're
Did it have any other name,

Young:Dr. 

about?talking 

confusedBut that'sDimethyl-amino-azo-benzene.Woodard:Dr. 
always thought it

of the name, theybecause many many people, 


but it never really was. 

was used in butter, 

in butter? 
Vas: Was it used in other countries 

Dr. 

Woodard: I think so.Dr. 
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aDr. Fitzhugh: Yes, it was used for while in some of the 

other countries. I know, when we took it up at the World 

Health Organization, we discussed that point. It was used in 

some of the other countries, but very slightly. I think it 
awas used in Holland, just for very short while. 

WasDr. Young: it relatively soon after that that the 

Japanese discovered that it was carcinogenic? 

Dr. Fitzhugh: I would think so, I don't know. 

IDr. Woodard: Well know that the report from the Japanese 

was in 1933. And that was the first compound that was ever 

shown to be carcinogenic in animals by feeding, or maybe any 

othèr way. Chimney sweep cancer was known, but that wasn't by 

feeding. So then I think, I'm sure it's the first compound 

that was ever shown to be carcinogenic in animals by feeding 

experiments. And so that led us to repeat it. which was never 

published. 

Dr. Young: You repeated the Japanese experiments? 

Dr. Woodard: Yes, when I first went to work for Food and 

Dru g. 

Dr. Young: And it proved out the same way? 

\ 
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Dr. Woodard: Yes, it did, it was carcinogenic. 

Dr. Young: And that episode would have made you jumpy, that 

in itself? 

Dr. Fitzhugh: Yes, we were concerned about them being car~ 

cinogenic, each and everyone of them. 

aDr. Young: What is this major paper that is review of the 

coal tar color research that the Division did? 

IDr. Woodard: It was not my paper. may have written it, 
just like that HSafeguarding Food and Drugs in War Time", 

that was my paperbut Calvery's name was on it. 

Dr. Vos: I ~ope I can come up with the title of the refereRce 

to but there was an extensive paper that discussed theit, 
evolution of the certification of the coal tar colors by the 

Food and Drug Administration. 

Dr. Woodard: That was probably Dan Dahl who wrote that, with 

Calvery. And I think it was probably published in some ob-

scure journal. 

Dr. Young: Could you think of the date? 
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Vos: The date would have been about '39, '40, somewhereDr. 

along there. 

Dr. Young: Thank you, very much. 

Dr. Woodard: Well I enjoyed You know we really haven'tit. 
dented the surface. 

Dr. Young: Yes, I know that. 

Woodard: I don't know what you are going to do.Dr. 

Or. Laug: That's what they pay him for. 

Or. Young: I can't dent the surface anyway. I've got 400 

. 

pages for all these subjects. 

Dr. Woodard: And you have to condense all this nonsense in 

to two pages, I guess. One thing that I want to leave you 

with this thought, and that is that I said to somebody here at 

lunchtime. There are probably 3 areas in Food and Drug which 

I And Ithink are extremely innovative. think one we've 

talked about here is toxology. The other areas are analytical 

chemistry and instrumentation. And I think that the chemistry 

is I think they have done an extraordinary job. 

Dr. Young: Some of that we got from Bill Cook, did we not? 
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Losvold: I made notes of the suggestiond that Dr. Woodard
Dr. 

has made. 

Young: And the third was?Dr. 

Dr. Woodard: It's basically instrumentation for the analyti. 

cal chemistry. There are really two parts to it. One is the-

and the other would be the generaldevelopment of instruments 

pushing back of the analytical chemistry. 

Young: And you would put that in significance?Dr. 

Dr. Woodard: Those three things were.-anything else Food and 

Drug has done would have probably been done as a result of one 

of those three things. 

Dr. Laug: And you shouldn't forget the analytical biological 

methods that were developed by all those people before they 

ever were able to separate the parts of the digitalis. 

Dr. Woodard: Well, I t h ink it' s all part of the same. The 


methods are what makes this Admin.
quantitative analytical 

istration possible, and which make it viable. And as long as 

that can be retained, it will always be a viable organization. 

I think it's as simple as that. 
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What you meant by thatDr. You.ng: That's an editorial, too. 

really was the earlier bioassay work. live run across that 

that in connection with certain of the botannical alkaloids. 

The Bureau of Chemistry, rather early, found out that the 

And then they pushed aheadU.S.P. methods weren't sufficient. 

and developed this in the teens. And they developed more 

effective method and then they'd be picked up and appear in 

the next U.S.P. 

Dr. Laug: That's right. And they then were constantly being, 

modified by our people. My interest actually was chemical. 

aBut I was very much taken by those methods that they lot 

aof these fellows spent lot of time on this, isn't that 

right, Bert--wouldn't you say? 

Vos: Yes. in '39 I would that half theDr. certainly say 

people in the Division of Pharmacology were working bio-on 

assay. 

Dr. Young: Trying to push it along and improve it, the way 

you talked about the ergot. 

Laug: Didn't they first evaluate those estrogens by bio-Dr. 

logical means? They looked at the lining of the vagina of the 

rats and they were able to tell whether this stuff was effec-

That's long before they had the chemical and sophisti-tive. 
cated tests. 
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Young: Was the Food and Drug Administration an innovatorDr. 


in the bioassay techniques for the estrogens? 


ILaug: Yes. think so, but I'm not too well informed.Dr. 

Earnest Umberger was associated wiith Jack Curtis starting in 

the early 40's. He is now retired and lives in the Washington 

area. He might be able to give yo~ something, I don't know 

how much. Because the main fellow that ran that was Curtis, 

and he is dead now. 

Dr. Vos: The drugs that were bio assayed in 139, early 140, 

were digitalis and related compounds that would be ouabain, 

strophanthin, dipanthin, digitalis tincture, digitalis powder, 

capsules, posterior pituitary extract, epinephrine, estrogens, 

pyrogens, ergot, insulin. All those things were routinely bio 

assayed in the Division of Pharmacology. Now, in addition to 

the routine assays, I would say that about half the time was 

spent on research to improve the method, either to refine the 

method that was currently in use, or to develop an entirely 

new approach. And a large part of the improvement of old 

methods consisted in applying statistics. So that you could 

get more information out of a given amount of work. The old, 

I ashall say traditional bio assay, let1s say pituitary, was 

to add the drug to an isolated strip of guinea pig uterus and 
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see how high it contracted. You tried to alternate a standard 

powder and a commercial sample. And you adjusted the dose 

until you got equal contractions. With that you could perhaps 

come in with an accuracy of 20 or 30%. In other words, the 

thing might assay 80%, and it really might be 105. Well by 

statistics, instead of matching the contractions, you used the 

information on all of the big contractions and little con-

tractions and averaged those up and computed what the strength 

was that should give an equal contraction. Even though you 

never got two pair of contractions that exactly matched. You 

been madecould calculate what it should have that would have 

match. With that you could get an accuracy of perhaps 5%it 
or so. 

Dr. Laug: It's the old LD-50 under another guise. 

Dr. y.oung: Is this, the application of statistics you're just 

talking about. Was that a world first within this Division? 

Dr. Vos: Well, I wouldn't say it started in the Division of 

IPharmacology, no. But is was seized upon, mean they got Dr. 

who a a HeBliss in then was whiz of statistician. applied 

his knowledge to various assays, one after another. Para-

thyroid, I forgot to mention that, was another one. That was 

one of the early publications~-how to take this very crude 

parathyroid assay and give it precision by making use of all 

the information. In other words, not just trying to match re-
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sults so that you got an approximate equal response, but to 

see what the response was after a series of doses. 

Young: Now, each response would be measured on some kindDr. 


of a scale that was there in the dissertation. And then you 


got a lot of data and would interpret them with statistics. 


Dr. Vos: That's right. I would say that in the example. in 

the digitalis assay there was application of statistics be-

fore Food and Drug did, but it was refined in Food and Drug 

and it was given emphasis and we did collaborative assays with 

the Pharmacopoeia. First of all, by a collaborative assay you 

in and get familiar with these methods,got industry to join 

so imposed on them. They then became workingit wasn't 

partners. Then eventually the new method got into the 

You thenPharmacopoeia, so that there was 	 greater precision. 


I mean you would have fewer
had less diffi- culty in court. 

cases that were the result of a misunderstanding or poor 

technique. The thing was refined to a point where industry 

was able to put out a good product. 

Dr. Young: Now you did the research to improve the method, 


but the reason that you had this was to test the products on 


the market. Samples would be brought in--

Dr. Vos: That's right, we had a 	 regular quota--somebody would 

say you're in charge of epinephrine, how many samples can. you 
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a So Ihandle month? would say 15. or 10. Then each month 10 

samples would come in from various parts of the country. 

Dr. Young: And so you would check the products that were 

actually being sold to physicians. 

Dr. Vas: That's right. or in drugstores. 

Dr. Young: And improving the technique meant that you had 

better control over the quality of the product on the market. 

Dr. Vos: Yes. 

Dr. Woodard: And all of these were highly important drugs. 

Dr. Vos: Yes. It's interesting that the first official bio 

assay in the Pharmacopoeia was in the U.S.P. IX. There were 

two drugs, one of them was marijuana, the other, I believe was 

posterior pituitary. So there were only two drugs that were 

bioassayed. They assayed the marijuana, which is under the 

pharmaceutical name of cannabis. They assayed it by its ef-
fect on dogs. You gave dogs certain dose and when theya 

staggered, that showed that the drug had certain activity. 
That was an important drug in those days, so you wanted to 

have the'proper potency. 
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Dr. Young: Now, what were its indications? 

Dr. Losvold: What year approximately is U.S.P. IX? 

Dr. Vas: Well, they came out every 10 years, U.S.P. X was ef-

fective from January 1. 1926. So U.S.P. IX would have been 

from '16 to '26. 

Dr. Young: In fact cannabis was in proprietary medicine as 

Iwell as pharmaceutical medicine. And think the 1906 law re-

quired that its presence be labeled in proprietary medicine. 

XDr. Vos: Well, U.S.P. doesn't they hadn't started giving 

the indications yet, but it was a, I guess, a tranquilizer, or 

something of that sort analgesic perhaps. 

Dr. Laug: They were very prescient in those days, weren't 

they? 

Dr. Young: When you speak of shifting from bioassay to chem-

ical methods, in the '30s, what are you referring to as chem-

ical methods? 

Dr. Fitzhugh: That would be all the heavy metals and those, 

incidentally, would still be done by chemical methods. Except 

that they are more refined. Bioassay methods gradually, as 

chemical methods, and sophisticated gas chromatography and 
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other things come in, would have been gradually superceded. 

adon't know how many are still used as bioassay method. 

Dr. Young: Was paper chromotography that Bill Cook was tell-
ing us about one of the first chemical methods that replaced 

the bioassay? 

I 	 a
Dr. Laug: No, I wouldn't say that. would call it sensi-

tive method for separation of constituents by color. Wouldn't 

you say, Bert, that's about right? 

Dr. Vos: Yes. The reason for the existence of the bio assay, 

was a drug which had considerable activity. In other words it 

was not just an indifferent drug but one that could be very 

potent. It was important, fjrst of all, that the person not 

get an overdose of it. And that they also not be given an 

inert drug. You wanted to have a specific dose but the active 

ingredient was present in such small amount, that therea 

weren't adequate chemical methods in those days for measuring 

In other words, if you had, let's say a 1% solution ofit. 
I mean youepinephrine, you 	 could measure it chemically. 

and so But if you had a tenth of onecould isolate it forth. 


percent solution, you might have trouble making sure that what 


I you were measuring was in fact ephnephrine. mean your meth-

od might not be sensitive to the partly decomposed epineph-

In the breakdown products might also giverine. other words 


your chemical reaction. So that, in the case of epinephrine, 
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there was a pure chemical. but 	 in the dilution in which it was 

no chemical way of measuringsold, there was. at that time, 

of the So that we gave it to a dog tothe strength product. 

see how high the blood pressure rose. And compared it with 

thethe standard solution. There you were certain that po-

tency of what you were measuring was active epinephrine. Now, 

since then. they have chemical methods which are more sophi-

more and there is no longer any bioassay ofsticated refined, 

ephnephrine being done. 

in many as the chemical 	 frontierDr. Young: So, areas. 


advanced. It became more precise and exact and time-saving. 


Dr. Vos: Absolutely. 

. 

Dr. Young: So that bioassays shrank out. Are bioassays 

i'ß1portant at all in any field? 

Dr. Vos: Well. the curious thing is that almost as rapidly as 

they are replaced, new compounds come for which the chemical 

amethod is. briefly. inadequate. So that you are using bio-
.the but many oflogical assay. I'm not up-to-date in field, 

the are assayed by wbat are biological methods. Orantibiotics 

at 1 east were. As I say. I can't speak for what the current 

practice is. So that you might think it was a dead end pro-

fession. but all you've got to do is keep nimble as new things 

are coming along. 
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Dr. Losvold: wasn't it true also. Bert, that for some things 

like digitalis, the structure or the composition was not 

exactly known. It was a mixture of active constituents that 

had not been isolated? 

Dr. Vos: That's true. Well digitalis, as you point out--

there are many active ingredients there. You don't just assay 

one. There are perhaps or different glycocides infor 5 6 --

Dr. Young: And you want them all there. 

Dr. Vos: You want them all there. And whereas you can ana-

lyze for them chemically, and measure the more potent ones, 

and I assume come up with an approximate th~rapeutic activity. 

If you do it biologically, you sum these all up automatically 

in the animal if you pick the right animal. 

aDr. Young: Is the Food and Drug Administration pioneer in 

what you just said. In picking the right animal? In ways 

that had been less precise before? 

to meDr. Vas: Well the example that occurs is that initially 
Now wasthey used the frog for assaying digitalis. that 

achanged then to the cat, as being more appropriate -- it 

measured the clinical But that work was notbetter activity. 

done in the Food and Drug Administration. A man at Cornell 
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University. Dr. Harry Gold, was instrumental in doing that. 

He measured the effect of different drugs on patients. And he 

compared the cat assay and the frog assay and found that the 

cat assay was the more reliable measure of the potency. The 

Andchange was made subsequently from the cat to the pigeon. 

we were able to show in the Food and Drug Administration that 

the pigeon gave the same response as the cat. And was far 

cheaper and quicker. $0 it was an improvement of the assay 

from the practical standpoint. 

Young: And you would consider that a minor example, butDr. 

the Food and Drugnonetheless an important innovation that 


Adminstration scientists came to. Were you always doing that? 


Were you always ~rying out new animals? Why would you come to 


think of using the pigeon instead of the cat? 


Dr. Vas: I guess there would be a hint of it in the litera-

ture somewhere. 

Dr. Young: About some other kind of experiment. 

Dr. Vas: Well, that the pigeon might be of some use. I mean 

somebody had it was a proposal. And then the Food and Drug 

did a comprehensive study and put it up again for a collabora-

tive assay and showed that it was reproduceable so that, as 

say, it was not completely out of the blue sky that we said 

ah. there's a pigeon. let's try it. The problem with the cats 
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was a shortage of cat population. We were running out of 

cats. You canlt breed cats. You can breed dogs. You 

1 iscouldnlt breed cats in the laboratory. mean there no 

hadcommercial source of cats, they were all stray cats that 

to be caught and brought in. You can breed pigeons. So this 

was a practical improvement from that standpoint. 

11mDr. Young: One other question, forgive me if naive when 

you gentlemen entered the Agency, what was the state of the 

concept of a controlled experiment? The emphasis upon the 

Youlve been talking about experiments that arecontrol. 

controlled, it seems to me, but was the concept of control 

simpler.and more naive when you entered than it was rapidly to 

become? Or not. Do I make myself clear? 

Dr. laug: You are referring to any analytical method, bio-

logic or chemical? Or are you thinking more about biological? 

Dr. Young: 1 suppose biological in the sense that youlre 

testing one thing against another, as you were doing with the 

Nowbio assay. The mathematics of control, and so on. this 

ais something mainly that you read about in connection with 

human being in the testing of medicine. 
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I think questfon ambiguous that theDr. Vos: Well, your is in 

word control has several concepts. In a toxicity experiment 

you have a group of control animals who are treated exactly 

like the other group, but don't get any of the toxic material. 

Young: That was recognized as an experimental necessityDr. 


when you came. 


Dr. Vos: I would think that we perhaps gave more emphasis to 

as the s wen t There's a tendency to look upon thisyea r on.it 
control group as wasted, they don't tell you anything. If 

you're looking for toxicity, put on a few controls. I mean 

be that was the attitude atthat used to the--I'm not saying 

I andFood and Drug--but, ordinarily, mean animals cost money 

to run controls for two years, that adds to the expense of the 

a onexperiment. So there is temptation to put more animals 

the drug or on the substance you're testing than on the con-

t ro 1 But Food and Drug, I think from the very beginning,s. 

realized that the controls are as important to the experiment 

as any because each group is going to be comparedother group, 


against the controls. So, you'll have at least as many con-


trols as you will other groups. 


Dr. Fitzhugh: We always recommended that and required it in 

our own laboratory. I've run across that concept very much in 

evaluating other people's experiments. Particularly in the 

cases of food additives, requests, petitions, etc. 
OA lot of 
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people think you're wasting money in putting in so many con-

trols. And we have to emphasize that. That concept has 

grown, that you need more controls. And certainly the groups 

of controls had to be as large as any other group. 

Dr. Young: Well, when Wiley had the poison squad, you see, 

which is a good 30 years before you--he was actually using 

people and his control was the individual person with a pre-

aperiod without the drug given and then period which it was 

a nd an afterperiod when it wasn't. But there wasn't any 

group of people who sat there at the training table and ate 

something that looked and tasted like sodiuim benzate, but 

wasn't. In the sense that we think of controls... 

Vos: Well. both those methods would be val id. I haven'tDr. 
Igone over those Wiley reports for a long time, and would 

imagine they were very naive--that would be my presumption. 

Because you could have the person be his own control, that 

often is useful. But the important thing is that the person 

not know, in other words he should use that table every day 

and never know whether hè's getting sodium benzate in his food 

for a week long or nothing for a week long. And if it had a 

got to come up with something else that willflavor, you've 

make him think he's getting it when he isn't. Because much of 

this can be subjective. If a man says he has a headache, he 

might not complain about a headache if he thinks he's on the 

control period. 
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Wiley told them that if any-
Dr. Young: But not only that, 

be
thing serious 	 happened to them the government wouldn't 

And then the Remsem Board told them that theyresponsible. 

need to Nothing very serious was goingdidn't really worry. 
by modernto happen to them. So both the comparative cases. 

I'm would seem to be rather unsophisticated.standards, sure, 

on of soda in catsupI did in fact write an article benzoate 

without askingand these experiments. It was easier to see, 

my that this was a pretty beginning stagescientific friends, 
And so I was just wondering if the concept of con-of things. 

way had leaped from 1902 and 1903 and along introl in this 


there until 1933. 


Vos: It was gradual evolution, certainly.Dr. 	 a 

Dr. Young: Until it was very sophisticated, and you are saying 

that it was much more sophisticated, but nonetheless became 

even more so as time went on. 

Laug: One thing that I think hasn't received as much
Dr. 

emphasis as it should be and that is, when you select the ani-

mals, or when they used to select the animals. they weren't 

were in a homogeneous population.very careful whether they 


Great strides have been made. particularly in rats and mice, 


which assure that they come from the same genetic stock. 
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aBecause whenever you introduce heterogeneity in controlled 

not as good anpopulation, right away your chances of getting 

a chemical aassay increase. It's like measuring into test 

tube and using different pipettes for each measurement that 

a Youyou make. There is little variation. can get around 

that by insuring that the animal population is as nearly homo-

geneous as you can get. That's very important. 

Dr. Young: Was homogeneity of animal population recognized as 

important when you came to work, and did these experiments in 

the '30s? 

IDr. Laug: In our case, believe even from the beginning, we 

had a uniform population of animals, didn't we Bert? I don't 

know whether they came from. 

Dr. Vos: I think Curtis raised them. 

Dr. Laug: They came from one stock. 

Dr. Young: So, by the thirties, this was something that you 

really were aware of. 

Oh As aDr. Laug: yes. And we used uniform stock. matter 

aof fact, we used it with dogs. We had dog laboratory, just 

about where the Pentagon is now. I think they were beagles. 
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No beagles came later Irish terriers?Vos:Dr. 	 --

Laug I think maybe, yes.Dr. 

Young: The selenium interests me, Dr. Fitzhugh, because 
Dr. 

on and 	 you mentioned 
you said that you began experimenting it 

Is that right?connection with sweeteners.this in 

I 	 with the early
Dr. Fitzhugh: No, mentioned it in connection 

experiments. Chronologically. 

I am 	 in sweeteners,
Dr. Young: Chronologically. interested 


and maybe this isn't the place to start. 


muchWe 	 on sweeteners at very
Dr. Fitzhugh: started working 


the same time. 


be a 
Young: What sweeteners? I think sweeteners will 

Dr.. 

have become so important in 
theme, partly because they will 


And I done that on the saccharin
have 	 articlethe future. 


experiments. 


Dr. Fitzhugh: On that first experiment we had four, two of 

They had been used somewhere else.them were 	 not used. 

and and were two others in thatSaccharin succaryl, there 


first experiment. 
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Dr. Young: This first experiment began at what date? 

Dr. Fitzhugh: Well, it would have been in the early '405, but 

I don't know exactly what date it was. 

Dr. Young: And these were chronic toxicity as well as--

I
Dr. Fitzhugh: Oh yes, they were chroni~ toxicity. guess we 

also had done the acute toxicity as we did the subacute toxlc-

lty. Along at the same time, but not before. Usually we did 

3 We had wehave the types of experiments. acute toxicity, 

had the subacute, subchronic as they call it now, which would 

run about up to 3 months in order to set up the basic dosage 

levels. And then we did the chronic studies. Usually those 

three would be done consecutively. The sweeteners study was 

not a very extensive study as we found out later, but it did 

show the toxicity of them. And two of them were very toxic, 

the succaryl and the saccharin were not that toxic. It did 

not show in our experiments that they were carcinog~nic at 

all. The question has been raised later on about Saccharin, 

Iof course. I'm sorry don't have the date here. That 

doesn't necessarily show the dates of when they were done, it 
shows the dates of when they were published. I did have 

another sheet which I could have brought along, which would 

have the date. I never thought that you wanted the date. 
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Dr. Young: Well, I guess just try to pin down things 

according to date. 

Dr. Fitzhugh: But they were fairly early experiments. 

Dr. Young: What precipitated your doing them? Were you just 

~overing the waterfront, on all kinds of food additives? 

Dr. Fitzhugh: We were picking out, generally, materials that 

were fairly widely used. You have to remember one thing 

that at this time there weren't so many food addi-first, 
was only the World War that they cametives. It after first 

in by the thousands. No, the second World War. But these 

materials which we started in the early '40s were really'the 

materials that were used in food fairly widely. like selenium 

was in corn and wheat in the areas of Wisconsin and so forth. 

They were known to be food additives. And the sweeteners were 

used at that time. That's really what we picked up. As re-

member we started a number of experiments along about thatit, 
same time. 

Dr. Vos: The first one is in Federation proceedings in 1950, 

3so that would have been perhaps years after it was started, 

aI would guess. That would be report. 
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Dr. Fitzhugh: That would be, yes, it wouldn't be any earlier 
than that. 

Dr. Vos: 1950, as I say, would be a time at which you gave a 

apaper on it for society. Then the publication was the fol-
lowing year, 1951. Journal of the American Pharmaceutical 

Association, 1951, "Comparison of Chronic Toxicity of 
. 

Synthetic Sweetening Agents". 

Dr. Young: You said that there were a few, selenium and 

these four sweeteners, and there are probably others, but that 

the population of additives was small. It was in the period 

immediately after the second World War that there was such an 

Iupsurge. call that upsurge, in comparison to the 

"Chemotherapeutfc Revolution," the "Chemogastric Revolution." 
And here you were sitting there watching this happen.. Can you 

tell me about this from whenyour viewpoint, you suddenly be-

gan to be aware that there were infinitely greater number of 

food additives that were being without any law to prevent it, 
put into the food supply. 

Dr. Fitzhugh: I remember sitting down with Calvery, and he 

and I, were deciding what we were going to study. We went 

over the list and got down to maybe less than a dozen. He 

when wesaid, well get through these, we really don't know 

what else to study. Because these are the important things, 
Ithese and nothing else. After the upsurge came on, began to 
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make cards on all the materials that came to the Food and Drug 

Administration. I'm sorry I stopped it, but I did stop it and 

when I got up to 10,000; I said, "It's time to stop." 

Dr. Young: When you said they came to the Food and Drug 

youAdministration, you meant that, they came to your notice, 

observed them in the publications and various--

~r. Fitzhugh: Well, they were actually being used. We 

touched on that phase of But a large number ofhaven't it. 

those materials came in as constituents of packaging. Mate-


rials which we considered as to whether they were safe or 


unsafe, whether we knew something about them. 


Dr. Young: They came in--

aDr. Fitzhugh: Either as reque~t or from information that 

they were being used or somebody was saying that they were 

going to use this material, and asked, "Is it safe? We've 

done acute toxicity and we've done a subacute toxicity for 

those three months and it doesn't look like it's unsafe, and 

we're going to use Now, we didn't always know they wereit.-
We had a which wasactually getting into the food. method ex-

plained to them. We made them use certain solutions and see 

if they could get it out of the package. And when they said 

they couldn't get it out, they couldn't find it, we would set 

aa limit and say well if it doesn't come out more than tenth 
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of one part per million, go ahead and use it. There was no 

way We were really setting tolerances on those.of... 

Dr. Young: And they were coming in so fast, you were doing 

them sort of by the seat of your pants. 

IDr. Fitzhugh: That's right. And when I said got 10,000 

cards, I said that's enough. 

Dr. Young: This was several years after the war. Why do you 

think the food industry did this? What was there in the total 

environment that caused the food industry to burgeon in its 

use of various things in foods, at that time? 

Or. Vos: Well, I think you ought to read the first couple of 

paragraphs in that article by Woodard and Calvery, which de-

scribes what the changes were when there was an increase of 

people in cities; when the food isn't going just 5 miles from 

where it's raised to where it's eaten, but i~ goes first to a 

Soprocessing place and then goes later to the consumer. you 

have the problem of keeping it wrapped. 

Dr. Young: This was all pretty sophisticated by the '20s. By 

the '30s. I've been writing about the burgeoning of the pro-

acessed food industry. This had gotten long way by the '30s 

and there had been the fights about saccharin and about the 

preservatives, the old fashioned preservatives in Wiley's 
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aearly years. But here, as you say, it goes in relatively 

short time from a list of a dozen that you worry about, that 

you are actually going to spend your time on in the future, to 

10,000. 

F i tz hug h : Many of these may not be used. They may actu-Dr. 

beally not be used--they were questionable to used. That 

included pesticides as well as food additives, you see. 

Dr. Young: Besides the environment, the urban environment, 

which has been a factor for quite a while, what is there in 

the state of the in the ingenuity of chemistry thatart, 
brought that about? Did things happen in the war? War, very 

often, had a great impact on therapeutics and on different 

kinds ?f medical procedu~es. Were there lots of things that. 
happened, chemically speaking, biochemically speaking, in the 

war that had something to do with this post-war surge of food 

additives. It seems to me that it requires more explanation 

than just the increasing urbanization. 

Dr. Fitzhugh: Didn't it develop in the burgeoning of the 

chemical industry. They were making so many more compounds. 

aWhen they were developed, they wanted to find way to use 

them. 

I someDr. Laug: think that's probably true, after all, if 
chemist spends a long time synthesizing something, then the 
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I 
next problem would be, can we make any money out of it? 

a And I also had the idea thatthink there was lot of that. 

in almost every war it takes about maybe 10 years before the 

-engine- finally comes to a stop and is only idling. if you 

know what I mean. economically. And I think that is all 

carried along with the war effort. That's part of Ofit. 
course. that is rather nonspecific, but I believe it's true 

even for chemicals and things. 

Dr. Young: Well. there you were watching them come in. In 

hindsight. I have a feeling that you might have thought. why 

so many? Or just almost felt overwheJmed by the thought of 

these things. And so. as a social historian. putting this 

whole thtng within as big a framework as possible, what 

brought about the chemogastric revolution? I can kind of see 

hadthe thing in the ~harmaceutical indu5try. because you the 

su1fas and the penicillin and they were such success stories 

that they just pushed the industries out to use the same tech-

nique to do other things. Maybe the success of the pharma-

ceutica1 industry had some kind of impact upon the food in-

dustry, to get them to be more ingenious at searching out 

chemicals that might have some kind of saleable use or make 

the product easier to market. 

howDr. Laug: This is often true. we talked about many con-

Wefoods example. know very well thatvenience there are, for 

a huge amount of them may have come out in the last 10 years, 
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but they also came much earlier. Any time the eating habits 

got toof people change, any time you have that, then you've 

new got to have ways of making thehave preservatives, you've 

afood look more appetizing, you squirt little color into it 

and so on and so forth. 

andDr. Young: It may have been that more women got jobs kept 

This changed eating habits in such a way that this be-them. 

came more important. I don't feel as comfortable about ex-

plaining the upsurge in food additives, from the knowledge 

have at this point, as I do 	 explaining the increase of drugs. 

a
Dr. Laug: I think it's really a reflection of great change 

in our society which started right after the second World War. 

It's been gradually gaining 	momentum, as we all know. The 

number of women, for example, who were employed right after 

the war was miniscule compared to what it is today. And any 

time the lady works and comes in at 5:30 in the evening, she's 

got to have something to plop into the frying pan and that's 

got to be appetizing. 

Dr. Young: Or take it out 	 of the freezer. There's more that 

Youneeds to come there to me. were sitting there watching 

this and I was just trying to get what kind of feel you might 

have had. . 
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Laug: I have an idea that we were overwhelmed, but we
Dr. 


didn't know it. 


times we were wondering whether the
Dr. Fitzhugh: 	 Well, at 

to be food, but then we always thought thatfood was going 

all these things were safe and therefore I think w~ had that 

feeling. 

Dr. Laug: We were naive, very naive. 

Young: What was your reaction to the Delaney hearing?Dr. 

There, a certain amount of criticism began to come to the Food 

newand Drug Administration about not taking some of these 

be a
things seriously enough, didn't it? That there ought t~ 

law that increases your responsibilities in these areas; more 

overthan tighter control over coloring, tighter control food 

under moreadditives, and tighter control over pesticides 

specific laws. Just as in the '60s Kefauver came on and said 

sotighter controls are needed because the thing is roaring 

hard to put a harness on. Do you remember, didfast it's just 
Congressthis seem like a big event in yoùr lives, to have 

getting interested in and holding hearings, and worrying about 

cancer down the road? The famous Delaney Clause and all that? 

weDr. Vos : Well, it seems to me, the amendment, as such, 


welcomed, because it was putting the burden of the testing 


away from the government on to industry. In other words, it's 
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we going to be able to test all these com-
obvious weren't 

I my own personal recollection,pounds ourselves. think, 
was

know whether I can speak for this Division or not,don't 
I thought was presumptuous of Congress to decide thatthat it 

was too 
we weren't capable of evaluating--I mean that cancer 

a Food and Drug to pass judgment on. otherbig problem for In 

words, this was outside of our realm of competence. We could 

but this was something be-set tolerances for other things, 


yond. It seemed to me that that was kind of grandstand
a 

But was somethingp1ay--that was my own reaction to it. it 

to put up with if we got the rest of thethat we were willing 
were

package. In other words, if it all went together, why we 

glad to have the industry required to do the testing. 

way and thinkDr. Woodard: We were talking on the over I 


of us who were in the Food and Drug Admin-
practically all 

that the Delaney amendment was well meaning,istrati~n believe 

but has a serious scientific flaw because it says that ifit 

we test anything and I include water, that the tolerance is 


to get
then zero if at sometime in that dosage you're going 

cancer. Of course, scientifically that's nonsense. But 

nobody has ever come up with the ability to set what that dose 

be 100%. Maybe 98% or 85, nobody knows
is. It can't it's 

what So he set it at 100%. But scientifically this is
it is. 


not sound. 
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welcomed the lawDr. Young: Well that clause apart. they 

because did require industry to do the kind of testing thatit 

you couldn't possibly do. 

Woodard: I think we all agree to that.Dr. 

Dr. Young: You mentioned that users of these things came in 

and ßometimes they asked you for your advice. sometimes they 

Dotold you what they were going to do. you remember your-

self being angered or upset because there were certain food 

additives that were being used without your consultation 

which. from what you knew of the science. might well be dan-

gerous to the public? Things that you had no opportunity to 

because the law didn't give you much power to controlcontrol. 

them. Thi~gs that you did turn to and test on animals because 

you recognized that they were in foods. had been newly intro-

duced into foods. and you were w?rried about it. Do you 

cameremember situations like that before the law along? 

Dr. Fitzhugh: Well. you had to attack them before the law 

came along. Of course some of those materials were toxic and 

usually I want to say a little bit after what Bert said. 

Ibut I will 	 answer your question first. don't recall any 


cases because. if we really had found materials
particular 

that we considered harmful. we tried to prove that they were 

harmful under the old law. 
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Vos: I guess a good example would be monochloracetic
Dr. 

Where we were. I think, pretty well satisfied that the
acid. 

a 
amount that was being used as a preservative, they said 

but that was gimmick...flavor, a 

Young: Who were they? You mean several companies?
Dr. 

was be1ng added 
Vos: The wine industry in particular. ItDr. 

a I we had no suspicion that
clearly as preservative. think, 

We wasbeing used were dangerous. weren't sure it 

have said those 

the amounts 

safe, but, if we had to guess, we would 


amounts are probably not hurting anybody. Nevertheless, it 


was as we tested it, a harmful or deleterious substance that 


added to As I didn't we proceed
was being foods. recall, 


against that? 


IDr. Fitzhugh: think we proceeded against it. 

Did the law let you do that?Young:Dr. 

against the pro-Dr. Fitzhugh: The old law let you proceed 


duct. 


we did. We had number of cases around
Mr. Lofsvold: Yes, a 


the country and finally ended up, I think, with a recall. 


.

been in the '40s1Dr. Young: This would have 
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Lofsvold: Late 40's.Mr. 

We didn't have too much on that basis, but 
Dr. Fitzhugh: 

welcomed the Delaney Amendment, 
was going to say we certainly 

and weall along until more recent years,in the early days, 


welcomed and we supported it wholeheartedly. But,
it as a 

when you tried to enforce it down to the minisculescientist, 
then it becomes unscientific. And, as a scientist,amount, 

asBut even in material such 
you can't always support that. 

million, 

the nitrites, we knew all along that if you feed them to ani-

mals that the mixture of it was carcinogenic. What we said 

was if it was way down at less than a tenth of a part per 

we didn't think' it was in quantities that were large 

in
enough. And that's a point that industry and scientists 

in the Delaney Amendment, of course. I have togeneral oppose 

agree that that. is a weak point and, as a scientist, I can't 
a 

go along with it. But as long as we 	 were able to make de-

we handled the Delaneycision, as food and drug regulators, 

Amendment in a very conscientious way, I think. But, in later 

days, when they have shoved it to the bitter end, by saying 

will cause tumors in animals shouldn't be
that anything that 

So you can shove up
used, because of the Delaney Amendment. 

of and one ofthe dosage levels and try all kinds animals, 

them, on a dosage level somewhere, will produce so-called 

was of any chlorinated compound
tumors. That true pesticides, 

do Many drugs and most of the food additiveswill it. 	 will, 
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So all you have to do is to feed it to sufficientwill. a 

I and adjust the dosagenumber of animals, species mean, 


levels high enough, and you will get some kind of tumor. 


That's where the Delaney Amendment falls down. 


Dr. Young: You were just saying that you can reduce the 

Delaney Amendment to an absurdity, because you can eliminate 

practically everything if you set the experiment right. 

Dr. Laug: And the saccharin business is a classic point in 

Isn't that or am I wrong? Didn't they give hugecase. true, 


doses in that Canadian study? 


Dr. Fitzhugh: Yes. 

Dr. Laug: That might be an example of what we're talking 

about. 

Dr. Fitzhugh: That certainly did it with sucaryl and made 


some assanine decisions on that. 


Dr. Young: We have covered a good many of these, is there 

anything more about food additives, generally, that anyone 

wants to say? This looms as such a big thing that it's going 

I Whento have to require certain attention when get to it. 

the law came in and the pressure was put on industry to give 


the evidence for safety, you were all part of surveying the 
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documents that were presented. Is that correct, in connection 

with new additives? 

OhDr. Fitzhugh: yes. 

Dr. Young: Can you talk a little about that process, what 

happened--did you read them and say yes and no? Was it easy? 

Was industry on you neck all the ti~e? Did you say yes when 

ait was only sort of maybe situation? Tell me something 

about the environment and circumstances of your being in the 

process of approving or disapproving food additive applica-

cations? 

Dr. Fitzhugh: Well, yes and no sometimes. It was my respon-

sibility to pass those. I could either turn them down qr pass 

them on. Of course Dr. Lehman had to agree with them most of 

Ithe time. don't know whether you ever did or not, Dr. Vos? 

Did you sign your name to them? 

Dr. Vos: Rarely. 

Dr. Fitzhugh Anyway, most of the time, when it first started, 
I think Dr. Lehman signed. Then they became my responsibility 

and I don't think anybody signed them after I did, until they 

went to the front office. And usually the scientific part, as 

I I Irecall it now, could say they were safe or could say 

they weren't safe. Usually nobody raised any objections, 
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like Usually the front office 
except the industry didn't it. 

one of the last times I saw 
was very accomodating. Mr. Kirk, 

I anything you
him, asked me specifically, "Did ever veto 

He NI vetoed the chemist and sent that back,
passed-? said, 

I 
but I never bothered with the pharmacologists.- And said, 

I don't think that you ever-I think you're right, Ken. 

Maybe raisedback that I .said was safe. you
turned anything 

anythingbut I don't remember you ever turning
some questions, 


So he was very kind to the scientific toxicologist.
back." 

It became greatly my responsibility then. I, of course, don't 

many 
mean that I read all those things. There were too for 

I I most of them.

that. I had help to do that. mean, read 


by my staff and I read
read the questions that were raised 

were any questions in my mind, I went
their reports. If there 

But then you did have questionsback and read the petitions. 

h~d a


would raise and they came in--theythat the industry 
aboutperfect right to come in and talk to you it. 

through the whole process?Dr. Young: In any stage 

Fitzhugh: No, they didn't do that. They usually came in 
Dr. 


and brought the petitions and discussed them with you and left 


them in with somebody else. And 
the petitions or sent later 

any they might come in, some of theif they raised questions, 

them you had
toxicologists, and discuss it with you. Many of 

to turn back and ask for more data, at least half of them. 

ask what did you want done? You neverThen they would you 
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you going to pass
guaranteed that if they did that, that were 

them a good reasonBut you gavethe time.the petition next 

a 
We went through that process

if they did good experiment. 

Very little controversy with the in-
over and over again. 

If the scientists came in and 
dustry, that is 	 the scientists. 

99 out of 100, they would see what youtimestalked to you, 
Now 	 would trygo ahead"and do 	 the lawyers 

were asking and it. 
butwas something wrong,Lehman that thereto persuade Dr. 

athat was different question. 

what percentage 	 passed, just
Dr. Young: Generally speaking, 


did you have to 

a it? 	 What percentageas you have feel for 

was supplied? Just rela-
even after new information 	

a 

reject, 

number or was it good...
tively small 	 a 

phase of it 
Dr. Fitzhugh: Well I would say that in the first 

you would ha~e 	 questions probably half of them, but lateron 

may several years to
if they performed experiments, that take 


But if they had done
comeget it done, it may never back. 

10~ would be re-I wouldn't think overthe experiments 	 right, 

jected. 

what would
And about the 10~ that were rejected,Young:Dr. 

did in show some 
be the key reason that the experiments fact 

than industry
kind of hazard that you regarded as more weighty 

did? 
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You always agree with their results. 
Dr. Fitzhugh: didn't 

bring in 
One thing you always had to watch for was that they 

ownand that you get 	 yourdata as far as they couldthe raw 

you ask the statisticianif it's statistical,interpretation, 
long-term experimentsAnd sometimes, in theseto evaluate it. 

individuals you
there were certain laboratories and certain 

Some you didn't have to 
always questioned their results. 


would be the correct

question because 	 their interpretation 


So you had to watch the points that were

interpretation. 


as why don't you interpret
questionable on their part such the 

the scientists out of 
same way we do. Well, if you can get 


of the industrial
scientiststhe laboratories, particularly 

They would
of them had good scientists.laboratories--most 
it thatThey didn't disagree, let's put way. 

agree with you. 

you would raise would be about the 
Most of the questions that 


interpretation of laboratory studies. 


Did they have any kind of legal right of appeal
Young:Dr. 


beyond you? 


Oh They had, I mean they would have, of 
Dr. Fitzhugh: yes. 


I donlt know whether you 
 mean
When you say, .you,"course. 

Food and Drug Administration.meanmyself or whether you the 

Young: I meant your Division.Dr. 
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Dr. Fitzhugh: Oh the Division. Of course they could appeal. 

It wouldn't do them any good. They could go to the Adminis-

tration. yes. They could go to whoever was the Administrator. 

Young: Can you remember. as an example. any major flap inDr. 


which industry really raised cain. after you said no? 


Dr. Fitzhugh: I know they must have had some bu!: at the 

moment I can't recall. 

when wasMr. Lofsvold: Along this line. Dr. Fitzhugh. it pro-

posed to use radiation to preserve food. after applications 

had been made. we finally turned it down. Was that for phar-

reasons 

other.Divisions? 

macological reasons? Or was that for developed in 

Dr. Fitzhugh: Well. I know we raised questions on the de-

of looked likestruction of the vitamins. things that kind--it 
I we never could come to any agreement on that. don't recall 

specifically now. We certainly raised questions on the steri-

lization of food. 

Mr. Lofsvold: I had a recollection that there was concern 

about the compounds that would be produced on them. 

Dr. Fitzhugh: That certainly was one of them. It was whether 

these materials were safe or not. These were very tough de-

cisions all along on these materials. 
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I on the
Mr. Lofsvold: There was a lot of pressure, think, 

Agency, not only on the part of the people who wanted to sell 

the product, but on the part of the Military who were very 

anxious to get approved to use that process. 

Dr. Young: Now, that would still be in the 40's? or in the 

'SO's. 

Dr. Laug: That was in the 50's. One of the best examples was 

the potatoes; it prevented the sprouting of potatoes. That's 

a of the I don't know how that ever went.large part diet. 

Did they finally allow them to do it, or not? 

Mr. Lofsvold: No, it has never been approved. 

Dr. Fitzhugh: There has never been one pass~d. The Armed 

aServices supported a number of them, bacon, potatoes, lot of 

others. 

Dr. Vos: 	 Of course, the story was that the Armed Services 


use them
wanted to 	 The Food and Drug was unable to tellit. 
wanted They wanted our blessing ondifferently if they to. 


which we wouldn't give them.
it, 

Lang: I think it can be said though, that as far ~s the.Dr. 
wasinduced radiation was concerned, that that argument, that 
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I mean 
once advanced, is completely dead. It doesn't exist. 

the only argument you could use is with any authority is the 

changing of the food product by the radiation or the removal 

of essential elements. 

be
Dr. Young: To induce radiation means that there would 

residual radiation. 

Laug: Yes, but that could never occur unless you, by some 
Dr. 

used You can't induce anything.strange means, neutrons. 

Lofsvold: Did we ever do any actual experimental work
Mr. 


with irradiated products of our own? 


Dr. Fitzhugh: No. 

reviewing the data submitted?Mr. Lofsvo1d: .Just 

the there was much amountDr. Fitzhugh: Just reviewing data, 

And
of data to review each time, great packages of it. there 

Iwas always no proof, as can recall, that you didn't just 


break down some of the materials into harmful substances. 


do the same thing with
There's also no proof that you don't 


heat. 


aboutDr. Laug: You know, the interesting thing it is that it 

was first brought up by the potato chip people. And you know 
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why? Well, the public likes a very 	 light yellow potato chips. 

which about the ofThe potatoes, while those critters, first 

January or beginning of February, starts turning part of its 

back into Then when you put that sugarstarch sugar, see. 


plunges into the hot shot to fry it, it carmelizes part of the 


sugar and it gets a darker brown. And that is, cosmetically, 


a no no. That's why they wanted to do it. 


I remember the Department of Defense 	 had quite anMr. Porter: 


exhibit of irradiated foods at the Museum of Science in 


Chicago. Probably other places too. 


Dr. Laug: I think this whole problem is a boogie that is re-

flected in the big flap about these nuclear reactors. People 

have some kind of an inherent fear of this. And that over-

rides reason in many cases. 

Dr. Young: Well, there are so many 	 things to be afraid about 

. .that we just, I guess as people, get. 

Dr. Vos: Ed, if I could answer you briefly. I think the 

whole problem is that with any other food additive, if you're' 

going to add, let's say, sodium benzoate to food, you can add 


it in successive amounts and the effect that you are getting 


is sodium benzoate. Irradiated food, you're going to eat all 


the food. I mean conceivably your entire diet might be 


you decide margin 	 there is.irradiated. How do 	 what of safety 
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You can't irradiate more than your entire diet. You start 

irradiating it at a higher level, you're not doing the same 

thing anymore. You're altering the food. They say this isn't 

this isn't what we're going to use. In otherrealistic, 
awords, there is no way that you could have margin of safety 

mostthat is qualitatively the same, such as you have with 


food additives. I think that's the biggest problem. 


IDr. Laug: That's true. But don't think that John Q. Public 

realizes that. 

Dr. Vos: Oh, the public doesn't realize that. But I'm talk-

ing about this food additive the reason this never got by 

awe had this nagging problem. How do you get margin of 


safety on an irradiated product? 


Dr. Laug: But then, by the same token, you ought to be able 

to take potatoes and irradiate them and take them apart and 

determine the various constituents that changed. I mean, 

theoretically. 

do doDr. Vos: Theoretically you can it. How you ferret out 

each constituent? 

Dr. Young: Did you folks get involved in your Pharmacology 

. Division at the pOint at which the supplementation of foods 

came along? I guess there had been iodine and vitamin D 
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supplementation, but when tbe war came and they began rather 

extensive supplementation of starches and so on. was this a 

kind of problem like the additive problems? Was the safety of 

adding the vitamins to flour... 

Dr. Vos: I think that was mostly the responsibility of the 

Division of Nutrition. In other words, these were products 

waswhich were normal contiituents and it questioned whether 

adding it in a certain way was, I mean it might be better if 

you had whole wheat flour where all the good stuff hadn't been 

removed from it and then put back. You would probably be 

better off, because you might be losing something that you 

didn't know about. But, as far as I know, we never were 

concerned wi tho 

Dr. Young: You did run safety tests on it? 

Dr. Fitzhugh: No, we didn't. 

Dr. Laug: Well, I think it's been generally conceded that all 

that added vitamins do is take a few bucks out of your pocket-

book. They make you feel better, but that's about it. 

Dr. Vas: Ed, that's not --

aDr. Laug: I'm trying to make broad point. 
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Dr. Fitzhugh: Every time you get a cold. don't you take some 

C?Vitamin 

Dr. Laug: After all. Linus Pauling became a Nobel 

Laureate for doing that. 

Dr. Young: I'm not sure it was for doing that. 

IDr. Laug: What I am saying is that sometimes feel a little 
ablush coming on when good scientist steps out of his field 

and writes a book in which he and his wife are the subjects. 

Taking 15 grams of Vitamin C a day! Maybe he is in his 

Idotage. don't know. 

Dr. Young: Well. have we gone on long enough? 

Dr. Laug: This question of this flush of chemical in food. 

athink part of it may be sophistication of our looking at it. 
I mean you take bread wrapped in wax paper. Now I'm sure that 

afor the first 10 years of that. no one in Food and Drug gave 

second thought to as to what the wax might do. Later weit. 
began to worry about what all the components of this wax 

were. whether there were any carcinogenic impurities in it. 
and so forth. 

Dr. Young: And all kinds of containers and what migrated 

.where. 
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Dr. Laug: That's right. The 	 can enamels, the antioxidents in 

made Many of these thingsthe rubber that jar rings are of. 

many before we becamehad evolved and were 	 used for years 

to aboutsophisticated enough worry them. 

All the 	 we had almost thousands ofDr. Fitzhugh: flavors, 

thought about ~he natural flavors andthem at first we 

didn't worry about the synthetic flavors. Later all of those 

came under question. 

youYoung: Which one was the substitute for vanilla thatDr. 


and about?
did recognize worry 

Or. Voss: Coumarin. 

Young: Now that is an example of an early one whoseDr. 


danger made itself evident. Was that not right? 


Dr. Fitzhugh: Yes, we could have tested some of the others 


and they would have probably given the same results. 


discovered by usVos: Was the coumarin was 	 the problemDr. --

or by industry? 


But we had some of the others.Dr. Fitzhugh: Industry. 
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Dr. Young: So. what you just said. is that also there came to 

be a heightened level of awareness. And that's what you were 

saying too. 

Dr. Vos: That's part of it. certainly. I wouldn't deny the 

fact that there was a flush of chemicals. 

Young: Why was there the heightened level of awareness? A
Dr. 


few bad examples that caused people to suddenly~say. well 


we've got to look at the rest of them? 


Dr. Laug: I don't think so. 

IDr. Vos: think the improved analytical techniques. You 

couldn't have had it without that~ 

aDr. Young: It came before revival of literate consumerism. 

All of this was a decade and more before Naderism. 

Mr. Lofsvold: Wasn't there. though, some public outcry in the 

press and elsewhere? Something about these strange names that 

were suddenly appearing on labels when these prepared foods 

began to hit the market in the '50s? Everybody was used to 

sodium benzoate and sulfur dioxide. 

Dr. Vos: You had to declare only the preservatives. wasn't 

that all you had to declare? 
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Mr. Lofsvold: No, you had to declare the preservatives by 

I t hi n k.n a me, 

Dr. Young: That's something to look for in the press. 

seems to me that what generated the DelaneyMr. Lofsvold: It 
numbers ofselect committee was some public interest in the 

all these things that all of a sudden were looming up and had 

not been seen before. 

Young: I've heard it said, and I'm not sure this isDr. 

that the Delaney Clause came mainly because of pressuretrue, 
from the Na t ion a 1 He a 1 t h. Fed era t ion. I thought of that be-

cause this was a sort of revival of the natural foods theory 

which, in some measure at least, went on back in our history. 

All those chemical names were in contrast to the natural foods 

that were a sort of ideal that had come on down from Sylvester 

and had a under Bernard McFadden andGraham's day revival 

This could have been related to that somehow.other revivals. 

I think that is something that might be looked in to. 


Mr. Lofsvold: Well, I wasn't thinking so much of the Delaney 

clause which, if I remember correctly, came at the last minute 

after the hearings had been concluded. I was thinking of the 

i.dea of that there was a need for this subject to be explored 

by the Congress. 
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could be But it is true that
Dr. Young: Well, that true. 

to be complex long chemical namesit continuesthen, and 	 true, 
Andawhich are incomprehensible produced sort of anxiety. 

somebody init's part of the tussle. There might have been 

and "What
this period of time who suddenly saw that list said, 

are we eating?1I It's something to check. I'm glad to have it 

been worthyI hope that recalling these days has
here. just 

a 

the energy you have expended here in talkingplus to warrant 

with us for our benefit. 

I 
Dr. Laug: Well, I'm highly enthusiastic because always 

thought that the Food and Drug was really hiding its light 


I we didn't feel
under a bushel. When we were working, guess 


I in the
that way about But, since I've retired, seeit. 
the Food and Drug is being castigated almost papers where 


be done to 
every day 	 over something. And anything that can 

usIbring out 	 our efforts think is good. It's not only for 


but the young fellows that are working
oldsters, it's for 
a

there now. It may help make their tenure little bit more--

Fitzhugh: Someone should do something if they don't.Dr. 

Laug: You know that's the climate now. Look at what they
Dr. 


doing to the Federal Trade Commission, they're berating
are 


the out of Pretty soon there won't be any. That
hell it. 

seems to be the philosophy in Congress now. 
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you know I think one reason 	 we're doing
Dr. Porter: WellJ 

in the organizationthis is because the younger 	 people --
and they don't they're nothat's really all they seeJ --

this background of the kind of things that youlonger aware of 

men did. 

Dr. Laug: And it must be dreadful to their morale. 

Mr. Porter: We want them to know that. That they are a mem-

ber of an organization that is very significant and this is 

really one of the many reasons why we're doing this. 

Young: You had a sense of mission and pride in mis-Dr. 
a a 

and a of from what you were accomplishing.sion sense fruition 

And this is perfectly apparent in all the interviews we haveJ 

no matter whether they be scientists or inspectors or the 

administrators in the offices. 

Mr. Porter: We found that there is an interest and curiosity. 

Fred and I found that out in Denver just last month. They 

a So we sat at theasked us to talk at district conference. 

table; we made a little outline and kind of traded off stories 

on how it used to be and things that had been accomplished. 

It was kind of a mixture of different ways of looking at the 

past. And they were enthusiastic. I believe nearly everybody 

in the district at one time or another during the following 
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how much they enjoyed
days dropped by and said 

two or three 

it. 

thatfrom the meeting this morning
Young: It's apparentDr. 

the positiveto make the public aware of
the Agency wishes 


with the 75th anniver-
happened in connectionside of what's 


which gives an occasion.
sary, 

lots of young fellowsI feel like there -areFitzhugh:Dr. 
now who could

Food and Drug Administrationprobably in the 


a more if the morale was better or if their 

accomplish lot 

if they were working under different 
situation was better, 

Some of the 
a management.There's differentconditions. 

if anything
tell me that well, we can't tell 

younger fellows 
0 

Then we havethem the bad. 
we have to always tellis good, 

when we them it's bad, toxic.
They don't object tell 

our say. 
OK, they turnBut when we say it'sThey don't turn .us down. 

else look at it again.have someone 
us ~own and say they must 

I hope we've said some of the right
That's bad for morale. 

things. 

I want to thank everybody and this is the 
Mr. Porter: Well, 


end of the tape. 
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(a) 	 Chair.:an, NaCio=al Mec=ership Co:::1::.., Society for E."(?e~i=.ntal 

1101011 a:d Hedicine. 
(b) 	 Socie~ for EJ..-perimental Biology and.Chair.:zan, D. C. ~apce:', 
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D. 	 Standing ~itte~s: 
Me::ber, representing the Food cd Drug .Àcim1:1ist:ation on the Working G:'OU?,

1959"iedera.l 1a.d1a.tion Council, to date. 

1:. 	 Superior Service Awed 1956: 
ior the ccuduct of tests to deter:d:1e the effect of :uc:lear explosions on 
d:ugs. 

F. 	 .Adcinist:-ative and Advisory lespolUihilities:
(1) 	 'the bdioactivity 3:&:1ch was set up vith & c0tÇ1e.:ent of 7 profeuio::.:.l~ 

and cue subprofessional 1:1 1960. At the :1::8 when the !u=uu of Physi:.:tl 
cd Biological Sc1e:1ce was rl!Crgani:ed, -tbe hr&:1Ch contAined 14 profes-
sionals, 2 clerical and 2 suhprofessional persoU:1el. 'the Scientific 
discipli:les represented ve:e: Pba--:::.a.cology, !ioche:is::y, Che:1st:y,
Physics and nectrouic !ngineering. '!he g:-ade structu:'e vas &$ folloys: 
GS-lS (1), GS-14 (l)~ GS-13 (2), GS-12 (4). GS-ll (1). GS-9 (2),
GS~7 	 (1), (2).GS-5 

a(2) 	 In the :eorgani:ation of the Bureau of Scie:1:if1c Research 1964 neo;: 

hranch, the Special Investigations B:znch vas created in the Division 
of Phs.rm.a.co1ogy. This hranch still contains the person.:le1 and expe::-tisE:
of the old bcUoactiv1ty 3:'anch and contit:ues to exercise some of 1:s r!;-
sponsihilities. Rowever. the new branch has cbanged its posture and di-
rection and considera.hly broadened its research base. '!he cocple:e:.: of 
personnel i.s now 36; '!he g=ades and nu:::ber of individuals P ul:h 
scien~ifil: dise1?lines &re as :cllaws: . 

Phartlaco 10 gi.s t: GS-lS. (1); GS-13, (lì; CS-9, (2).
310che:nis1:: GS-l4, (1): GS-13, '(1); GS-!.2 (1). 

:l'hys 10 10 gi.s t GS-ll, (1).
Veter1n.a:'1an: GS-ll. (1). 

:Che::is t 	 GS-13, (2); GS-12, (3); GS-ll (4);' 
GS-9. (3): GS-7, (2).

Physici.st: GS-14. (1).
Electronic Engi~eer: GS-12, (1).
Biological Technician:GS-3. (1); GS-4. (3) ; GS-3, (1) . 

Clerical: GS-6. (1); GS-4. (1) . 

Suhprof:ss1onal: (2). 

" 

.' 
. 
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1:dw1: P. I.Au; 	 Nove::be= 9, 1965 

uS': OF l'tmLIC.l..""IONS 

.\. perlcd 1930 	to 1935 antedaU:g c.ueer vith the iood. & :eng M=i:ds:ra:i 

o~(3n) 1. ~e ÄPPUuUcm of the Quhhydrone Electrode :0. the D8ter.:d:1ation 
the pH of. Serum met Planza. (Thesis) 

!4v1: P. Laug 

J. 3101. <:he::z., 88:3-15 1930. 

(370) %. 	 Ter;:W:at1.0c of ëe pH of Se:u: at 380 vith the Glass E1&ct=od8 and an 
Improved 	Electron Tube Potentiometer 

~1.11iam C. Stadia, Iiele: 0 I 3r1.en and Edwin P. Laug 

J. 3101. <:hem., 91:%43-269 1931 

(569) Effect of Sp~-%1t the pH of Ve:ous 3100d3. 	 ~~g on 

!. P. Laug, J. Ä. Have and N. I). Perse: 
29:1283-1284 1932Proc. Soc. 	Ixpe=. 3iol; and Hed., 

0 i(368) 4. 	 Obse=vations ou Lsct:!.c Acid, Total CO2, eel pH Ve::ous 3100d 
Daring 	Ãecove:y f=om Severe !xercise 

Edvi: P. taug 
. 

. Am. J. Physio\.~ lO7:6a7-69~ 1934 
. 

. 

(567) s. 	 Studies ou the Glass Electrode 
!:dvi: . P. taus 
J.: Am. Che=. Soc., 56:1034-1036 1934 

a(566) 	 6. Ä J.ai:vestigat10: of the Phanocenou of 11:s: Acid Cha:ge in 
1Jho 1. 31o0d 

U'Gr.n 	P. Laug 
106:161-171 1934J. 	3101. Che=., 

(Só5) 7. 	 Some ObS8=vatious ou the Nat".:.=e of the Reducing Substances in 
1ior.:al DoS Urine 

Idvi: P. L&ug and 'I:ho~ P. Nash, Jr., with technical assútance 
of Louú. Ä. Qaravelli 

108:479-486J. 3101. Che=., 	 1935 

(564) 8. Vanations 1:1 tIr.nary lleducing St:l:stanc:es of ':';oro Nocal Dogs 

~int&ined 	on Bread Diets 
!åvin P. taug and thomas P. Nash, J=., vith technical assistance 
of I.ouise Ä. Garavelli 
J. 	Hutrit1on, 10:81-92 1935 

(563) 	 9. A Study of the Availability of Brud Carbohyd=atu 
Zdwin P. Laug, Louise A. Ga=avelli, .mel !hoc.a.s P. N&sh, ~r. 
Caraal Cbe=ist:y, 12:356-364 1935 

.; 
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(562) 

(561) 

(S60) 

10. '!he Ixc:eUcu of 3rC1:dde Iodide and Ihio=7a:ate by the Perfused 
hog Xidney 

!dv1n P. taug and Rudolf Robe: 

J. Cellular and Comparative Physiolosy, 8:347-3.56 1936 

11. 1letention of Dichrc::ate by G1auware After Exposure to Potuaiu:::l 
Dichramate Cleaui:1g Solution 

!dv1n p." LauS 

Indu8. and !uS. Chec., 6:111-112 1934 

12. On the tJ'se of !.inger-Locke Solutions Couta:1:ú:1i Re.:cglobin as a 

Substitute for Normal !lood "in Mac::als 
" 

~il1iam ll. Ambersou, James Flexner, Frede:'!.c ll. Steggarda, 
Ar'.hur G. Mulder, ~rtQn J. 'teudle:" David S. Pank:a::: and 
Uw1:1 P. taug 
J. Cellular and Comparative Physiolosy, 5 :359-382 1934 

13. The Influence of pH tIpo:: the Eliminatiou of Re:::og1obin by the 
Perfused Frog's "Xidney 

H. Dorothy Webster. Frank 1.. .bgd. Ed~..:I. P. I.aug and 
WlUliam R. Amberscu 
J'. Cellula: and Comparative Physiology. 5 :399-413 1934 

. 
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J. perlee! 1935 to d.te (career with the Yoed ~g Ad=i:ú.st:a.tiou 

(~8) 14. .An Improved GlU8 Hetabo lis= Cage for Small Ani:als 
. . 

!4v1n P. 1.&ul &:d Berbert o. Calvery 

-. 3. Lab. and Clu. ~ed., 22:521-522 1937 


~('47) 15: 	 Application of the DithiUlue Het11cd the Doetar.:i:&tion of I,uc! 

1: 	3iological ~ta:ia1~ 
Uw1,n" ~. Laug 

3. 	ÀSsoc. Off. Açic. öe:zút.l, 21:481-487 1938 

(546) 	 16. :he Zf:ect ef ~e&d ou !Ats !ed Diet.l Ccn~~g Laad Arsenate and 

I,aad Acetate 
Zdrin 	P. I.&ug and Rarold P. l".ø=:i.s 

and Exper. ~e:ap., 64:388-410 1938J. 	ihar.:. 

('45) 17. 	 ne Grovth ar.d Aeproductiou of RAt.l Fe~ Diets Conta:!.::!.:g Lead 

Acetate and Ä=.leüc ~ide a:d the Lead and Arsenic Cout=t of 
Naçbor:1 aud Suckl1:tg Rats 

. 

Earold P. 	l".ønis, Ed-.rln? Laug, Be:-...a.u J. Morris a.:d 
. 

B.. 	 I.ori::e: Grant 
. 

. 	 J. Phar::::l.. aud E."C'Per. 'the:,&p.. 64:420-445 1938 
. . . 	 . 

(544 ) 18. 	 ~e Chronic Effects on Dogs of reeding Diets Containing ~e&c! 
. ,Acetate. I.aad Arsenate. and Arsenic '!:'ia.xide in Varyiug 

Concentrations 
?Bubert O. Calvery. Edvin !.aug and Re::::an J. 1'!orri~ 

&:c! 64:364-387 1938J. 	Pha::. !:cpe:. 'rhe:ap.. 

(.543 ) 	 19". and Phosphorus ou the Storage &tI.dne Influe:u:e of Ca1ciu::z 

'toxicity of I.aad and .useu1c 
B.. Lorimer Grant. Rerbert O. Calvery. EcNin P. I.aug cd 

. 
. Bermau J. 	l!anu 1938J. 	Pharm. and !:per. 'therap., 64:446-457 

(542) 'the 'toxico logy of .Some G1yco b and. D.1:1"1a::!..ve~20. 
!civin P. Laug, Rerbert O. c.lv81:7. Re:':l.&n J. Mo:,:,1~ and 

Gee ff:ay YoecUrd 

J. 	I:dus. Ryg. and Toxico1.. 21:173-201 1939 

(541) 	 0: Sul:anlla=:!.de21. 'toxicity of the Ortho. Meta and Para Isomers 
!d-olin 	P. Laug and Re::::an J. l".ønis 

42:S41-543 1939!roc. Sec. Expe:. Dial. and Med., 

(340 ) 22. 	 Bromide Residues in roods~=:.s 
Zdw1n 	P. Laug 

aud 33 :803-805 1941Indus. Eng. Che:n.. 

,. 
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(.539) 23 . Rapor'!: on Met"CUry 
He 150%1

Edvin P. Laug and Kem1e~ W. 
1942

Off. j.g:ic. Che:., 399-403 
.1. Assoc. 

-. 
The percutAneous Abscrpdcn of .A:::=ouiu:: Eych'ogeu sulfide and 

(.538) 24. 

Hydrogen Sulfide 


X. DraueE. P. Laug and .1. 	 1942 
Pha-~. and Ex'per. ':herap., 76: 179-188 

.1. 

A 

~ P. Laug


(.537) 2S. Multiple !.abbU: RoUer 

1944 
.1. Lab. and Clin. Med., 

and 

29:308-311 

Effect of Acetic, Mcnochloroacetic, Dichloroacetic,
(.536) 26. 	 Uveroxygen Cousu:l11ltiou of lo'.cuse onTrichloroacetic Acids 

!clwiu P. Laug 194661:178-179and Hed.,1>>:oc. Soc. Exper. B101. 

(p-~loroph~yl)-l,for Deter=iniug 2,2 Bis 
(.535 ) 27. Å Biological Assay Method 


1,1 T:ichloroethane (DD'!) 


Edviu P. Laug ~946
86 :324-331 
J. Phum. and Expe:. '!herap., 

(534) 	 28. '!he Metabcl1s1:!. and ?e:::.eability of ~oc.al Skin 

John K. Draize and .Edvin P. t,&ug
Kerbert O. Calvery, 1946 
Physiological Revi~s, 26:495-540 

in the Tissues,(p-Chlorophenyl)-l,l-Trichloroethane (DD'!) 
(533 ) 29. 2,2-3is 

Excreta of the Rabbit 1'olloving Oral Administration 
!ody 1'luids and 

E. P. Laug 	 194686:332-335
and Exper. '!herap.,J. 	Phar.:. 

in the Tissues 
(532) 2,2-3is (p-Chloropheuyl)-l,l,l-Ir1chloroethane (DD'!) 

to30. 
of the Rat 1'o110v1:g Oral Ingestion for Periods of Six MOnths 

Tvo years 
Garth 1'it:hughXcivin P. Laug and O. 	 194687: 18- 23 

.1. Pha:m. and Exp. 'Ihe:ap., 

Penetradon of Mercury
Å s:udy of Car'tain i'ac'tors Governing 'the 

(.531) 31. 	 and the Rabbi't ~e Skin of the Ra't'Ihrough Kuu::e and 
P. Laug, El1zabe'th A. Vos, i'rieda M.Xcivin 

Eruest J. Umberger 
89:52-63 

J. Pha:m. and Exper. '!herap.. 
1947 

Penetration of Hercu:y
A Me'thod for the De'ter.:ination of Cu'taneous 

(.530) 32. 	 and 
Edwiu P. I.aug. Elizabeth A. Vos, Ernest J. Umberger 

1'r1eda M. Kun%e 
89:42-51aud Exper. Therap., 

1947 
J. Ph&~. 

to" ".. 
'-.'. to-
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(.529) 33. 	 !1010g1c ÙS&y of !!e~cu:y Oubet. 
~ 	 a11dp. 	I.aul~ :Elizabeth Ä. Vos Frieda H. xu::. 

. 

Set. Ed., 36:14~1.5 1947
3. 	.Ama:=. Ph&~. .usoc. 

('28) 34. 	 S:ud1as the Per.::ub111ty of the n.i: to 1!e~cu:y=-
I.augun: ? 	

1948J. Soc. ~ØI8t1c ChemuU, 1:81-94 

(.527) 3.5 . 	 ~. Pe:at:n.:io: of t.aad 'thrcugn the Ski::. 
. 

Uv4..: 'I. taus a::! 7d..cia H. Xm:.:. 
ad 'texicol., 30:156-1.59 1948

J. 	%:du. 1Eyg. 

o~(.526) 36. 	 O:úsue Distti1lu:1on of a 'toxicant Fo11avi:g Oral I:tges:icl1 the 

Ca::ma Isomer of B~e::.e :te::.ac:hlcd..cie by 1.&:.
. 

!clv1: P. 1.&ul 
!:pcr. '!hu'&p.. 93:%77-%81 1948

J. 	na:=. a:c! 

from the Vagi::.&l Tract:('25) 37. 	 'the Ab8erpt1011 of Phe:yl::a:'CUric Acetate 

o~ the bt


!~ P. 1.&ug and iried~ 1!. Xun:e 
9.5 :460-4ó4 	 1949

J. 	!h&:::. and Exper. !herap., 

. 

. 	 (.524) 1n B1o1ogi~1 Haterial38. Deter::f.na:icu of B:Lr::ut~ 

. Uw1.n P. Laug 


. 	 %1:188-139 1949-A:alytical 	Che=is::'7, 

(523) 39. 	 'the E~~ec: of !.AI. 011 Experi:e:tal Lead, 'ru:1g.suu, Vanadium, t1raniu::, 

Coppar 	and Copper-Arsenic Po~ouing 
Le"-fl'I H. Luaky, :1. Ä. 3rau:, and twi: P. Laug 

J. I:dus. Eyg. and 'roxico1., 31:301-30S 1949 

I 	

in Foods(.5%2) 40. P:'ecedu~es fer the App:a~al of the 'roxi:ity of Che:ú.cals 

A::014 J. teb::.a:, i:dyi: P. taug, Gaof~:ay Yoodard, 
Ga:th iit:hugh a:c! Ar:hu~ Ä. Neûc11Jo1m 11. Dra1:., O. 	

194941%-434lood ])rug Cosme:ic L&Y Quarterly, p. 

u 	 &11d!.at~ Fo11cYing O~al I:t~&veuous(.521) 41. 	 D~tti1lu1:iou of He~cu:y 
. Phe:.ylmet'cu~ic AcetAte~'!I'I.f~'ht~&tic: ot He:c:~ic Ace:ate aud 

and i't'ied..1. M. Xuu:eC. 	S. Pricket:, ~.n P. I.&ug 
73:S8.5-588Prec. Soc. Expe~. Bio1. Aud Med.. 	 1950 

. 

(.519) 42. Chronic O~al 'ra:C.cities of Mercuri-Phenyl and Me:cu:ic 'Sal:a 
UJin P. Laug al1dO. Garth 71t:hugn, Ar:hut' A. NebOtl., 

irteda H. Xwue 
%:433-442 1950A:chiv.~ Indus. Byg. anc! Occup. Mad., 

t..'.-. 'Ow 	
.. 
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(.520) 43. !he Sto1:'age of Hetho:ychlor 1.: the Fat o! ~e bt
Fr1e"- ~. lCu:z., Uvm P. Laug a~ C. S. Prickett 
Proc. Soc. Exper. 3i01. ~ Med., 75:4LS-416 1950 

(.518) 44. 	 !!edification of the Schechter Hethod for the Dete:::dna:io: of 
!!8thoxychlor 0:' DD'! 1.: Biological Haterub 

C. S.. Prickett, Frieda H. Xun.:e and Edvin P. taug 
3. .Assec. Off. :Aerie. Che::dats, 33:880-886 19S0 

(.517) 45. 	 Liver Ce.ll Alteration and DIY! Storage 1: the Fat of the btSOInc!uced by Dietary Levels of 1 to P.P.H. DD'I' 

Edvin P. taug, A:thur A. Nelson, O. Garth Fitzhugh and 
Frieda H. lCunze 

98:268-273 	 19503. 	Phar.:. and !:per. !hera?, 
(516) 46. Occun'cce of DD'I in Ru:un Fat and Milk 

~dvin P. taug, Frieda H. KT.m%e and C. S. hickett 
Archives Indus. Ryg. and OCCU? Hed., 3:245-246 19S1 

(51.5) 	 47. 'Ihe Seilaration of DD'I and Hathoxychlor and the Analytical
Dete~tion of Each Cc~onent 

Frie" H. lCun:e and Edvi: P. taus; 
3. 	Assoc. Off. Agrie. Che:ists, 34:S37~539 1951 

A(514) 48. hocecure for the 31010gica1 Assay of, Insecticides by Oral 
Aèministration 	to Flies 

J'ohn P. Fravley, Ed-.l:!.:1 P. taug and O. Garth :1 t%huSh 
3."ÄSsoc. Off. Agric. Che:ists, 35:741-745 1952 

a(513) 49. 	 !he In Vivo I::hiDition of Fly Cholinesurase as H~asv.re of 
~crogrza 	Quantities of Orga:ic Phosphate Ins=cticides 

J'ob=. P. FrÐJley, Edvin P. tau g and O. Garth :1t:hugh 
3. Assoc. Off. Agr1c. Ch~sts, 35:745-748 1952 

(512) 	 SO. Radietion Sterilization V Evaluating the Safety of Rad1ation-
Sterilized Foods 

A. 	3. Lehman and E. P. L;:u:g 

1954
Nucleonics,'12:52-54 

(.511) 51. 	 Metabolism Cage for Small Anú::a1s 
S. H. Ress, E. P. taug an~ O. G. Fitzhugh 

J'. tab. and Clin. Hed., 43:824-826 1954 


(510) 	 52. Procedures for the Appraisal of the Toxicity of Che:icals i:I. 
Food~, Drugs and Ccs~etics 

A. 	3. Leh:&n, Y. I. Patterson, 3. Dav1d~J, E. C. Eagan, 
G. Yoodar~, 	E. P. taug, J. P. Fravley, O. G- F1tzhush, 
A. ~. Bourke, J'. R. Drai:e, A. A. Nelson and 3. J'. Vas 
Food Drug Cos:etic ~v Jour:::a.l, p. 6.79-748 1953 

(572) S3. 	 31oche::istry 
E. P. taug

Food Drug Cosmetic 
 lav Journal, 10:699 1955 

,...'.'-'-~".....~..-_."""':~~-~ --~.._._~.- -;. 
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(509) 

(508) 

54. 

55. 

(507) 56. 

(50S) 57. 

(50S) S8. 

(502) 59. 

(504) 60. 

(503) 61. 

(501) 62. 

(500) 63. 

,. . 

.1 
t 

~ 

" 

.: 

(551) 64. 

..." 

7 

B.eport em ll&dioaetive Contamination of ioods 
.!dw1n P. Laug 

J. 	usoe. Off. Agr1c. Che:dsts, JS:67S-óa3 1955 

Ä Surface Aliquot M&sking 'reehnique for the Uoauay of Lindane 
lernard Davidow and Edwin P. L&ug 

1955J. 	Econcn:de !:tc:c1ogy, 48:659-661 

'the Exposure of Drugs to the Effect's of Nuclear !xplosious 
Ed;r1n P. tau; 
J. 	Acer. Phar.:. Assoc. (Sei. Ed.), 45:357-363 1956 

I.adioaetive iallout and Our iood Supply 
Edwin P. Laug 
Antibiotic Medicine, 11:89-90 1956 

3iologieal MS~ of ~drin in Leafy Vegetables andIu 
Confi:m&tion by !4~er Chro:&tography 

Ä. 	X. Xl.in, E. P. taug. J. i. 'righe, L. L. ~ey,Ktm%QL. 	C. ~tchell. ~:1d !. M. 
J. 	Msoe. Off. Agric. Che:ists, 3$:242-253 1956 

Exposure of ioods and Foods~~ffs to ~ucl~ar Explosions 
Edwin P. tau; . 

J. 	Msoe. Off. A;ric. Chemists, 40:544-561 1957 

The Metabolism of MethoX)"chlor (1.1,1 !richioro 2,2 Dis 
p-Methoxyphenyl)Etha:6) Effect of Repatotoxius and MetabolicII. 

.Inhibitors 
John R. Weikel, Jr. and Eduin P. IAuS 
Arch. Int. Pba~cod~ 117:243-247 1958 

Ion Mcve:ent Across the ltabbit Erytbrocyte Mecbrane as Aife=ted 
by 	Chlorinated Iusecticides 

John R. Weikel, Jr., 'EcWin P. I.&ug æ.::d R.cbert '!acchick 
Arch. Int. Phar.=:cod~ 113:261-272 1958 

bdioactive ContU1inatiotl. of Foods and .Animals 
Edwin P. t&UZ 
Military Medicine, 123:216-227 1958 

1eport Otl. !x:rac:ion Procedures for Chloró-org~nic Insecticides 
A. 	K. Klein, E. P. ~uS &:1d J. D. SbeaUn 
J. 	Assoc. Off. Ag:ic. Chemists, 42:339-344 1959 

!4dio&ctive Cc~ta=itl.a:iou of Grai~ ~:è Grain Products 

EcW1n L4u~
P. 

Cereal Science !odzy, 4:273-275 1959 
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~ foods !e:o:e and Afte: 1945: 
A Survey of Radioactive 	Residues 

. (550) 	 65. 
!'ridence of possible f...llout Cot1tamiMtiot:. 


La.~S &nd Wendell C. Wdlace 

Edvin P. 	 1959 

3. ~soc. Off. A::ic. CheQ!sts, 42:431-436 

the. Phagocyticon 
The Effect of Eiiht ~tic:=ce: As~ts

(549) 66. 	 SYStU1 
Propudes of the Reticuloendothelial 

I.a.1:g 
s. Walton .nd E. P. 

B.. Hegidu, ~1. 
127:81-85 1959 

Pl1a::m. cd Exper. '!henp.,3. 
Evideuce of fallout Conu:l1~tion 

~ foods.(588) 67. J,adioactivity II. 
1958 and 1959

During 
Yendall C. W3.11ace, ~e 	S. Walton,

Edwin 1'. 1.&ug, 
a::.d Sidney Da.vis

James H. Di:1it':'off
Mary J. Venett, 	 1961 

J. Assoc. Off. Agric. Checists, 44:523-530 

Analysis of food for Cesium-137(SS9) 68. 	 &ud Edwin P. I,augDi3:I.it,:,off
Harry H. Yalube, J4::e5 H. 	 196245:773-781 
3. Assoc. Off. Ag:ic. Chemists, 

. Sec. St:outiu:-90 ~d Casiuc-13i Cont~t it:. 

~ota.l Diet Study.(590) 69. 	 in the Më:ropoli:a.n Washingtcn Ara~ 
the Diet of a 19 Ye:: Old Eoy 

E. P. Laug cd A. N. lI..ik::.lis 196346:749-767
Off. Agric. Che:ists,J. Assoc. 

About :DA'S ?a.cHo:1ctivity 1'rog:&:1
Should K:10'"..1(591.0) \8"hat You70. 

Edwin 1'. Lau3 1963 
food Engineering, 35:42-45 

in fallout Associated with At:Ospheric 
(592) 71. ~-!:itti:1g ~1:cli~es 

19ó1 
Testing Durin~ the Au:~ 0: 

Edwi:1 P. l.a.ug 
Ita=ry H. Yaltabe, J.2.~es M. Di:it:c if 4:1c!. 

45:941-946 
J. Assoc. Off. Ag=ic. Che:ists, 	

1963 

a.nd 
Geogra~hica1 Dist:ibutions of Strontiu:-90 

(593 ) 72. Te~po:a.l and 
1960-1962Cesium-137 in iood, 


Edwin 1'. l.aug 

4:448-454Radiological Health Data, 

1963 

'(594) lLadioactivity in 'totsl Diet SaJ:ples
13. 	 Dit:"~ ::~ ffa.nd Ja:es M.Ed~in 1'. l.au~ 47:821-823Off. Ag:ic. Che:ists, 	

1964 
Assoc.~. 

DD! DDD in the l.iver of the Rat 
to p,p'(595) 74. Conv.e:sion of p,p' 

and A. K. Kleinl.augP.oR. Datta, E. P. 
1964145:1032-1053Science, 
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7S. Hetabolites: Reductive Dechlorination of DD! to DDD and Iso~eric 
DD'!' to p,p" DD'! In VivoTransformation of O)pl 

A. 	X. Klein, E. P. Laug, P. R. Datta, J. O. Watts aud 

Chen
J. 't. 47:l129~114S 1964J. ~soc. Off. Agric. Che:i$ts, 

76. 	 Metabolites in :he Uriue of Rat on Diets Containing Aldrin or 
Dieldrin 

A. K. 	Klein andP. R. 	Datta, E. P. taus, J. O. W4tts, 
M. J. 	Nelson 

208:289 1965Nature, 

77. 	 Evidence for 'the Conversion 'of o,p DD! (1,l,l-Trichloro-2-
o-chlorophanyl-2-p-chlorophenyletbaue) to p,p' DD! (1,1,1-
Trichloro-2,2-bis(p-chloropbenyl)eth4ne in Rats 

D~t~a 	a~d J. L. MendelA. K. 	Klein, E. P. taug, P. ~. 
Journal of the Acerican Che:ica1 Socie~l, 87:2520-2522 1965 

. 
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RAD!O!.OGICAI.. H!..!J.TE:: 
I'N TEE JO~i.\L .OF

PUBLISñD2tlEl'ORTSI. 
AR'l'!CUSp}-.GEVOL.MONTK -

~ 

of Ru::::LC1 and Ani:::al FOOG 
Sr-90 A:tl1lyses 

Hay 1960 I 36 
~ 1958 &ud 1959.Col1ee1:ed 

of Ani:a1 Fodders.49 S~-90 Coute~1:I1960tlee. 
Survey of B.s.d!o-

n 18 1'ood, 01:hcr 'the. Hilk -

1961 ~ Fcod.Jan. &etivity 
Survey of RaGio-

01:he: '!ha~ Milk390 Food, 
-

1961 ~Sep1:. II FOOG.ae1:ivity 
- Survey of ~dio-

1961 II 515 1'ood, Othltr '!ha.~ Milk 
Dec. activity in Food. 

Survey of Radioa.ctivity iu Food. 
1161962Apr. Survey of Radioa.ctivity in Food. 
131 

and 
181 R.4dioactiv~ty of Leafy Vegetables 

.

.June 1962 to fallout origin~~ing fro:III Grasses ~7cs~d 
V.S.R. NucleLr A1::ospheric Iests. 

. Foods.270 5r-90 in R.A~ 
1962Aug. III Survey of bdioac::ivity in Ani-"l Fee.t!s. 

390 

Prior to Re~?ticu of 
1962 436 5:-90 in 3~~y FOOGS 

Nov. III Nue1es.r Ie~tin6 1959-1961. 

1960, 1961, 
Survey 0: Ra.dio~ctivity in Food 

476 

Dec. 1962 III 1962. 


~~y 1961 Au;Us: 1962. 
1963 18 Teen-Ager Diet Survey 

-

rvJan. (1960-1962).&~d Sr-90 in Foods
81 Cs-1371963 rv1'60. 

for Teen-Agersin Diets285 R.aGiot:Uclides 
- -rv 1963..J~e 19ó3 

~.zy 1962 Feb. 

-' -.-
T~poral ~d Gaographics.l Distributions of 

196:3 in food.Sept.. rv 448 Cesiu:-l:37St~outi~-90 and 

in Diets for Ieenag~rsRadionuclidesv 181 
- 1963.April 1964 

~~y 1962 Nov. 

Rarvest 0: Selected 
v 221 Strontic:-90 iu 1963 

~.ay -
1964 

G~ains p:el~na=y Repor:. 
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ATO~'!!C E!-t"nG'! C~!ISS!O~:lErOR'!'S ~.ADE TO S.1t. 	 u. 
~ha rood an~ Drug AÞ-4~!S-

In ccan.c~iou vi~ i~ Civil Defacse activities, 
~est 	series &~ the 

t:a~ion conducted tests on druss, 4a4 foods duri:; three 
Xevac!.si (1) Upshot Knathole,1953 (d..-ugs) i 

c::m:1neutal test site at MerC".:~, 	 1957-t 	 1955 (foods); and (3) Oparatiou Plucbob, (foo~).(2) Operation ~eapot, 
and. issued. the 

1):. I.&ug directed the tut &c:~ivities dur1:g these series 

fo11awi:g reports~ 

to t~a E::ec":s e~ 
-(1) 	 ~S-c:.OT DlO-r=..oU 1953: !he I:?osure of ür.tgs 

Nuc1u.r E:.xplosions. In ~eport (Clasd!1ed). 

- 1955: Ex?osure of reods a:d !eodstu:!s t~(2) 	 OP~rION ~~O! 
Nuclear Exillosicus. 

- I~ 1163 (Cl~si:ied)(a) 	 Pre1i:inA:Y ~~?ort 
-

- ITR 1159(b) Prel~=Y ~e,ort 
(c) 	 1inal R.e?or~ 

0::' 3u1..'< :ood. St4plas-l;,! 1163.Effec~ 0: Nuclear !x?losie:u:1. 
on ~:u:.ed roods-w"r 1:12.Effects of Nuc1ur !xplodons2. 

!he Effec:s of iSuclur z;""?losioIU en Co::::!!rcia.lly !'2.ckag~d
3. 

Beverages-WI 1213. 

!he Effact of Nuclu;: ~losio::.s en Mu.t a:d Meat


4. 
. PrQducts-~.z'! 1216. 


The Effect qf ~ucle&r ~losio~ on S~i-~erishab~. roods
1. 
. 

a::.ci :ood. !'a.:n;ing-1;,,,! 1114. 
on !=o:::en !oods-w"r 1215.Effects of ~'uc1e&':' b.."?lesiot::6. 

-Cd) 	 W! 1122Sum:ary Repc=~ 

-(:3 ) 	 1957:OF~TION P~~OE 
(&) ~in&l ~e?or~s 

1461 on Glz.ss v~c:u= Co::.t~~:lers-;"!'Blast Ef:~::~t1. 
!!fect of :~llout CQu:~inÃ:ion on Processed foods, Co~-

2. 
and. Pack&ging~;r 149ó.eainers, 

0::' Rr.l As':'~c:ul~".1=al -?rod".1::ts-Effec1: of :&l1ou: Co~tz:i:l&~i~3. 
W'l: 1497. 

M~&$u:ing cd ~n1tori:g 'traini:l.g Exercite:
4. 
:oods:uf:s~~ 1498. 

, 

.-_. -. 	. - .._--.---'---' 
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PUBLICAnOt~S 

Oscar 	Garth 
1. 	Effec~ of Cartico-adrena.l Extract on Growth aÏ1ci Sexual Aétivities. 

11tzhu:h, ''the American Jounul of Ph'fsiolo~. ill, 677, (1937) 

. 

1. 	Livu bleneration 11\ k~ ProtKtad vtch Xmchint Asaf.:st CUbon -recrach1od.de 

GU'th i'1czhu;h, ~oce81iin~s of che Socte-tY for Ex=erlx::ental 
. ..Poison1n;. o.--'-' Itòlorr aM Medicine, ~, 11. (1939). 

. - ---. --
. 

. -- 3.:0 'rbè Effeë:t of Vicamiu 31 011 Morphine Abstinanc~ Symptoa. O. Garth Fitzhugh, 
ða 	 It..23.

the Journal bf Ph&r.:!!acolo~ !xoerimeuul 'rheraoeucics E. (1939).. 
-0. 

In Slowing the Puue. :aenjamin R. llabbi:LS. O. Guth ø.-4. 't'ha Actiou' of Mo1:';'hir:a '. 

-. 'the Journalo of Phar=3.co1o~ and ~e:imental. 

0.' 11::hugh ad James B. 3axtar. Jr. 
----- Theraaeutics. ii, 116, (1939) 

SCUc!iu' of Cyclopropane th.e Use of 1Subitu:atas in Prev.ntug Cardiac Inesulu-,. 
1:1a. Uncier Cyclopropane or Harphine and Cjclopropane Anesthesia. !enja=in R. 

c:uth Fit:hugh.Ph.D. 
. 

Iab1:ti:s, H.D.. JaCLeS B. lax1:8r. Jr.. I.S.. and O. 

Azmals of 	St..,,:,zu.., !!Q.. 84. (1939). 

6. Scudies of Cyclopropane. 'the Effact of Harphine, Barbital, and Amy tal upon the 
. 

Con=-n:ration of Cyclopropane in the Blood &aquired for Anesthesia and 

lta.piratc%y Azrest. Benjamin R. ltobbius, J.R. Baxter, Jr. . and o. Garth 
'the: Jounnl of Phar.Ycolo~ and, E~erlmental 'the1:~oeul:ic:s. ~, -~~'~~.9.3.~

__.11tzhugh,.....-- -.--. ---
. 

- . - Hea.rt 	RaCe
'..7:' Studies of Cyclopropane. 

. 

.An Analysis of the Factars 
-

C~~ollirlg. che. 

. . .0 in Do~s Anesthat1z:ed with Cyclot!rapane 01: Ether after Pre:edica:ion vith. 
&obbins, Ò.Garth Fitzhugh, and James R. Baxter, Jr.Hø1:'phine. lenja::in R. 

f.- 'the Journal of Pharmacalo'%"! and E~erill1enl:al Theraoeutic:s,'~, ..206 .__~1939) 
.:_-_.-----. 

Brat1Ched
8. 	 Diac:yl\ß"eu. U. Preparation & Prapert1es at Diacylureas Derived f1:01n 

.A.l1pbatir: Acicis. !toger '.i. St:)ughton, S.L. Dicld:nson & O.Garth Fit%hugh. 

'the Jour..al of the. Acerican Chemical 'Socie!:,!. li. 408, (~93?? 

the Chronic to:d.ci ~ of C.cim1um~ O. Garth F1 tzhugh & Fred R. Meiller.9. 
'In. Journal of Phamacolo~ and Exoerimental 'thera'Oeul:ic:s ,11. 31, (~941).. 

-

.'--
of bt Ea1:S Produced by Prolonged Feeding of Crude Ergot. Arthu1: A.10. 	 lifeurobtrom.a.s 

. 

lifebon,M.D.. O.Guth i'itzhugh,Ph.D.,Heman J. Morris,."!.S.. and Rerbert O. C.lvery 
Ph.D. Cancer ?.esearc:h, 1, 11, (1941). 

. -..-... -. _0 ---

Following Cinhosis 	Caused by Sele1Ù:um in Rats. A::,thur A.. Nelson,H.D.11. .Liver tumors 
Ph.D. Cancer Resaa.rch 1, 230, 

.--.:.. -'-' O. ~rth Fit:hugh, Ph.D.. and Herþe::'t o. Calvery, 

(1943) . 


O. Garth Fitzhugh, Arthur A. Nelson, and
12. 	 the Chronic Oral toxicity of Seleniuo. 

C. I. 	31iss. 'the Journal of Phar.=acolo~' & E~erimentnl !heraoeucic:s. SO, 289, 

a~. 	
. 

~ 

13. 	 the Chronic toxicicy of Eriot. O. Garth Fitzhugh, Arthur A. Nelson a.nd Herbert O. 

Calve%y, 'I'he Jount.:!l of Pha't'måcolo<<y & E:m'erimcntal 'theraocutics, S~, 3.64. (lC)':':j 

--..-.'-" 

. 

14. 	 lbnc.id Fat iå. Experimental Diat3. o. Garth Fitzhugh, Art:hur A. Nelson? and H.:rocr' 

Calvery. l'roct!edin<::s of the SQcie~ for Exoerimental Biolo!':V and Medicine, 
.~ 	 o. 

.-. 
12., 129', (1944). 	

--
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Su==&ry of ~oy~colo~;cal 	Stuèies of t:e Insecticide DU!. 2,2-3i3 (p-chlorophenyl)
1.5. 

Ga.::~h 	Fic::bugh,
1, 1.1-t=icb.loroec:r-.ane. Joim:E. Drabe, Ge<lffrey Wooda.::, o. 

B.. and Herbert o. C'a.lver/. Che:ticalA:thu::. A.. Neuou, 3laclclell Seith, Jr., 

and Endneerln2 NeoJs, Ame-ricm Chemical Sode~, ~, 1503, (1944) 0 


.16. 	 Histopathological Chanses l'ollovin; A~"n{stration of DD'! tQ Severa.l Specid of .'
JoHn R. Dra.iu, Gaoffrey 	Yood~rd, O. GarQ l'it::huSh,A%lþ!o.=th. A:dmr A. ~elsoa., 

Calver/. Public Health Re~orts, 59, 1009, 
~ .. B.. Bla.ckwell Smith,. Jr., and ~rbert o..: 

~~. 
17. 	 'the éh..-om.c ~oxici=r of Qui:1.a.c:ine (A.ubrl:1e). O. Gar:h Fit::hugh~ A.r:hur A. 

KeuO'C., &:Ii :Eerbert O. Calver/. The J~al of ?ha..-:tac:oto~ 
. 

!:oeri:ent:.a.l 
. -

'theraaeueics, !1, 107, (194S). 

18. 	 ~ha Ch:ocl.c ~o:d.city of Sulfic:as. O. G6rtb. n.t::.ugh, Lila. F. Knudsoc. ttd. 
The and E:me:,i::1enul 'thè=a~eutic:s,Arthur A. Kelson. Jour:tal of Pha::ac:olo~ 

!2., 37 I (1946). 

19. Subacute and Chronic 'toxicities of Asco1:'by1 Pal::itates. O. Ga:ët :it:hugh 
and A:thur A. Ne~oa., p:oceedbs:s of the Soc:ie~1' fo:, !:oeri:e::.tal Biolo" and.. & 

.Medici:e, !h, 195, (194ó). 

COD'!) 	 in the '!issues of the B.at20.. 1,2.315 ~-chlorophe:yl)-l,l,l-~richloroe~e 
l'ollowi:tg Oral Ingestion 	fQr Periods of S1.,,: Mcc.c:h.s to '1:-..-0 Years 0 Edwin it. Lau&, 
O. 	 Ga.:tb. Fit%hugh. 'the Jour:al of. Pha~c:olo9:V' & E:t~I!t'i::1ent:.a.l '!het'a~eut:ics, 

(1946)..IL. lS, 

%1.. COIniIa:ison of Óe. Ch..~nic: '!oxicit"] of '!rlethyleceo Glycol rit~ be of Dieehylec.e 

Glycol. O. Ga::ó Fit%hugh and A:thU1:' A. Nelsoc.. 'tae Journal of Industrial
- . 

- .._-_. .--0 '.
HTrlene 	&.'toxico1o~. 1ê" 40, .(1946). 

a
22. ne '!oxi.cities of Ccmpounds Ãelated 1:0 %,3-Di:erc:aptopropanol eDil) rith 

0Note on their Relative 'thera.peutic Efficiency. O. Ga.rü Fit:hugh, G.!offrey 
Yoodard, :Eer~e1:'t A. Braun, I:elman ~1. Lusky a.:td Eerber~ O. Calvery 'the0 

--	 (1946)':' 	

Journal of Pba.r.:ta.colo~ & E:oeriment:al '!he:'a.~eutic:s SutJole':1ent, 87, 23, 

'the Chronic Oral '!~~cicy of DD'I: (2,1-31s (p-Chlorophenyl-l,l,l-!ric:hloroe~ne).23.. 
O. Gart:h 1'it:huSb. ac.d Arl:hur A. Nelsoc.. !he'Jou~al or Pha,=:acolo!":V and 

~ericental 'therztJeut:ics, !L, lS, (1947). 
. 

Artzl.1J.1:'%4. Chrotúc Ord 'tonciq of Alpaa.-Naphtb.yl 'thiou:'ea.. O. c.rth Fit:hugh & 

A. Nelson. P1:'oc~din~of the Socie~ ror E~eri~ental 3iolo~ & ~~éicir.e, 

~, 305, (1947). 

15. 'the 	Compa.:a.t:!.ve Chronic 'to-..dc:ities of Fu=.a.ric:, '!a1:'l:3.1:'ic, Ox.a.lic:, and ~.a.leic .Adds. 
O. Gart:h l'it:huSh & Arthur A. Nelsoc.. Journal of the ~~rican Pha~cautic:al 
Associa.tion. Sc:ient:i:ic Edit:ion. 34, 217, (1947). 

26. 	 'the Chronic: Oral '!oxic:icy of Chloroquine. O. Garth Fit:hugh, Â:'thu:, A. Nelson 
&ud o~ L. Rolland. The Journal of P~~r=ac:olorv & E~eri~en~3.1 ~har~~eutics, 

E, 147, (194S). 

17. 	 .Chronic: Oral 'to:dc:il:ies of Surfac:e-Active A8ents. O. Gart.h Fi::hu;h and 

Art:hu: A.. N~lson. Th~ Jourr.~l of ~he Ame:,ic:an Phar:aceucical Associac:ion, 
Sci~nc:ific: Edition, 11, 29. (194~). 
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28. 	 Use of DOt Insec~i=ides on Food?~aduces.. O. Ga~~~ Fitzhugh & "Arthur Ä. Nelson 
Sci~nce, 626, (1948).~, 

~29. Liver tumo1:S in Raes 	 "Ihio&cetåm1e!e. 0.. Ca~:h Fitzhugh andFed niau:e. 
Nelson. Science, lOa, 626, (1948). 

.Ar:~ A. 
---

. 	 ---
30.. Ch1~oqu1n. (5::-761.8) 1ac1\o10lic ChanS.. Obaerved in bts nich for Two Years 

baG been Fed Various Proportions. Arthur A. Nelson, M.D.-, Ph.D. in PathololY, 
and O. G&rch F1tzhush, Ph.D. Archives of Patholo~, ~,' 4'4 (1948). 

. 

31. the Chronic to::ic1ty of thiourea. O. G&rch 11 tzhugh. lee!eration Proceedin~s, 
.

U' -. 	 _. 1:, 218, (1948). 

.32. Producti= of Cataract Þ !Laes by 3.ta-te~alal me! Other Dert:vatives of 
tfçhch&lene. o. Gart1ö. F1.tzhush, Ph.D., ~ashingcon,D.C. and Wilhelm a. !uschke, H.t 
!alt1mcre, Md., Archives of Oohtha1.colog:v. g, '12, (1949). 

33. proceduru fo-r the Appraisal of the Toxicit:y of Chemicals in Food~. Amole!~. 
Lehman, EdvLn I. wUI, Geoffrey Wcodare!, ~obn H. Dnize, O. Garth Fi~hugh, 
ad Ar:hur A. Nelsoa.. Food D~'Z Costl:etic L~ Quar~erlv. (Sap:. 1949). 

34. Cbronic Oral toxiciC1u oi Mercuri-phenyl and. Mercuric Salts. O. Car~~ Fitzhugh, 
. Ph.D. t Arttw: A. Nelson, M.D. t Ph.D., Ee!win P. "ug, Ph.D., and i'rieda M. .. 

&~" 3.S., ~ashingtou, D.C. Archives of Indu.strial Hv~iane Occuoa~ional 
..- .-

. 

.. .- .Medicine, b 433, (1950). 
. 	 . 

35. Co=p~isou of the Ch.-ouic toxici'ties of S~~t:ic Sweetening Agent:s. O. Ga.:th 
:Fitzhugh, Federation Praceedin~s !. 272, (1~50). 

,- -

----- -- u. . 

36. Factors Affecting tissue D1s~riQut:1ou FolloW'ing O-ral Ingestion of Lipie! Soluble 
-

Substances. John P. Frawley & O. Garth Fitzhugh. Federation P-roceedinu, 1,.
. "213~ (19'0). 

37. Live-r Call Alteration and DDt Storage in the Fa~ of the Rat Inc!uced. by Dieuryr . Levels ol tå '0 PPH DD't. Edv1n P. Laug. Arthur A. Nelson, O. Garth Fitzhugh, 
and Frieda K. lCuuze. the Journal of Pharmacolot!V & E:~erimC!n:al Theraoeut:ics, 

. 
. 

98", 268,. (19'0) . 

38. 	 Comparison. of Seve~al Chlorinated Hydrocarbon Insecticie!es wit:~ Ilespec~ to 
Patholosical Changes Produced in be.. by Feedlu~ at Low Levels, 1 to 1000 PPM. 
A. Ä. Nelson. O. Garth Fitzhugh. and G. Wooe!ard. redera~ion P~oeeedir.=s,l, 

.-

339, (19'0). 

.39. 'the ChrQ~ic toxicities of technical Benzene Hexachloride ane! I~s Alpha, Beta, and 
.Gam=a Isomers. O. G. Fitzhugh, A.A. Nelson, ane! J. P. Frawley. the Journal 0: 

:Ihatmacolo~ & Exoericental Th3raoeu~1cs, 100, 59, (1950). 

40.. the Phar.ucologica.l Evaluation of Antioxidanes. A.. J. Lehman, O. G.. Fitzhugh, 
A.A. Nelson, and ~. ~oodard. Advances in Food Rasearch, 111, 197, (1951). 

41. 	 Comparison of Chrouic: Effects Producee! in Rats by Several Chlo-rinated Hydrocarbon 
Insectic:ides. O. G. Fitzhugh ane! A. A. Nelson. Federation P-rocece!in~s ~ 295,.

(1951)., 
. 
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Gér~ho.~~e Ceronic toxicities of Synthetic S~eetening Age~ts.
42. Cc:parisou of 

The Jou~ål of the A!:teric3.:land John P. Frayley.Fit%hu!;h, Arthur A. Nelson, 
5~3, (1951).

PcaroAceutic~l Association, Scientific Edition, ~,
. 

the Whole Rat.43. EffecC5 of !:tulsifyins Agent3 Upon Intes tinal Content of 
and O. G. Fit%hugh. Federation Proceedin~!.,!l,

A. ll. Bourke, J. P. Frawley, 

325, (1952). 


44. 	 A ~uative Phar:nacological. & 'I:o:d.cologica1 Study of Organic Phosphate-

John P. Frawley; Ernest C. Hagan, O. Gar~
Anticholinesterase Co:pounås. 


Fit%hugh. The Jou-rnd of Pna't'""'J.colon' & E:':t)eri:tental Theratleudcs, ill, 13õ, (1952) . 


. 

on. dle C:onic taxiciey of Antabuse (tec:aethyliliuramdisul.fide).45. Só::e ObservatiotlS 
Federation P~oceedin~s, 11, 345,

O.G. 	FiC:huSh, Y. J. Winter & A. A. Nelson. 

(1952) . 


a. Measure of Microgram Quantities~ ~ Inhibition of Fly Cholinesterase as 	
.46. the 

John P. Edwin P. Laus, and O.of Organic Phosphate Insecticides. Fravley, 
Garth Fitzhugh. Journal of the Association of Offiéial A~icultu~al Chemists, 
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